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Preface

Many protocols and applications in wireless multi-hop networks indispensably use broad-

casting to delivery messages to all nodes in a network. Wireless routing protocols such

as DSR, AODV and ODRMP broadcast route discovery messages, and many application

protocols exchange query and response messages by broadcasting. Hence, the efficiency of

broadcasting is critical to efficiency of these wireless protocols. Efficient wireless broadcast-

ing is a topic that this thesis studies where efficiency is measured by the total transmission

number to broadcast one unit data to the whole network. The study is done in two ways:

extending classical methods and utilizing a novel method, network coding.

Classical broadcasting protocols are based on store-and-forward routing that views pack-

ets as atomic objects and lets a node store incoming packets in its local queue for some delay,

before forwarding one or several copies of the packets to its neighbors. Among the classical

broadcast protocols, the simplest and most widely used broadcast protocol is pure flood-

ing. Pure flooding reliably provides total coverage of a network, but causes redundancy of

packets, resulting in unnecessary collisions, and enormous inefficiency. To combat this inef-

ficiency, many efficient broadcast protocols have been studied using probabilistic algorithms

such as a gossip protocol, or algorithms based on topology control such as a Multi-Point

Relay (MPR) based protocol. These broadcast protocols have been successfully used in

many wireless protocols standardized in IEEE 802.11 and IETF.

One possible application of the broadcast protocols is wireless mesh networks standard-

ized in 802.11 Working Group S. The 802.11 mesh networks face challenges such as inefficient

broadcasting of so-called associated station information that is partially updated; there ex-

ists redundancy between newly updated data and already broadcasted data. This thesis

addresses these challenges by introducing an Association Discovery Protocol (ADP) that is

combined with MPR-based broadcasting and integrated with an extension of an Optimized

Link State Routing (OLSR) protocol for the 802.11 mesh networks. The results of analysis
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with modeling and simulation show that the protocol effectively decreases control overhead.

However, for continuous data traffic, there exists another possible broadcast solution,

which could theoretically outperform the broadcast protocols with classical store-and-forward

routing and would not require precise topology information. This solution is network coding.

Theoretically, network coding enables an optimized solution for wireless broadcasting in a

polynomial time, while it is NP-complete with classical store-and-forward routing and only

approximation algorithms exist. Hence, broadcasting with network coding is, theoretically,

at least as efficient as any other broadcasting.

This thesis focuses on utilizing network coding specifically as a practical solution for

efficient wireless broadcasting. For the practical solution, this thesis proposes simple al-

gorithms based on intuitive rationale about optimal efficiency of wireless network coding.

The efficiency of the proposed simple algorithms is theoretically analyzed, and proven to

be asymptotically optimal. The efficiency also is experimentally analyzed and shown, in

some examples, to outperform other broadcasting with classical store-and-forward routing.

Finally, from these simple algorithms we derive a practical broadcasting protocol executing

with a simple and efficient coding method (that is, random linear coding). In addition,

we propose a simple novel method for real-time decoding that could be combined with the

practical network coding broadcasting protocol.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Overview

Because a channel of wireless networks is unreliable and its devices have mobility, wireless

networks are naturally dynamic; the dynamic features cause difficulty where all wireless

protocols exchange messages. Hence, many wireless protocols use broadcasting as a way

to delivery their messages. For example, routing protocols use broadcasting to distribute

control messages and application protocols use it in a discovery phase.

The simplest way to execute broadcasting is pure flooding where every node forwards

all initially-received packets. Pure flooding requires no global topology information and no

control traffic, and reliably covers the whole network. However, pure flooding causes many

redundant data receptions and unnecessary transmissions. These unnecessary retransmis-

sion wastes bandwidth which is deficient in wireless networks; it also wastes devices’ energy

which is limited in mobile devices. This inefficiency should be avoided, and hence this the-

sis studies efficient broadcasting. The efficiency that we study is energy-efficiency that is

measured by the number of transmission to deliver one unit data. Hence, we can define an

efficient broadcast protocol for this study as;

Efficient Broadcast Protocol : distributes a unit data (a packet) from a source to all nodes

inside a network with the minimal transmission number.

For efficient broadcasting, a substantial number of protocols have been proposed; these

broadcast protocols have aimed to decrease redundant data reception, while keeping the

1
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total coverage of a network. The protocols are usually based on either probabilistic algo-

rithms [1–3], where packets are only forwarded with a certain probability, or Connected

Dominating Set (CDS) algorithms [4–6], where packets are forwarded only by the limited

number of forwarder nodes in CDS sets. We investigated the efficient broadcast protocols

and extended one of them, an MPR(Multi-Point Relaying)-based protocol for wireless mesh

networks.

The mesh networks face challenges such as inefficient broadcasting of a so-called asso-

ciated station information, whose newly updated data has redundancy with already broad-

casted data. To address these challenges, this thesis introduces an association discovery

protocol (ADP) that is combined with MPR-based broadcasting and integrated with an

extension of an OLSR protocol for mesh networks. The results of analysis with modeling

and simulation shows that ADP effectively decreases control overhead and improves perfor-

mance. The performance improvement is observed specifically for delay constrained control

traffic; however, for continuous data traffic, a basic limitation may exist for broadcast pro-

tocols with classical store-and-forward routing.

The limitation comes from a classical communication model assuming one source and

one destination such as a telephone system [7]. Unlike telephone networks from which

the classical communication model originated, recent networks are shared networks where

multiple nodes access the same channel such as Ethernet and wireless LAN. In the shared

networks, there may exist several destinations from a source and multiple paths to several

destinations, and the multiple paths would be organized by connecting several communica-

tion entities. Moreover, the multiple paths could be partially overlapped by having common

links. With the classical communication model, all communication entities organizing the

paths use classical store-and-forward routing, which treats packets as atomic objects and

stores packets in a local buffer for some delay before forwarding them to other nodes. When

store-and-forward routing is used, the capacity of the common links should be shared by

multiple paths. This sharing would result in capacity shrinkage that is assigned to some

destinations. As far as we keep the classical point-to-point communication model, it is hard

to avoid the capacity shrinkage, regardless of a high compression rate at the source and

reliable transmission without any error.

In order to overcome the basic limitation of the classical communication model, we may

benefit from the existence of intermediate nodes in recent networks. In the shared networks,

we can permit a new operation to intermediate nodes in addition to storing and forwarding
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of the classical communication model. The new operation is coding, and permitting coding

at intermediate nodes is called as network coding.

Network coding enables each connection to use the whole capacity of the overlapped

paths as if there exists only one connection in the network. In the seminal work of [8],

Ahlswede et al. theoretically proved and qualified the benefit of network coding with mul-

ticast scenarios. The quantified benefit is a theoretical upper bound of network resource

utilization (that is, the max-flow min-cut bound for multicasting) that classical store-and-

forward routing may not achieve in some cases. This benefit is one motivation for this thesis

to focus on network coding.

Another motivation is the existence of a simple and efficient coding method, random

linear coding [9,10]. Random linear coding not only is simple but also guarantees to asymp-

totically achieve the theoretical upper bound of network resource utilization for multicas-

ting [11]. When the simple random linear coding method is used, a remaining problem is

how to minimize the transmission number to achieve the upper bound, or cost optimization.

The cost optimization of wireless broadcasting is NP-complete with classical store-and-

forward routing [1]. But with network coding, we can obtain an optimal solution for wireless

broadcasting in a polynomial time by solving a linear optimization problem [12, 13], and

we can have a converging approximation in a decentralized way [13]. However, this thesis

proposes a different and even simpler approach to obtain the optimal solution, rather than

solving a linear optimization problem.

1.2 Contribution

The main contribution of this thesis follows: first, we extend an efficient broadcast protocol

with store-and-forward routing for wireless mesh networks, propose ADP in order to im-

prove broadcast performance, and analyze the protocol’s performance with modeling and

simulation. Second, we design simple and efficient broadcasting with network coding. We

theoretically prove it to be asymptotically optimal in one dimensional torus networks and in

two dimensional networks on Euclidean spaces, and in practice show that our broadcasting

outperforms other broadcasting with store-and-forward routing.

We extend MPR-based broadcasting to wireless mesh networks with OLSR

routing protocol by proposing an association discovery protocol (ADP) in order
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to efficiently broadcast data whose content does not totally change and is par-

tially updated. Moreover, we analyze the efficiency of the protocol with model-

ing and simulation. An MPR-based broadcast protocol is one efficient broadcast protocol

that decreases the transmission number by reducing the number of forwarding nodes. We

extend the MPR-based broadcast protocol in order to complement OLSR routing protocol

for IEEE 802.11 wireless mesh networks. While taking advantage of MPR-based broadcast-

ing, our extension introduces ADP in order to limit the overhead of repeating information

in periodically broadcasted data [14]. This extension could support efficient broadcasting in

mesh networks specifically when the data should be periodically broadcasted within a con-

strained delay, and the periodically broadcasted data would be partially updated each time.

An example of such data is a database of mobile hosts in mesh networks, a so-called associ-

ated station information. The improved efficiency with our extension is controlled with our

analytical model which models the database changes and control overhead to broadcast the

changes. Our simulations on some representative graphs show efficiency improvement and

accurate efficiency control with our modeling. This extension presents a successful solution

based on efficient broadcasting with store-and-forward routing specifically for burst and

delay constrained control traffic.

We introduce a simple and novel approach for efficient broadcasting with

network coding that achieves the maximal-efficiency-benefit of wireless network

coding. For continuous data traffic, there exists different approach that does not require

precise topology information and theoretically outperforms other broadcast protocols with

store-and-forward routing. This solution is network coding. Network coding creates multiple

benefits: a coded packet transmission can simultaneously bring innovative, that is new and

useful, data to several different receivers. When all receivers of a transmission can receive

innovative data from the transmission, multiple benefits are maximized. In other words, in

order to maximize benefits of wireless network coding, every transmitted packet must be

innovative to all receivers. Formally,

maximal-efficiency-benefit of wireless network coding is achieved when every transmitted

coded packet provides innovative data to all receivers.

Our basic approach to achieve the maximal-efficiency-benefit of wireless network coding

comes from the following intuitive rationale and hypothesis. Each node needs to receive

innovative data from every transmitted coded packet of each neighbor in order to achieve

the maximal-efficiency-benefit of wireless network coding. If the necessity is satisfied, the
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received innovative data number per unit time at a node must be proportional to the

expected number of neighbors (M). For the rationale and hypothesis, we follow simple

reasoning (see details in section 4.4.2), which infers that every node could have the same

transmission rate (one) if every node had the same expected number of neighbors (M)

and the same receiving rate (a max flow, M) of innovative data. With this reasoning, we

obtain the basic rate selection algorithm to assign the Identical Rate to Other Nodes (IRON)

besides the source.

We theoretically prove asymptotical optimality of our simple broadcasting

with network coding in large dense networks. We prove the optimal efficiency of

our approach (IRON) in one dimensional torus networks in section 4.5.1 and also in two

dimensional networks on Euclidean spaces in section 4.5.2. For the proof in two dimensional

networks, we extend our basic approach IRON to IREN/IRON that assigns Increased Rates

for Exceptional Nodes and Identical rates for Other Nodes (IREN/IRON). The reason to

introduce IREN/IRON is that two dimensional networks on Euclidean spaces have some

border effects where nodes around the border definitely have fewer neighbors than the

average. Hence, while most nodes nearly have the same number of neighbors (M), as

networks become larger and denser, nodes around the border have exceptionally lower

numbers of neighbors than others. Because of the border effects, IRON has to be extended

for the two dimensional networks. With the extended approach (IREN/IRON), we prove

that its maximum broadcast rate with network coding is the expected neighbor number

(M), and from the proven maximum broadcast rate we deduce that our simple broadcasting

with network coding is asymptotically optimal. The optimal efficiency means that every

transmission is asymptotically beneficial and innovative to all receivers. This near-optimal

efficiency could not be achieved by broadcasting with store-and-forward routing, and hence

our simple broadcasting is, theoretically, at least as efficient as other broadcast protocols

with store-and-forward routing. For one dimensional torus networks, the asymptotical

optimality is proven with similar logic, except that IRON is used instead of IREN/IRON

because of the non-existence of the border effects.

We develop static and dynamic heuristics for random networks and exper-

imentally show through simulation results that our simple broadcasting based

on our heuristics with network coding could outperform other broadcasting

with store-and-forward routing. Our theoretically analyzed rate selection algorithms

(IRON and IREN/IRON) assume that most nodes have the same number of neighbors
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(M). However, in practical networks, the expected neighbor number is diverse, and there

exist the starving nodes that have small numbers of expected neighbors (≤ M). This small

neighborhood of a node causes that the node’s receivng rate of innovative data is lower

than the receiving rate of innovative data for maximal-efficiency-benefit of wireless network

coding. Hence, we need a general rule to provide sufficient information to the starving

nodes. To achieve this purpose, based on the neighborhood size our general rule statically

determines which neighbors will starve, and lets a node Increase its Rate for Most Starv-

ing Nodes(IRMS). Although the static heuristic (IRMS) uses only the local topology, some

experimental results show that more than 90 percent of nodes have the receiving rate of

innotative data for maximal-efficiency-benefit of wireless network coding, M (a max flow

and a capacity of min-cut). Hence the maximum broadcast rate could be closer to the trans-

mission rate (M) for the maximal-efficiency-benefit of wireless network coding. Moreover,

the cost to achieve the maximal-efficiency-benefit is low. As a result, some representa-

tive simulations showed that the static heuristic, in practice, could outperform MPR-based

broadcasting which uses precise two hop neighbor information, and could be as efficient as

Connected Dominating Set (CDS) based broadcasting which uses a centralized algorithm with

precise global topology. Also we propose a dynamic adaptation of our simple broadcasting

with network coding for spare networks. The static heuristic (IRMS) generally shows good

efficiency in dense networks. However, we find that its efficiency decreases in some cases of

small and sparse networks. We identify the cause: local static information is not sufficient

to account for the irregularity of small sparse networks. Hence, we introduce the novel

approach of using dynamic information beyond topology; the approach is not necessarily

optimal, but it is efficient. This dynamic information is how much innovative data each node

has at time t. Using the information, the dynamic heuristic technically increases a trans-

mission rate of a node up to the largest gap of innovative data with its neighbors : Dynamic

Rate Adaptation for Gap with Other nodes (DRAGON). The largest gap should be positive

so that the node must have more innovative data than at least one neighbor, and other-

wise the node must stop transmission until it has a positive gap with its neighbors. This

dynamic adaptation of DRAGON behaves as a feedback control to equalize the innovative

data gap in the same neighborhood. Some experimental results showed that in some sparse

networks DRAGON could achieve efficiency levels of up to 70% of the theoretical optimal

obtained by solving a linear optimization problem and 85% of the experimental optimal

obtained by executing simulations with selected rates of the optimal solution. Moreover,
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some experimental results also showed that DRAGON could experimentally outperform the

geometric approximate upperbound of a connected dominating set, which was obtained to

consider the essentially overlapped space of two unit-disks for connection (see E
(no−coding)
rel−cost

in section 4.3.2.2).

We present a practical protocol for efficient wireless broadcasting with net-

work coding from the proposed heuristics in wireless mobile networks. In

addition, we also propose a simple novel method for real-time decoding. As

Codecast [15], CodeTorrent [16], MORE [17] and file sharing protocols for Wireless Mesh

Networks [18] present practical protocols using a random linear coding method, we also

present a practical protocol. While other protocols emphasize loss recovery and delay con-

straint, our protocol focuses on energy-efficiency which is achieved by our heuristics (IRON,

IRMS and DRAGON). We detail operations of our protocol based on our algorithms with

additional features : terminating protocol and real-time decoding. These operations include

operations to transmit encoded data with random linear coding, and operations to exchange

control data in order to organize the local information base. The local information base is

required to decide when a node can stop transmitting encoded data while assuring eventual

decoding at all nodes. In other words, our practical protocol guarantees eventual decoding

with the restricted terminating condition; the condition demands an individual node to

confirm that itself as well as its neighbors have sufficient data to recover all source packets.

However, in practical wireless networks, neighborhoods may dynamically change and the

changes could cause difficulty in maintaining the terminating condition for complete decod-

ing at all nodes. Hence, for all nodes’ eventual encoding, our practical protocol details the

precise scheduling rules to transmit and stop encoded data with algorithms to manage the

local information base used for the scheduling rules. Moreover, we also proposes a simple

and novel method for real-time decoding for a practical solution. Generally, network coding

does not guarantee decoding until a node receives all required data to recover all source

packets. Such phenomena have been, in practice, frequently observed. In fact, it is theoret-

ically known that the probability of decoding before the end of the whole network coding

transmission, decreases as the efficiency of network coding increases [19]. Hence, efficient

broadcasting with network coding could bring intolerable delay. Real-time decoding can

decrease the intolerable delay by enabling a node to recover some source packets before the

end of the network coding transmission. Some experimental results showed that our simple

real-time decoding method improved the decoding rate of received data up to 80 percent.
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1.3 Thesis outline

The contributions of this thesis are summarized as:

• Propose, analyze and evaluate an efficient broadcasting (ADP) which extends MPR-based

broadcasting in order to efficiently broadcast data in wireless mesh networks with a hybrid

structure.

• Introduce a simple and novel approach for efficient broadcasting based on network coding

that achieves the maximal-efficiency-benefit of wireless network coding.

• Theoretically prove asymptotical optimality of our simple broadcasting based on network

coding in large dense networks.

• Develop static and dynamic heuristics for random networks and experimentally show

through simulation that our simple broadcasting based on our heuristics with network cod-

ing could outperform other broadcasting with store-and-forward routing.

• Present a practical protocol specification with a simple real-time decoding method for

efficient wireless broadcasting with network coding from the proposed heuristics in wireless

mobile networks.

This thesis is organized as follows: in chapter 2, we present an efficient broadcast proto-

col for wireless mesh networks. The broadcast protocol extends an MPR-based broadcast

protocol and is combined with a newly proposed ADP. In chapter 3, we present a literature

review in the context of a practical framework to use network coding, and then a literature

review related with theoretical performance of multicasting with network coding. In addi-

tion, we also explain that rate selection is a key to designing an efficient broadcast protocol

with random linear coding. In chapter 4, we propose, qualify and analyze the possibility of

utilizing network coding as an alternative broadcasting solution for continuous data traffic.

We first introduce our basic rate selection to achieve the maximal-efficiency-benefit of wire-

less network coding. Next, we theoretically study the efficiency of our basic rate selection

and prove its efficiency to be asymptotically optimal in one dimensional torus networks and

in two dimensional networks with extension. Then, we experimentally study its efficiency

in practical networks and also proposed a dynamic heuristic DRAGON for irregular and

sparse networks. In chapter 4, we present practical protocol specifications derived from

our approach and algorithms. The specification details brief algorithms of data transmis-

sion with our algorithms using a random linear coding method, packet formats and a local
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information base. In addition, we also propose a simple and novel method for real-time

decoding. Finally, in chapter 6, we summarize the thesis and present future work.



Chapter 2

Broadcast Protocols in Wireless

Networks

In this chapter, we present efficient broadcast solutions with store-and-forward routing and

one specific application of efficient broadcasting to mesh networks. As described in chapter

1, the efficiency that this thesis intends to achieve is energy-efficiency that is measured by

the transmission number to deliver one unit data.

When efficiency is not considered, the simplest and most widely used approach to broad-

cast is pure flooding, where every node that receives a packet for the first time forwards it

to its neighborhood. Pure flooding is simple and reliably provides a total coverage of a net-

work. However, in terms of efficiency, pure flooding causes a lot of redundancy of packets,

which results in unnecessary collisions and a huge waste of efficiency [1]. The inefficiency

of pure flooding has caused many other efficient broadcast protocols to be studied. In this

chapter, we review the efficient broadcast protocols with store-and-forwarding routing and

investigate one efficient broadcast protocol, an MPR-based broadcast protocol for wireless

mesh networks [14]. Moreover, we propose an additional protocol combined with an MPR

based broadcast protocol in order to decrease control overhead to periodically broadcast

data whose content is partially updated, and whose updated content has redundancy with

already broadcasted data. That is an association discovery protocol (ADP). With modeling

and simulation, we analyze the performance of executing ADP with MPR-based broadcast-

ing.

10
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2.1 Efficient Wireless Broadcasting with Store-and-Forward

Routing

In this section, we categorize existing broadcast protocols with store-and-forward routing

into four families: pure flooding, probability based approaches, area based approaches and

neighbor-knowledge based approaches as is done in [20]. We explain briefly each category

and details eight broadcast protocols belonging to four categories. Because simulation of [20]

showed that an MPR-based broadcast protocol was generally efficient in various wireless

network environments, we study the use of an MPR-based broadcast protocol in wireless

mesh networks. In this section, we classify seven wireless broadcast protocols with store-

and-forward routing into four categories as seen in [20]: Pure flooding, probability based

approaches, area based approaches and neighbor-knowledge based approaches.

Pure flooding lets every node forward all initially-received packets. Probability based

approaches use some basic understanding of the network topology to assign a probability

for a node to forward. Area based approaches assume that nodes have a common trans-

mission distance and let a node forward the received packet only if its forwarding reaches a

sufficiently large additional coverage area. Neighbor knowledge approaches maintain neigh-

borhood information by exchanging control messages such as a ’hello’ message packet, and

use the maintained neighborhood information to decide if a node forwards the packet or

not.

♦ Common Operations: Packet Processing and Forwarding

In this section, we explain common operations for all protocols belong to four categories to

process and to forward packets as seen in [6]. Each packet encapsulates one more broad-

casted messages and the packets are embedded in UDP datagram for transmission over the

network.

Messages can be flooded onto the entire network, or flooding can be limited to nodes

within a diameter (in terms of number of hops) from the originator of the message. Thus

transmitting a message to the neighborhood of a node is just a special case of flooding.

When flooding any control message, duplicate retransmissions will be eliminated locally

(i.e., each node maintains a duplicate set to prevent transmitting the same message twice).

Each message in a packet has its own message header, which includes an originator

address field, a Time To Live field and a message sequence number field. An originator

address field contains the address of the node that originally generated this message. When
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a node has several network interfaces and addresses, a node chooses one address as a main

address and uses it as an originator address. But in this thesis, we assume that a node has a

network interface and an address. A message sequence number field uniquely identifies each

message generated from the originator node. Message sequence numbers are used to ensure

that a given message is not retransmitted more than once by any node. A Time To Live field

contains the maximum number of hops a message will be transmitted. Before a message

is retransmitted, the Time To Live must be decremented by 1. When a node receives a

message with a Time To Live equal to 0 or 1, the message must not be retransmitted under

any circumstances. Normally, a node would not receive a message with a TTL of zero.

Thus, by setting this field, the originator of a message can limit the flooding radius.

Upon receiving a packet, a node examines each of the message headers in a packet. A

node may receive the same message several times. Thus, to avoid re-processing of some

messages that were already received and processed, each node maintains a Duplicate Set.

In this set, the node records information about the most recently received messages where

duplicate processing of a message is to be avoided. For such a message, a node records a

”Duplicate Tuple” (D-addr, D-seq-num, D-retransmitted, D-time), where D-addr is the orig-

inator address of the message, D-seq-num is the message sequence number of the message,

D-retransmitted is a boolean indicating whether the message has been already retransmit-

ted, D-time specifies the time at which a tuple expires and must be removed.

In a node, the set of Duplicate Tuples are denoted the ”Duplicate set”.

Thus, upon receiving a basic packet, a node must perform the following tasks for each

encapsulated message:

1. If the packet contains no messages (i.e., the Packet Length is less than or equal to the

size of the packet header), the packet must silently be discarded.

2. If the Time To Live of the message is less than or equal to zero), or if the message

was sent by the receiving node, the message must silently be dropped.

3. Processing condition: if there exists a tuple in the duplicate set, where: (D-addr

== Originator Address, AND D-seq-num == Message Sequence Number) then the

message has already been completely processed and must not be processed again.

Otherwise, the node processes the data in the message.

4. Forwarding condition: if there exists a tuple in the duplicate set, where: (D-addr ==
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Originator Address, AND D-seq-num == Message Sequence Number), then the mes-

sage has already been considered for forwarding and should be retransmitted again.

Otherwise: the message must be considered for forwarding

”Default Forwarding Algorithm”: the default forwarding algorithm is the following:

1. If the sender of the packet is not detected to be in the one hop neighborhood of the

node, the forwarding algorithm must silently stop here (and the message must not be

forwarded).

2. If there exists a tuple in the duplicate set where: ( D-addr == Originator Address

AND D-seq-num == Message Sequence Number ). then the message will be further

considered for forwarding if and only if: D-retransmitted is false.

3. Otherwise, if such an entry doesn’t exist, the message is further considered for for-

warding.

4. If the time to live of the message is greater than ’1’, the message MUST be retrans-

mitted (as described later in steps 6 to 8).

5. If an entry in the duplicate set exists, with same originator Address, and same Message

Sequence Number, the entry is updated as follows: D-time= current time + DUP-

HOLD-TIME (duplication tuple hold time). D-retransmitted is set to true if and only

if the message will be retransmitted according to step 4. Otherwise an entry in the

duplicate set is recorded with: D-addr = Originator Address, D-seq-num = Message

Sequence Number, D-time = current time + DUP-HOLD-TIME. D-retransmitted is

set to true if and only if the message will be retransmitted according to step 4. If,

and only if, according to step 4, the message must be retransmitted then:

6. The TTL of the message is reduced by one.

7. The hop-count of the message is increased by one

8. The message is broadcast on all interfaces (Notice: The remaining fields of the message

header should be left unmodified.)

If after steps 3, the message is not considered for forwarding, then the processing of this

section stops (i.e., steps 4 to 8 are ignored); otherwise, if it is still considered for forwarding

then steps 4 to 8 are used.
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♦ Pure Flooding

Pure flooding is initiated by a source node that broadcasts a packet to all its neighbors

[21, 22]. Each neighbor of the source in turn forwards the packet exactly one time and

this continues until all nodes inside the network receive the source packet. Pure flooding

was proposed as a way to operate reliable broadcasting or multicasting in highly dynamic

networks, for instance, as presented in [21]. In addition, Jetcheva et al proposed to use pure

flooding in ad hoc networks with low node density and high mobility in [22]. Pure flooding

is simple and reliably covers the whole network. However, pure flooding causes many

redundant data receptions and unnecessary transmissions. Because of this inefficiency, a

substantial number of more efficient protocols for wireless broadcasting have been proposed.

♦ Probability based approaches

The probability based approach in [1] is similar to pure flooding except that the nodes

only forward received packets with a predetermined probability (rebroadcast-probability)

that is less than one. In dense networks, multiple nodes share similar transmission cov-

erage. Thus, although some randomly chosen nodes do not forward the received packets,

all nodes can receive the broadcasted packets and the skipped forwarding can save net-

work resources. In sparse networks, there exists much less shared coverage, and hence

low rebroadcasting-probability prevents the broadcasted packets from reaching some nodes.

When the rebroadcast-probability is one, the probability based approaches become identical

to pure flooding.

Hass et al [3] also proposed a probability based approach, which is broadly called gossip.

Gossiping also requires that each node forwards packets with a pre-specified rebroadcast-

probability. The key idea of a gossip protocol is that correctly chosen rebroadcast-probability

enables highly reliable broadcasting, even in sparse networks. However, choosing the correct

value of rebroadcast-probability is a difficult problem. The correct value of rebroadcast-

probability is closely associated with the topology of the network. Thus, without the total

topology information, the value of rebroadcast-probability may not be correctly estimated.

Moreover, the topology of wireless networks evolves over time due to transmission failures

and link errors, and therefore, a suitably chosen gossip-probability may become sub-optimal

over the network lifetime.

♦ Area based approaches

The purpose of area based approaches is to maximize the area size that a forwarded packet

covers. Let us assume a node exists inside the source’s transmission range r. If the receiving
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node is closely located to the source, forwarding of the receiving node can cover only a

small additional area. On the other hand, if the receiving node is located at the boundary

of the source’s transmission range r, then the forwarded packet from the node can reach a

significant additional area, precisely 60 percent [1]. Hence, the area based approaches allow

a node to evaluate the size of additional coverage and then forward the received packet

depending on the evaluation result. Note that the area based approaches do not consider

whether nodes exist within the area or not, and only consider how large an area is covered

by the forwarding.

To estimate precise additional coverage, a node needs to know its precise location and

a transmitter’s precise location. Global Positioning System (GPS) can be used [1] to get

the precise location information. A node that finds its precise location using GPS, inserts

its precise location in the forwarded packet. Then, any node that receives the packet can

calculate the precise additional coverage. Only when the calculated additional coverage is

larger than the threshold, the node forwards the packet.

♦ Neighbor knowledge based approaches

”Self pruning”: is the simplest protocol of neighbor knowledge based approaches [23].

Self pruning uses precise one hop neighbor information that is obtained via a hello message.

When a node forwards a packet, the node inserts its neighbor list in the forwarded packet.

Then, any receiver of the packet compares its own neighbor list and the neighbor list in

the received packet. If the comparison result indicates that retransmission from the node

can reach any additional node, the receiver forwards the packet, and otherwise, does not

forward it.

”Scalable broadcast algorithm (SBA)”: uses two hop neighbor information orga-

nized inside each node instead of inserting its neighbor list in a forwarded packet [24]. To

organize the two hop neighbor information, each node exchanges a periodic hello message

including its identification (ID) and its neighbor list. Periodically exchanging the hello

message enables a node to maintain the current two hop neighbor information. With the

up-to-date two hop neighbor information, a node decides if it forwards or not. For example,

node A broadcasts a packet and node B receives it. On receiving the packet, node B refers to

its two hop neighbor information in order to find that node B has non-overlapped neighbors

with neighbors of node A. If node B finds any non-overlapped neighbors, node B forwards

the packet after adding the sender node to B’s neighbor list. Although node B receives the
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duplicated packet from another neighbor, node B executes the same comparison process as

it does for the packet from A. However, for forwarding decisions of the same packet within

a predetermined transmission delay, node B forwards only once. The predetermined trans-

mission delay is locally maintained inside a node and is randomly chosen from a uniform

distribution between 0 and the highest possible delay interval.

”Dominant Pruning with Greedy Set Cover Algorithm”: also uses two hop

neighbor knowledge like SBA [23]. But, unlike SBA, dominant pruning requires each node

to proactively choose some or all of its one hop neighbors as forwarders. Only these chosen

nodes forward the broadcasted packet. In order to inform one hop neighbors of the selected

forwarders, each broadcasted packet includes the selected forwarder list inside its forwarded

packet header. On receiving the packet, a node checks if the packet includes itself in its

forwarder list. If the node is included in the packet’s forwarder list, the node forwards it.

Before forwarding, the node decides which neighbors should forward the packet again using

the Greedy Set Cover algorithm in [25]. The Greedy Set Cover algorithm excludes neighbors

that already received the packet by recursively choosing one hop neighbors that cover the

most two hop neighbors until all two hop neighbors are covered. The node’s computed

forwarder list is included in the forwarded packet from the node.

”Dominant Pruning with Extended Localized Algorithm”: is another com-

pletely localized algorithm to construct CDS for dominant pruning and is proposed by Wu

et al [26,27]. Their algorithm also lets all nodes organize all of their two hop neighbors by

exchanging their open neighborhood information with their one hop neighbors. With the

two hop neighbor information, all nodes are initially unmarked as forwarding nodes. The

process to choose forwarders uses the following simple rule: any node having two uncon-

nected neighbors is marked as a forwarder. The set of marked nodes form a forwarding node

set, with a lot of redundant nodes. Two pruning principles are provided to post-process the

forwarder set S, based on the neighborhood subset coverage. A node u can be taken out

from S, if there exists a node v with higher ID such that the closed neighbor set of u is a

subset of the closed neighbor set of v. For the same reason, a node u will be deleted from

S when two of its connected neighbors in S with higher IDs can cover all of u’s neighbors.

This pruning idea generates the following general rule [26]: a node u can be removed from

S if there exist k connected neighbors with higher IDs in S that can cover all u’s neighbors.

”Multi-Point Relaying (MPR)”: also uses two hop neighbor information [5,6]. Each

node selects a subset of neighbors called Multi-Point Relays as a forwarder set. This allows
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neighbors that are not in the MPR set to receive the message without forwarding it. To

form the MPR set, each node continuously gathers precise two hop neighbor information

using a hello message. Based on the precise two hop neighbor information, a node selects

an MPR set that guarantees that all two hop away nodes get the forwarded packets, i.e.,

each two hop away node must be a neighbor of a node in the MPR set. The MPR set

locally minimizes the duplicate retransmissions. (as seen in Figure 2.1, where MPR nodes

are black dots).

Figure 2.1: Pure flooding vs. MPR flooding

Because MPR sets are a kind of local dominating set, selecting minimal size MPR

sets is also an NP-problem, but there exists an efficient heuristic which follows a ”degree

greedy” strategy that selects neighbors with the largest coverage of uncovered two hop

neighborhoods [6]. The heuristic has good guaranteed approximation performance. The

detailed algorithm to select an MPR set is described in algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1: MPR Selection Heuristic

1: Select as an MPR node all the neighbors of node v that are the only neighbors of1.1

a two hop node from node v.
2: While there exist any uncovered two hop nodes from node v, node v selects as1.2

MPR a neighbor of node v that is a neighbor to the largest number of uncovered two
hop nodes. If ties exist, select a node with the smallest node ID.
3: Discard any MPR node u such that the MPR set excluding u can still cover all1.3

two hop nodes

With the selected MPR sets using the heuristic in algorithm 1, the MPR-based broad-

cast protocol follows a simple rule to broadcast data: a node retransmits a broadcast packet

if and only if the received packet is not received before, and the transmitter of the packet

is an MPR. The main benefit of MPRs is that they allow for fewer forwarding nodes than
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in pure flooding, where all nodes are forwarding nodes as seen in Figure 2.1. We use the

efficient MPR-based broadcast protocol for mesh networks, which is used in an early draft

of the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) 802.11 Working Group S.

2.2 Efficient Broadcasting Extension to Wireless Mesh Net-

works

MPR-based broadcasting is an efficient broadcasting method with classical store-and-forward

broadcasting in wireless networks. MPR-based broadcasting reduces the transmission num-

ber by decreasing the size of a forwarder set. One practical application is to use the efficient

MPR-based broadcast protocol with an OLSR protocol for mesh networks, which is specif-

ically standardized in IEEE 802.11 Working Group S. When we use the two protocols, an

additional protocol should be added. The additional protocol is ADP, which decreases the

control overhead distributed using an MPR-based broadcast protocol. We explain the ex-

tension of an MPR-based broadcast protocol in wireless mesh networks as follows: we first

explain wireless mesh networks in terms of their structure and contrast with other wireless

networks such as Mobile Ad hoc Networks (MANET); we then describe other protocols ap-

plied to wireless mesh networks; we explain an OLSR protocol using MPR-based broadcast

protocol to distribute control messages;we introduce an association discovery protocol to

decrease control overhead; we analyze the performance by using the association discovery

protocol with a model; we detail experimental results and summarize the results to apply

MPR-based broadcasting with an OLSR protocol and an association discovery protocol.

♦ Introduction of Wireless Mesh Networks

Wireless Mesh Networks (WMNs) have been proposed as a prominent network solution

for ubiquitous networks [28], and industry standard groups such as IEEE 802.11 [29–31],

802.15 [32] and 802.16 [33] are developing new specifications for WMNs. The recent broad

interest in WMNs is due to two major features of WMNs. First, WMNs are capitalizing on

the self-organizing aspects of ad-hoc networks, and the ease of deployment with minimal

preparation, requiring less administration and maintenance. Second, WMNs (particularly,

for 802.11 networks) can capitalize on a broad installed base, and on a technology that

has been already developed: they enable mesh clients to access networks, without requiring
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them to execute an additional routing protocol (for instance, 802.11 stations). Instead of

running a complex routing protocol, clients simply associate themselves with mesh routers

and rely on mesh routers to access the whole WMN; the routing on the wireless mesh routers

is transparent for the client. This feature may also be used by design, in order to isolate the

routing functionality from the clients; then different deployment of WMNs with different

features, could still accommodate the same wireless mesh client. This also allows lighter

clients and simpler participation in heterogeneous networks.

Figure 2.2: Architecture of hybrid wireless mesh networks

Figure 2.2 illustrates two main components of WMNs: mesh routers and mesh clients.

Mesh routers create multi-hop networks that are self-configuring and self-healing, by exe-

cuting routing protocols. The routing protocols for WMNs need not be much different from

those of wireless ad hoc networks in general and Mobile Ad hoc NETworks (MANET) [34]

in particular. For MANETs, several routing protocols such as OLSR (Optimized Link

State Routing Protocol) [6], AODV (Ad hoc On demand Distance Vector) [35], TBRPF

(Topology Broadcast based on Reverse-Path Forwarding) [36] and DSR (Dynamic Source

Routing) [37] have been proposed, and some variants of such protocols are being used for

WMNs.

Unlike mesh routers, mesh clients should associate with mesh routers to access networks.

To associate with mesh routers, mesh clients use specific attachment protocols such as

page/inquiry for Bluetooth or association request/reply for IEEE 802.11.

Obviously, in order to accommodate the mesh clients participating in a WMN, the mesh
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routers should perform new operations in addition to the operations that the classical ad-

hoc network routers perform. The basic MANET routing protocols [6, 35–37] are indeed

operating on flat topology; hence it is insufficient to find paths between mesh clients of the

hybrid network. In order to collect complementary information, mesh routers can execute

an additional auxiliary protocol.

In this chapter, we propose such a solution: an association discovery protocol (ADP) for

mesh networks. Using ADP, mesh routers can compute routes to the mesh clients associated

with other mesh routers (by means of an association table). Our protocol is simple and gen-

eral; it can be used to complement any ad-hoc network routing protocol with any efficient

broadcast protocol. However, it targets more specifically 802.11s, for which it was initially

developed. Additionally, because it is proactive in nature, it is more naturally suited to

run with MPR-based broadcast protocol and the optional 802.11s OLSR protocol’s variant,

Radio-Aware OLSR (RA-OLSR), integrated in an early draft of 802.11s [38].

♦ Routing with Store-and-Forward Broadcasting in Wireless Mesh Networks

A hybrid network structure is not a unique feature of WMNs. Hybrid routing protocols

such as FSR [39], ZRP [40], CBRP [41], or Landmark (Landmark+OLSR [42]) have been

explored for MANETs with some hybrid structures. But their hybrid structure is in general

different from that of WMNs in two aspects: WMNs admit the presence of non-router nodes

and they can use a flat address space.

Assuming the existence of a routing protocol between mesh routers, the problem that

we are trying to solve is straightforward: how can we exchange information indicating which

station (mesh client) is attached to which mesh router ?

Routing protocols themselves integrate some functionalities to inject some external

routes in the network. For instance, OSPF has its own mechanisms to import non-OSPF

routes with specific types of OSPF LSA messages [43, 44]. These messages are used to

exchange routes that are external to the OSPF network, and are then used to complement

the routes computed by OSPF.

Similarly, in order to integrate nodes without routing functions, OLSR also provides

a mechanism called Host and Network Association (HNA) to exchange information about

routes to non-OLSR nodes. However, in the current specification [6], HNA in [6] is not

well adapted to non-OLSR nodes for which the last hop (an OLSR node) may be changing

quickly; an OLSR node periodically distributes HNA messages listing all its non-OLSR
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nodes with MPR-based broadcast protocol. There are two problems. The first one is the

necessity of performing a full diffusion of the HNA-database when a node disappears, and

the second one is the large overhead of such messages, when the number of associated

stations is large. An approach based on both layer two and layer three could improve the

efficiency on HNA messages [45].

Looking at a broader picture, more general protocols also exist to diffuse distributed

sets of information, such as OSPF-style database exchange protocols for OLSR [46], Gossip-

based protocols [47] and reactive protocols using on-demand request/response. Unlike these

protocols, our protocol is specifically designed to address the following information exchange

problems:

• Information items (which mesh client is associated with which mesh router) with

sequence numbers

• Medium-sized information set (potentially too large to be diffused periodically, but

for which a single level of hierarchy is sufficient)

The main feature of the ADP proposed is to limit the overhead of repeating information

that is already broadcasted and partially updated. The ADP is combined with MPR-based

broadcasting to take advantage of the optimized flooding mechanism. In the next section,

we explain OLSR briefly.

♦ OLSR Routing Protocol with MPR Broadcasting

An OLSR protocol, which can be used to select paths in WMNs, is a proactive link-state

routing protocol, employing periodic message exchanges to update topological information

in each mesh router. Because an OLSR protocol is specifically designed to operate in the

context of wireless multi-hop networks such as MANET, it provides an optimized flooding

mechanism, called Multi Point Relay (MPR)-based broadcasting, which is used to diffuse

topology information. MPR based broadcasting optimizes flooding by minimizing the re-

dundant retransmissions of Topology Control (TC) messages. Minimization is achieved by

limiting the forwarders of messages to some MPRs. A set of MPRs relays is a small set of

neighbors through which a sender can reach all two hop neighbors.

As Figure 2.1 shows, messages can be broadcast from the source to the entire WMN

through MPRs’ relaying. The first figure in Figure 2.1 shows the retransmission of pure
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flooding, where every node retransmits the packet and the second figure shows the retrans-

mission of MPR based broadcasting, where only MPR nodes retransmit the packet. Only

with MPRs’ retransmission, can the source successfully broadcast the packet to every node

in the network. In addition, a node can reach any node in the network only utilizing links

between MPRs. Thus setting up the paths may not require all links between mesh routers.

Information about links with MPRs is sufficient, by property of the MPR (and because all

nodes have selected an MPR set). Thus mesh routers can simply transmit the addresses of

all their MPR selectors with their addresses in TC messages. Even if the topology infor-

mation obtained from received TC messages is a partial topology of the whole WMN, the

shortest path obtained from this partial topology has the same length as the shortest path

from the full topology [48].

For the specific application of 802.11s Mesh Networks, a variant of OLSR is used as an

option: Radio-Aware OLSR. It integrates essential features for selecting links with good

quality.

Now, considering the hybrid structure of WMNs, the association between mesh clients

and mesh routers must be discovered in order to complement the topology information of

the mesh routers.

When delivering messages, One or more messages are encapsulated in each packet and

the messages share a common header. In addition, none of these messages requires that

a node forwards the same messages more than one time. In other words, the duplicity of

received messages is checked and a node only forwards the messages that are received for

the first time.

♦ Association Discovery Protocol with OLSR Routing and MPR Broadcast-

ing

ADP, which is combined with MPR-based broadcast protocol, can be used to complement

any routing protocol, as previously indicated. However, we designed it specifically with

802.11s Mesh Networks in mind: “802.11s” is the task group ’S’ of the 802.11 working

group, in charge of proposing mesh networks extensions to 802.11. Indeed, our protocol

had been integrated in the early drafts of 802.11s in [38] (“Associated Station Discovery”).

Such mesh networks distinguish two types of nodes1:

1Mesh Points, which are clients able to run the routing protocol are also possible in 802.11s, but for our
description, they are identical to mesh routers without clients
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• Mesh routers, which run the routing protocol, and are able to associate mesh clients.

• Mesh clients (legacy 802.11 STA), which associate themselves with mesh routers.

The base mechanism of ADP is the following: mesh routers diffuse the whole set of

mesh clients associated with themselves using MPR-based broadcast protocol. It is hence a

proactive protocol, similar in spirit to the functioning of an OLSR protocol; in both cases the

topology (associated station) information messages must be refreshed within a guaranteed

interval (i.e. before the expiration). However, in addition to periodic message exchange,

in case of topology/association change, faster updates are possible, and are desirable, in

optimized implementations. As explained in section 2.2, mesh clients rely on mesh routers

to compute paths to their destinations, and these computations require both routing tables

and association tables. To obtain the two types of database (tables), mesh routers exchange

the list of mesh clients associated with themselves in addition to the traditional information

from the routing protocol. They store and maintain the received information using two

information bases:

• Local Association Base (LAB): Each mesh router keeps track of mesh clients associ-

ated with itself. This information base is updated whenever associated mesh clients

leave or new mesh clients join.

• Global Association Base (GAB): Each mesh router maintains a GAB to record which

station is associated with which mesh router in the entire WMN. Upon receiving LAB

from all other mesh routers, the GAP is updated. Hence the GAB contains the union

of all the LAB, of each mesh router in the WMN.

To fill the GAB of other routers, each mesh router broadcasts its full LAB periodically.

These additional periodical messages generate overhead. This feature brings an interesting

trade-off between bandwidth use and reactivity to changes. Considering that a LAB is not

modified when there is no new association or disassociation, an optimization is possible:

diffusing only updates (newly associated, or disassociated stations).

There is, however, a fundamental issue with the exchange of differential updates: mes-

sage loss. When a differential update is lost, it is not sufficient to detect the loss of the mes-

sage and have it repeated because additional changes could occur (including re-association

of disassociated stations for instance) before the message repeats. It is complex to pro-

vide recovery after message loss, using uniquely differential updates, without maintaining
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a time-ordered log of all changes. Hence, an additional mechanism to check information

base consistency, and a mechanism to exchange full (non-differential) updates has to be

integrated.

A main feature of our protocol, is that it restricts itself to the two last mechanisms,

while offering performance comparable to differential updates. To do so, every mesh router

with a large number of mesh clients, can divide its LAB into several smaller blocks. Then

updates of association/disassociation of one or a few stations, are made by diffusion of the

one or the few small blocks containing those addresses. Since in 802.11 type of networks,

the MAC overhead is important for small packets, the cost of either sending one address

or sending a few addresses in the same message is expected to be on the same order of

magnitude.

”General Protocol Operation of association discovery protocol” : Precisely,

the protocol operates with three kinds of messages.

• LABA messages: used for diffusion of the full of content of one block, some blocks, or

all blocks of the LAB of the originator node.

• LABCA messages: used for diffusion of checksum of one block, some blocks or all blocks

of the LAB of the originator node. The purpose of such messages is to avoid repetition

of already widely disseminated information: a checksum of the block is diffused instead

of the block itself.

• ABBR messages: used to require a set of blocks, typically upon receiving a mismatching

LABCA checksum for some block(s) owing to lost LABA messages.

Notice the inherent tradeoff on block size: larger blocks imply larger LABA messages,

and small blocks imply larger LABCA messages.

With this set of three messages, a large number of protocol variants could be imple-

mented, depending on client mobility, packet loss, and communication patterns. Generally,

blocks, or messages intervals, may all be adjusted dynamically, and need not be identical for

all blocks. However, for interpretability the size and the interval would need to be predeter-

mined. In addition, all messages need not be sent by/to the mesh router originally holding

LAB information. And LAB updates may be sent preferentially to some more critical mesh

routers.
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Note also that instead of a checksum, a simple sequence number per block could al-

ternatively be used, matching the methods of OSPF for instance. The advantage of the

checksum is that it allows to arbitrarily change the repartition of the addresses into blocks,

a feature that is not currently used.

In the following, we will focus on a simple variant of the protocol described in the fol-

lowing section.

”Simple Protocol Operations of Association Discovery Protocol”: In this sec-

tion, we are describing simple protocol operations, which still uses the ability to decrease

the ADP overhead using checksums.

In these protocol operations, there are two operating modes: a full mode and a checksum

mode. Initially mesh routers operate in a full mode. After a given duration, mesh routers

that did not sense any change in their LAB, will start to operate in a checksum mode. Any

change in their LAB resets mesh routers back to operate in a full mode.

- Full Mode: In full mode, mesh routers periodically broadcast the whole content of

their LAB (all blocks).

- Checksum Mode: If the network becomes stable and few mesh clients are moving,

the LAB of mesh routers will not change much. In this case, mesh routers avoid generating

heavy overhead by simply diffusing checksums representing the status of their LAB rather

than sending all their content, in LABCA messages.

Upon receiving these checksums, a receiving mesh router cannot populate entries in its

GAB, but it can verify them. If a checksum mismatch is found, this implies that the mesh

router has missed some updates of the LAB of the mesh router that originated the message.

In this case, the mesh router will send a request (ABBR) for the mismatching parts to the

original mesh router in order to restore the consistency of its GAB by recovering the lost

information. Upon receiving these requests, the mesh router switches to a full mode, thus

emitting the contents of its whole LAB.

♦ Analytical Model of Association Discovery Protocol with MPR Broadcast-

ing

As described in the previous section, the mesh routers executing the ADP are switching

between two operation modes, depending on the stability of the associated mesh clients.

Messages are emitted periodically, and after a fixed number of LABA emission intervals
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without message loss (i.e. without ABBR requests) and without changes in station associ-

ation (i.e. change in the LAB), the mesh routers switch to a checksum mode. The fixed

number of LABA emission intervals is a parameter of each mesh router in the system. In

order to evaluate the performance of the system, the following two metrics are used: Packet

Error Rate (PER) (i.e. number of packets lost due to obsolete routing information) and

the control overhead. In this section, we provide an analytical model of the performance

for this protocol.

”Packet Error Rate (PER)”: In our model, mesh clients move independently and

their movements are not synchronized. To focus on PERs’ change according to the ADP’s

operations, data packets are assumed to be lost only when mesh clients move from the

sojourned mesh router, and notifications of this movement are lost. The loss time when the

position of mesh clients is not known is shorter than the sojourn time when mesh clients

associate with the mesh router.

Figure 2.3: The change of association with mesh clients’ mobility

Under this assumption, mesh router i changes its operation mode from full mode to

checksum mode when its LAB does not change for hi x ti, where hi is mesh router i’s

control message distribution interval and ti is the number of message intervals for mesh

router i to switch from full to checksum mode. As mesh clients move, they associate with

each mesh router several times for some duration. We call lifetime (Lα
i ) the duration when

a mesh client α associates with a mesh router i, and we call frequency (τα
i ) the number of

times that one mesh client α sojourns with mesh router i. Packets are lost as long as the

control message is not received (the control information loss duration). PER between mesh

clients can be derived from the average control information loss duration (ACILD) between
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mesh routers. Once the ACILD is known, considering all cases where a mesh client α can

be located and utilizing the fact that a mesh client β stays for an average time Lβ
j , the PER

from mesh client α to mesh client β is:

∑

(i,j),i6=j

τα
i Lα

i ACILDijτ
β
j (2.1)

In addition, because mesh clients move with a random walk in our model, τα
i and Lα

i

depend on the area that mesh routers cover. More precisely, τα
i Lα

i is equal to Ai

A
, where

the total network area is A and mesh router i covers an area Ai. Similarly, as mesh router

i has longer border, the probability that mesh client α crosses the border becomes higher,

and the frequency with which mesh client α sojourns with mesh router i (τα
i ) also increases.

Precisely, τα
i is proportional to Bi, the border of the area Ai covered by mesh router i.

When the mesh client α moves at speed vα, the probability that it crosses the border on

the portion dλ during time interval (t, t + dλ) is:

dλsinθ

2πAr
rdr (2.2)

We can derive Equation 2.2 from the mesh router’s area as seen in Figure 2.3. At time

t, the mesh client α must be in the half of the disk of radius vαdt and moves toward the

portion dλ as seen in Figure 2.3. Considering the mesh client α at a distance between r

and r + dr in the cone at angle θ, the probability that the mesh client α is within this area

is rdrdθ
A

when the angle at which mesh client α sees the portion dλ is dλsinθ
r

and the speed

of mesh client α toward this direction is dλsinθ
2πr

. Therefore, the probability that the mesh

client α crosses the border on the portion dλ during the time dt is:

∫ π

0
dθ

∫ vdt

0

dλsinθ

2πAr
rdr =

vαdλ

πA
(2.3)

On the total border length Bi, the probability that the mesh client α crosses Bi becomes
vα×Bi

πA
. Consequently, packet error rate between the mesh client α and β, PERαβ is equal

to
∑

(i,j)i6=j

vα × Bi

πA
Lα

i × ACILD ×
vβ × Bi

πA
(2.4)

To compute the PER using Equation 2.4, we need the ACILD, which can be derived

from rij, the probability of losing control messages between mesh router i and mesh router
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j. When a mesh router does not operate the ADP, it always runs in a full mode, and then

ACILD is

hi

infty
∑

k=0

krk(1 − r) =
hi

1 − rij
(2.5)

Unlike for Equation 2.5, mesh routers may switch between operation modes, and we

have to consider the control information loss duration for both modes. Mesh router i fails

to switch its operating mode to a checksum mode when it does not receive any control

messages for hi intervals. Thus, the probability that mesh router i fails to switch its

operation mode to a checksum mode for duration hi is rhi

ij , and the probability that mesh

router i succeeds is 1 − rhi

ij . Accordingly, when mesh router i fails to switch to checksum

mode, its control loss duration is:

ti +
1

1 − rij
(2.6)

In addition, when mesh router i can switch to a checksum mode, its control information

loss duration (CILDsucceed) becomes:

tij
1 − rij

×

hi−1
∑

k=0

krk
ij(1 − rij) =

1 − rh
ij

1 − rij
− hrij (2.7)

Because mesh routers running the ADP must consider loss duration both ways, average

control loss duration (ACILD) is:

(1 − rhi

ij × (Equation( 2.6))) + rhi

ij × ((Equation (2.7)) + ACILD). (2.8)

Reducing Equation 2.8, ACILD is
rt
ij

1−rijt
(ti + 1

1−rij
) +

1−rh
ij

1−rij
− hrij

Finally, the difference of a control loss interval between a mesh router with ADP and

without ADP becomes hj
rt

(1−rt)(1−r) and the difference of PERs between a mesh router with

ADP and without ADP becomes

∑

(i,j)i6=j

vα × Bi

πA
Lα

i × hj
rt

(1 − rt)(1 − r)
×

vβ × Bi

πA
(2.9)

To optimize the ADP, mesh routers choose ti minimizing expression 2.9 under given

conditions.

”Control Overhead” : When mesh router i operates in a full mode, the size of the
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control messages for distributing its LAB is proportional to the average number of mesh

clients associated with mesh router i. In contrast, the overhead in a checksum mode does not

change regardless of the number of clients assuming the number of blocks is fixed. If the ADP

represents each mesh client in C1 bytes and the hash function generates checksum output

as C2 bytes where P i
checksum is the probability that mesh router operates in a checksum

mode, the decreased overhead per hi by introducing checksum mode is

C1Mi − C1P
i
fullMi + C2P

i
checksum = P i

checksum(C1Mi − C2) (2.10)

As Equation 2.10 shows, the overhead for mesh router starts to decrease if Mi is greater

than C1
C2

. If C1 = C2, the control overhead decreases when the mesh clients just outnumber

the mesh routers. This overhead decrease is also related to the mesh client’s mobility, Lα
i

and τα
j . As mesh client α sojourns with mesh router i for Lα

i with τα
j frequency, the average

number of mesh clients associated with mesh router i (Mi) equals
∑

α τα
j Lα

j . Combining

this sum with Equation 2.10, the overhead decrease is:

P i
checksum(C1

∑

α

τα
j Lα

j − C2) (2.11)

To use Equation 2.11 we should find the P i
checksum, the probability that the mesh routers

are in checksum mode. P i
checksum depends on when mesh routers change their operation

mode from full to checksum. This is when their LABs do not change for hi x ti. It means

that the possibility changes according to the mesh client’s mobility, i.e., lifetime (Lα
i ) and

frequency (τα
i ). If mesh clients move from the area of one mesh router to the area of another

mesh router with Poisson distribution, the possibility that the LAB of mesh router i does

not change for (hi) is:

e
−(2

Mi
Li

)hi (2.12)

In Equation 2.12, Mi is the number of mesh clients associated with mesh router i. Mi

is then related with the mobility of mesh clients and their number. More precisely, Mi is

N × τiLi, where N is the total number of mesh clients. Similarly to τα
i and Lα

i , τi is the

sum of the frequency with which mesh clients associate with mesh router i, and Li is the

sum of the sojourn time of all mesh clients with mesh router i. As a result, the probability
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that mesh router i operates in checksum mode P i
checksum is:

e−(2N×τi×hi)×ti (2.13)

Finally, we can choose ti to adjust the control overhead decrease using the following

equation:

e−(2N×τi×hi)×ti(C1

∑

α

τα
j Lα

j − C2) (2.14)

♦ Experimental Results of Association Discovery Protocol with MPR Broad-

casting

To evaluate our analytical model and the ADP itself, we performed simulations using

grid topologies as shown in Figure 2.4.
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Figure 2.4: Mesh routers in grid topology

We compared the PER and control overhead, in two sets of simulations: the first ones

only with full mode, the second with both full and checksum modes. Simulations were

run with the parameters given in Table 2.1, (except for the switching interval). To remove

other factors affecting PER and control overhead, a Null MAC was used (no collision). The

mobility is the maximum distance where one 802.11 legacy station moves one time and is

proportional to the transmission range.

In Figure 2.5, X axis presents the size of movement when the network is a 1 x 1 field

network, and Y axis presents lost packet number per one packet delivery. If mesh routers do

not use the ADP, they always distribute the whole LAB. Though distributing the whole LAB

can improve PER, it consumes considerable bandwidth. To measure the amount of PER

decrease by operating the ADP, we compare PERs from a mesh router with both checksum

and full modes with PERs from a mesh router distributing the whole LAB. Figure 2.5 shows

PERs from these two kinds of mesh routers. The PERs from a mesh router using ADP

is slightly lower than the other, but their difference is just less than 0.002. This result
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Table 2.1: Simulation and Scenario Parameters
Simulation Parameters

Control msg loss rate per link 0.1

Mobile station num 3 x Mesh AP num

Control message interval 2 sec

Transmission range between Mesh routers 0.53(2x2), 0.35(3x3), 0.26(4x4)

Scenario Parameters

802.11 legacy stations speed 0.01,0.03,0.05 x TR

Simulation time 20000 sec

Mobility model Random walk

Pause time 5 sec

Traffic pattern constant bit rate, 512 bps

Max connection 0.1 x mesh client num
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Figure 2.5: Comparison of PERs with and without ADP optimization

shows that ADP allows the mesh router to maintain its PERs at the same level as when it

distributed the full LAB periodically.

In Figure 2.6, X axis presents the size of movement when the network is a 1 x1 field

network, and Y axis presents decreased byte per one packet delivery.

While keeping its performance as described above, ADP decreases the control overhead

as shown in Figure 2.6 after adjusting the control message distribution interval hi. If a

mesh client moves slower than 0.05 x transmission range per second, for example at 0.003

x transmission range, the control overhead decreases from 8 to 2 bytes per control message

distribution interval hi. The fact that the mesh router can decrease the control overhead

using ADP supports the hypothesis that ADP saves bandwidth by optimizing the control
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Figure 2.6: Control overhead decrease

messages to distribute mesh routers’ LAB.

In Figure 2.6, control overhead decreases to almost zero with 0.05 mobility in grid 4x4.

This overhead fall is due to the dramatic decrease in the possibility that mesh router i op-

erates in checksum mode. As analyzed by our model, a mesh client speed faster than 0.05 x

transmission range per second negates the possibility for a mesh router to operate in check-

sum mode and to decrease the control overhead by utilizing ADP. This result demonstrates

the accuracy of the estimation made by our model on the control overhead. Simulation

results in Figure 2.6 also confirm this. Moreover, the control overhead decrease shows that

ADP saves bandwidth by optimizing control messages to distribute LAB.

♦ Summary of Utilizing Association Discovery Protocol and MPR broad-

casting

In the architecture that we have proposed, the mesh routers are running not only a

routing protocol to calculate their routing table but also an Association Discovery Protocol,

whose task is to distribute the list of mesh clients associated with them. This Association

Discovery Protocol had been integrated in an early draft of 802.11s specifications. We have

described its principles, and some design decisions.

One of the challenges is to decrease the additional control overhead that is distributed

using MPR-based broadcast protocol. This additional control overhead should not be ig-

nored because a mesh router may associate with a large number of mesh clients, and in

the proactive operation that was proposed, the mesh routers should know the entire list
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of mesh clients associated with other mesh routers. Thus the mesh router should (periodi-

cally) distribute information about all mesh clients associated with them. In this case, the

additional overhead to distribute information may become larger than the overhead from

the wireless mesh routing protocol. To answer this challenge, the proposed ADP divides as-

sociation information into blocks, and can switch between two operating modes (per block).

When part of its LAB is stable, a mesh router may issue only checksums to represent the

content of its LAB, and refresh it for other routes (a checksum mode). Otherwise, it can

still transmit full block information (a full mode). A version of the protocol was analyzed,

where the switch between a full mode and a checksum mode is made for the entire set of

blocks.

As the analytical model and simulation results demonstrate, this capability of trans-

mitting checksums is reducing the additional control overhead of ADP while keeping LABs

consistent in the entire WMN. More generally, the ADP proposed could be adapted to a

wide variety of hybrid wireless networks.

2.3 Summary

In wireless networks, almost all protocols use a broadcast protocol, and hence the efficiency

of the broadcast protocol is important. MPR-based broadcast protocol is one of the efficient

broadcast protocols with store-and-forward routing. The MPR-based broadcast protocol

improves the efficiency by limiting a set of forwarding nodes to an MPR set. The limitation

results in decreasing the number of forwarding nodes. Because the forwarding number

decrease results in an improvement in efficiency, the MPR-based broadcast protocol has been

successfully used in many wireless protocols standardized in IETF (Internet Engineering

Task Force) and IEEE (Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers). We extended

the MPR-based broadcast protocol in wireless mesh networks for a draft of IEEE 802.11

standardization Group S. More precisely, we extended it to adapt an OLSR protocol for

routing in wireless mesh networks, and proposed an association discovery protocol (ADP)

in order to limit overhead of repeating information that is already broadcasted and locally

stored in each node, such as a local database about mobile hosts. In addition, we analyzed

the cost and the performance of executing them and presented a formula to adjust protocol

parameters. With the parameter adjustment, control overhead to support communication

in wireless mesh networks could decrease. The successful overhead decrease showed an
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efficient solution based on efficient broadcasting with store-and-forward routing specifically

for control traffic that is delay-sensitive and partially changing over time.

However, the MPR-based broadcast protocol needs precise two hop neighbor information

that could change because of link loss and node mobility. On the contrary, specifically for

continuous traffic, there is one possible solution that does not require precise topology

information but also theoretically outperforms other broadcast protocols with store and

forward routing. It is network coding. Hence, we investigate the possibility of utilizing

network coding for an efficient broadcast protocol in wireless networks.



Chapter 3

Network Coding Background

In this chapter, we first briefly introduce network coding in section 3.1. We then present

a detailed review of recent research in the context of a practical framework to use network

coding in section 3.2, and we explore the theoretical performance of network coding in

section 3.3.

3.1 Introduction of Network Coding

The main advantage of network coding is that one transmission can bring multiple benefits

by delivering useful information to several receivers at the same time. A key to enabling

the multiple benefits is to permit coding at intermediate nodes. For any single source

multicasting, Ahlswede et al proved that the multiple benefit is quantified as the maximum

multicast capacity ( a max flow and a capacity of min-cut) [8], which in some cases classical

store and forward routing could not achieve. As a consequence, network coding can generally

achieve higher throughput for multicasting than classical routing as demonstrated in the

famous example, the butterfly network.

For instance, in the popular example of a butterfly network in Figure 3.1, we have

a source s and two destinations d1, d2. We assume that each edge has unit capacity. As

seen in Figure 3.1, both destinations d1 and d2 have two disjointed paths from the source

s that are s → n1 → d1 and s → n2 → n3 → n4 → d1 for d1, and are s → n2 → d2

and s → n1 → n3 → n4 → d2 for d2. For each disjointed path, the source s sends two

different bits b1 and b2. If one destination uses all available network capacity, the destination

can receive the two bits b1 and b2 simultaneously. However, because two destinations

35
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Figure 3.1: An example of a wired network with network coding

must share the network at the same time, classical routing cannot let both of destinations

simultaneously receive two bits b1 and b2. The delay at one destination bounds the source

rate for two destinations to one bit per unit time instead of two bits. The bound originates

from the fact that two disjointed paths for each destination are overlapped at an edge

between n3 and n4, and only one bit can pass by the overlapped edge. Namely, in store and

forward routing, the overlapped edge becomes a bottleneck for the achievable source rate.

However, the bottleneck can be solved by network coding that permits coding at the starting

point of the bottleneck. When network coding is used, n3 in Figure 3.1 executes ⊕ for two

received bits and transmits the result of ⊕ through the bottleneck edge. Then, b1⊕b2 arrives

at each destination simultaneously with b1 or b2 respectively. The destination d1 extracts

b2 from b1⊕ b2 and obtains both bits, as does d2. In addition, when network coding is not

used, available network resources are not fully utilized, as seen in this butterfly networks.

When s sends b1 and b2 to d1 with classical store-and-forward routing, three dotted edges

from n1 to n3, from n2 to d2, from n4 to d2 are not used. When s sends b1 and b2 to d2

with classical store-and-forward routing, three dotted edges from n1 to d1, from n2 to n3,

from n4 to d1 are not used. But, with network coding all available network resources are

fully used.

As seen in the example in Figure 3.1, network coding can improve throughput, decrease

energy consumption with less transmission and also decrease the delay in receiving data.

The advantages are essential to wireless networks, which are naturally unreliable, whose

channels originally broadcasts data within a transmission range, and whose dominating

equipment has energy limitations, such as mobile phones. Figure 3.2 shows a typical

example where wireless networks naturally benefit from network coding.

In Figure 3.2, two nodes A and B communicate via a relay node R. To exchange a
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Figure 3.2: An example of a wireless network with network coding

packet with store-and-forward routing, one of the two nodes first sends a packet to the other

through the relay node R, and the other node also sends its packet in a reverse direction.

The exchange with store-and-forward routing needs four transmissions, but network coding

can decrease the required transmission number into three. With network coding, each node

sends its own packet to the relay node R first, and the relay node R generates PA ⊕PB and

broadcasts the result of ⊕. After PA ⊕ PB reaches at each node, the nodes can extract the

intended packet. For example, node A extracts PB and node B extracts PA. Finally, the ⊕

operation decreases one transmission in exchanging data between node A and B.

3.2 Practical Framework of Network Coding

In this chapter, we explain the practical framework of network coding in order to use linear

coding and random linear coding. A shorter instant primer on network coding can be found

in [49].

3.2.1 Linear Coding

Network coding, as well as its benefits were first introduced by Ahlswede et al [8]. Ahlswede

et al. [8] showed that with network coding, as symbol size approaches infinity, a source can

multicast information at a rate approaching the smallest minimum cut between the source

and any receiver. Since then, coding methods to achieve the multicast max-flow rates had

been researched. Li et al. [50] showed that in single source multicasting, linear coding on

a finite field (Galois field) is sufficient to achieve the individual max-flow rates between

the source and any receiver. Koetter and Medard [51] presented an algebraic framework

that extended previous results to unreliable networks, and proved the applicability of the

min-cut max-flow bound for networks with delay and cycles.
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Linear coding is a notable coding method, because it only uses a linear transformation,

such as plus and multiplexing, which can be implemented with low computational cost. In

order to apply the low complex linear coding on network packets, all packets are assumed to

have an identical size, and the same sized packets are viewed as vectors over a fixed Galois

Field (GF)Fq. With this view of packets, a node linearly transforms incoming packets into

outgoing packets like vectors.

Figure 3.3: An encoding process

Figure 3.3 shows an example of network coding at the source s and an intermediate node

v. More precisely, for a network coding setup, a network is represented as a directed graph

G = (V,E) where V is a set of nodes and E is a set of edges. We assume that each edge has

a unit capacity and can transport a symbol in an alphabet of size q. A multicast session

considers a source s ∈ V and a set of destination nodes in T ⊆ V . A message consisting

of the symbols p1, p2, ..pn is observed at the source s and is to be transmitted to all t ∈ T .

Each intermediate node v produces output symbols (yes) which are a function (fe) of the

input symbols (ye1, ye2, ..., yen) at that node. Then, a network code is a specification of such

functions f for all nodes as seen in Figure 3.3. The received symbols at destination t is also

a function of the input symbols at the node. In this network coding process, the function

used at each node is called a ”local encoding vector” and the produced output symbol is

called an ”information vector”. For example, fe at intermediate node v is a local encoding

vector of node v, and ye is the result of using local encoding vector fe at intermediate node

v (a information vector).
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In linear network coding, all local encoding vectors are linear functions over a finite field

GF(q). For example, fe at intermediate node v is : fe(ye1, ye2, ye3, ..., yen) = a1ye1 +a2ye2 +

a3ye3+ ...+anyen where a1, ...an are chosen over GF(q). Then, by linearity, we can write the

global transfer function from the source s to each destination node t as seen in Figure 3.4.

Figure 3.4 also shows how the received packet at destination node t relates to the source

packets. We call the coefficients [gt
i1, g

t
i2, ..., g

t
in] ”a global encoding vector” for the encoded

packet yt
i for 1 ≤ i ≤ n. Provided that G(t) in Figure 3.4 has rank n, the destination t can

recover P = [p1, p2, ..., pn] by multiplying Y (t) by a left inverse of G(t) : G(−t)Y (t) = IP .

Figure 3.4: Received encoding data at destination t

The main benefit of linear coding is low complexity. The low complexity is emphasized

as the size of GF becomes smaller. A smaller field makes the operations of linear coding

much simpler. For example, when the field is F2, the packets are viewed as a sequence of

bits and the coefficients are either 0 or 1. Thanks to the simple coefficients 0 or 1, the

operations on vectors become an exclusive or, and both encoding and decoding becomes

simple.

Although linear coding decreases the computation cost of all coding and decoding op-

erations, we still have to decide a local encoding vector that must guarantee decoding at

every node. Jaggi and Sanders et al presented polynomial algorithms to select the local

encoding vector [52, 53]. However, the polynomial algorithms use global network topology

and needs to inform each node which coefficient to use. Namely, the polynomial algorithms

operate in a centralized way. In contrast to the deterministic codes using the centralized
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way, there exists a simple and fully decentralized method. The method is random linear

coding.

3.2.2 Random Linear Coding

In order to use linear coding, we need to select coefficients, and polynomial algorithms [52,53]

can be used to select these coefficients. The algorithms assign the valid network codes that

guarantees decoding at every node, but they operates in a centralized and deterministic

way. One notable coding method to operate in a fully decentralized way is random linear

coding, which randomly selects its local encoding vector on a fixed Galois Field Fq without

any coordination [9, 10]. For example, a1, a2, ..., an are randomly chosen over GF(q) to

comprise a local encoding vector of intermediate node v in Figure 3.4 for a encoded data

a1ye1 + a2ye2 + a3ye3 + ... + anyen.

With random linear coding, each node can randomly select a local vector for each out-

going packet, namely an information vector. This random selection causes a local encoding

vector to continuously change even at the same node. Hence, it is hard to determine which

local encoding vectors are sequentially used in order to generate the coded packet. If we

do not know the local encoding vectors that are sequentially used to generate the coded

packet, we cannot find a global encoding vector for the coded packet, and therefore decod-

ing is impossible. Hence, we need a method to track the sequentially used local encoding

vectors for eventual decoding. The method is packetization [9, 54].

The packetization in [9, 54] suggested inserting a global encoding vector in a special

packet header and transmitting the global encoding vector with the encoded data. Let us

assume that the source s sends n packets (p1, p2, ..., pn). When linear network coding is

applied, each packet flowing in a network is a linear combination of the source packets as :

ithreceived coded packet at node v : y
(v)
i =

j=n
∑

j=1

gv
i,jpj

where the (pj)j=1,...,n are n packets generated from the source. The sequence of coefficients

for source packets in a coded packet y
(v)
i forms a global encoding vector [gv

i,1, g
v
i,2, . . . , g

v
i,n] .

As shown in this expression of a coded packet, a global vector contains the information

how the received encoded packet y
(v)
i is related with the source packets. Hence, a packet

including n extra symbols for a global encoding vector ([gi,1, gi,2, . . . , gi,n]) in a special header

with encoded data allows destinations to decode without knowing the network topology or
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the encoding rules in a completely decentralized way.

However, the packetization is not enough to practically use random linear coding. In [51]

it is assumed that all incoming packets from all incoming edges arrive synchronously without

delay. But in a real network, packets arrive asynchronously and depart with arbitrarily

varying rates, delays and losses. To handle this real network condition, [9, 54] suggested

using buffering as seen in Figure 3.5. A node saves incoming encoded packets and their

global vectors delivered through its incoming edges. When a node should transmit a new

coded packet, the node uses all or a portion of encoded packets saved in its local buffer

and hence its incoming packets do not need to arrive synchronously at the node through its

incoming edges.

Figure 3.5: Buffering received packets (global vectors and information vectors)

The process to generate a new coded packet is almost same as the process explained

in section 3.2.1; the difference is that it uses encoded packets ( information vectors) and

their global encoding vectors saved in its local buffer. More specifically, node v generates a

newly encoded packet by linearly combining randomly chosen coefficients [l1, l2, ..., ln′ ] (1×n′

matrix) and the stored encoded packets [[y
(v)
1 ][y

(v)
2 ]...[y

(v)
n′ ]] (n′×1 matrix) in v’s local buffer

where 1 ≤ n′ ≤ n. With the new coded packet, node v also generates a new global vector

for the new coded packet by linearly combining the used coefficients [l1, l2, ..., ln′ ] (1 × n′

matrix) and global vectors [[g
(v)
1,1 , g

(v)
1,2 .., g

(v)
1,n], [g

(v)
2,1 , g

(v)
2,2 .., g

(v)
2,n], ..., [g

(v)
n′,1, gn′,2(v) .., g

(v)
n′,n]] (n′×n

matrix) saved in v’s local buffer for saved encoding packets [[y
(v)
1 ][y

(v)
2 ]...[y

(v)
n′ ]]. These two

vectors (new encoded data and new global encoding vector for the new encoded data) are

delivered in the same packet by using packetization.

Thanks to the packetization and buffering, we can use random linear coding for practical
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networks, even for wireless networks which are unreliable and unstable.

In order to ultimately recover all of the source’s packets, the rank of a node must be

equal to the total number of source packets. This means that in the worst case, a node is

supposed to store all received innovative packets in its local buffer until it can recover all

source packets at once. In practice, the size of the local buffer in a node cannot infinitely

increases, and hence we need to limit the number of encoding packets which is saved in a

local buffer. The limitation of encoding packets is based on a generation. In other words,

only packets related to the same set or the same generation of source packets p1, p2, ..pn can

be encoded. In addition, the number of packets in a generation, n is called a generation

size [54].

3.2.2.1 Decoding, Vector Space, and Rank

With packetization and buffering, a node stores received encoded packets in its local buffer

and the stored encoded packets compose a matrix of a node v as seen in Figure 5.4. Let Gv

denote global encoding vectors of the matrix of a node v. At any point of time, a node v is

associated with the vector space spawned by the global encoding vectors Gv. The dimension

of that vector space is denoted as Dv, Dv , dimΠv and also as the rank of the matrix. In

the rest of this thesis, that rank and dimension is called the rank of a node. The rank of a

node is a direct metric for the amount of useful received packets. When a received packet

increases the rank of the receiving node, the received packet brings useful information and

is called innovative. On the contrary, if a received packet does not increase the rank of the

receiving node, the packet is not useful and is non-innovative. The non-innovative packet

contains redundant information and cannot contribute to recovering the source packets.

Thus, depending on whether a received packet is innovative or not, the receiving node can

decide to drop or store the received packet. If the matrix of the node G(v) has full rank(n)

Figure 3.6: A decoding process at a node v

or a submatrix with full rank(r < n) exists, the node can decode n or r source packets at
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the same time. The decoding amounts to inverting the matrix or submatrix, for instance,

using Gaussian elimination
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3.3 Theoretical Achievable Performance of Wireless Network

Coding

In this section, we describe the theoretical performance of broadcasting with network cod-

ing in terms of a maximum achievable broadcast rate. The theoretical results about the

performance of network coding have been focused on multicasting. Because broadcasting

is just a special case of multicasting, the theoretical results for multicasting are also valid

for broadcasting. Therefore, from here we review a body of literature on network coding

performance for multicasting, and then directly use the theoretical results of multicasting

for broadcasting.

The bound of the maximum multicast capacity with network coding is theoretically the

multicast min-cut. The theoretical bound implies that network coding enables multicasting

to have the max-flow min-cut bound. In fact, the max-flow min-cut bound for unicasting

was already proved in 1956 by Elias et al [55] and Ford and Fulkerson [56], and store-

and-forward routing without network coding also can achieve the bound for unicasting.

However, in the case of multicasting, there are some cases that store-and-forward routing

cannot achieve the max-flow min-cut bound. In these cases, the max-flow min-cut bound

for multicasting can be achieved by network coding [8] and also for wireless multicasting if

the min-cut is computed over a hypergraph.

In order to explain the theoretical maximum capacity (rate) for wireless broadcasting

with network coding, this section first explains the maximum unicast capacity. Then, we

apply the same concept to multicasting, and next explain why the achieved maximum mul-

ticast capacity with network coding could be higher than the achieved maximum multicast

capacity with store-and-forward routing. Finally, we describe a maximum broadcast rate

for wireless network coding and the effects of using random linear coding.

3.3.1 Min-cut Max flow Theorem

For unicasting between a source and a destination, the maximum flow is bounded by the

min-cut with the min-cut max-flow theorem [55–57]. This means that the source cannot

send faster than the bound, the min-cut, and the min-cut becomes a maximum unicast rate

that the source can transmit. Before explaining why the upper bound of a unicasting rate

is the min-cut, we first describe the basic concepts of network flow in graph theory.

In graph theory, a network is a directed weighted graph whose edges have a non-negative
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capacity. Formally, a network is defined as: A finite directed graph G = (V,E) where V is a

set of nodes(vertex) and E is a set of edges. In G, every edge (u, v) ∈ E has a non-negative,

real-valued capacity C(u, v). If edge (u, v) /∈ E, the capacity of the edge (u, v) is assumed

to be 0. We distinguish two vertices: a source s and a sink t. For a source s and a sink t,

we assume that there is a path s → v → t,∀v ∈ V . A flow in G is a real-valued function

f : V × V → R with the following three properties for all u and v in V .

• capacity constraints : ∀u, v ∈ V, f(u, v) < C(u, v) . The flow along each edge cannot

exceed its capacity.

• skew symmetry: ∀u, v ∈ V, f(u, v) = −f(v, u). The net flow from u to v must be the

opposite of the net flow from v to u.

• flow conservation: ∀u ∈ V − {s, t},
∑

u∈V f(u,w) = 0. The network flow to a node is

zero except for the source s producing flow and the sink t consuming flow.

f(u, v) is called the flow from u to v, and can be positive, negative or zero. The value

of a flow f is defined as total flow out of the source: |f | =
∑

v∈V f(s, v). When a flow has

the largest value, we call the flow a maximum flow. The maximum flow provides the largest

possible total flow from the source s to the receiver t in a given directed graph G. Hence,

the source cannot transmit data faster than the maximum flow and the maximum rate of

the source is equal to the maximum flow.

(a) an example of network (b) An example of a cut

Figure 3.7: An example of S/T partition and a cut

Now, we briefly explain why the maximum flow between s and t is bounded by a min-

imum cut between s and t. To explain how the minimum cut bounds the maximum flow,

let us look at the definition of a cut. A cut of a graph G = (V,E) is a partition of the

vertices V into two sets S and T . Any edge (u, v) ∈ E with u ∈ S and v ∈ T is a cut edge
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and the sum of weights of the cut edges decides the capacity of the cut, as seen in Figure

3.7. Hence, the capacity of an s-t cut is the sum of the capacity of all edges crossing the

cut from the region S to the region T. Formally:

C(S, T ) =
∑

(s,t)∈E,s∈S,t∈T

C(s, t) (3.1)

In Figure 3.7, Figure 3.7(b) represents one example of a cut of graph in Figure 3.7(a).

(a) a example of the min-cut (b) a example of max flow

Figure 3.8: An example of the min-cut and the max flow

With capacity constraints, for any s-t cut and flow, the capacity of s-t cut is the upper-

bound of the flow across the s-t cut, C(S, T ) ≥ f(S, T ). With skew symmetry and flow

conservation, for any s-t cut, the value of flow across the cut equals the value of the flow,

|f | = f(S, T ). Therefore, for any s-t cut and any flow, the capacity of s-t cut is the upper-

bound of value of the flow, |f | ≤ C(S, T ). Because the upper bound is a bound for any value

of flow including a maximum flow, the minimum value of all possible s-t cuts becomes the

upper bound of a maximum flow as seen in Figure 3.8. Namely, the min-cut Cmin(s, t) with

the minimum capacity among all s-t cuts bounds a maximum flow. When Q(s, t) denotes

the set of all s-t cuts , the min-cut Cmin(s, t) is defined formally as:

Cmin(s, t) , min
(S,T )∈Q(s,t)

C(S) (3.2)

Figure 3.8(a) shows the min-cut of the example network in Figure 3.7. The min-cut

is the same with the maximum flow through three disjointed paths in Figure 3.8(b). We

explain it with the Menger Theorem again.
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The max-flow min-cut theorem formally states the relationship between the min-cut and

the max-flow as:

• Max-Flow Min-Cut theorem : Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph, and let u and v be

vertices in G. The maximum weight among all (u, v)-flows in G equals the minimum

capacity among all sets of edges in E whose deletion destroys all directed paths from

u to v.

The upper bound of unicasting, Cmin(s, t) can be achieved also by store-and-forward

routing without network coding. In order to find a maximum unicast rate, store-and-forward

routing uses low-order polynomial-time algorithms which are augmenting path algorithms

such Ford-Fulkerson [56]and its variants [58, 59], or Push/relabel algorithms [60]. Unlike

unicasting, store-and-forward routing could not achieve the upper bound, i.e., the multicast

min-cut in some cases. For the cases, only network coding can achieve the upper bound for

multicasting. In the next section, we explain why network coding could achieve the bound

for multicast in these cases and store-and-forward routing could not.

3.3.2 Maximum Multicasting Rate of Network Coding

The maximum capacity of a flow is bounded by the min-cut, and hence the min-cut becomes

the upper bound of a maximum rate for the source to transmit data. For unicasting, classical

routing also can achieve the upper bound, the min-cut with the min-cut max-flow theorem.

However, on some cases the upper bound for multicasting could not be achieved without

network coding. To explain why classical routing could not achieve the upper bound of

multicasting, we first compute the multicast min-cut. Because multicasting has several

receivers, computing the multicast min-cut needs to consider all individual min-cuts for

each receiver and to take the minimum value among all individual min-cuts. Formally:

Call
min(s) , min

t∈V\{s}
Cmin(s, t) (3.3)

The relationship between the min-cut and the max-flow can also be explained with the

Menger Theorem [57] stating that a maximum rate and the min-cut Call
min(s) satisfy the

constraints on edge-independent paths. Formally;

• Edge-connectivity version of Menger Theorem : Let G = (V,E) be a directed graph,

and let u and v be two nonadjacent vertices in G: u, v ∈ V . Then, the size of

the minimum edge cut for u and v (the minimum number of edges whose removal
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disconnects u and v) is equal to the maximum number of pairwise edge-independent

paths from u to v.

For simplicity, let us assume that a directed graph G = (V,E) with unit capacity edges

as [61]. If the minimum cut between s and t equals h on the graph, the maximum amount

of information that can be sent from s to t per unit time equals to h with the max-flow

min-cut theorem. With the Menger Theorem, the min-cut and the max-flow also means

that there exist exactly h edge-disjointed paths between s and t. The example in Figure

3.8 shows the relationship between the min-cut and the number of disjointed paths for unit

capacity edges by showing that the min-cut is three and that there exist three disjointed

paths between s and t ( a thick line, a dotted line, and a gray line)

For multicasting, there exist several receivers, and hence with the Menger Theorem for

each receiver, there exist h edge-disjoint paths for each receiver. However, although h paths

for a receiver are edge-disjoint for each pair, Menger Theorem does not assure that all paths

of h x the number of receivers are edge-disjoint. In other words, when multiple receivers use

a network simultaneously, the h disjointed paths for each destination may be overlapped.

Then, receivers must share the capacity of theses overlapped pathes and sharing capacity

decreases the capacity for each receiver. The decreased capacity for a receiver results in

reducing the min-cut of the receiver. The reduced min-cut of a receiver causes reduction of

the multicast min-cut, and finally results in a reduction of the maximum multicast capacity

and a maximum multicast transmission rate for the source.

Unlike store-and-forward routing, network coding can prevent the capacity division

caused by overlapped paths. With network coding, intermediate nodes transmit mixed

data from different incoming flows, and then each receiver that shares the same edge can

obtain new information for itself as if only that receiver accessed the network. As a result,

receivers do not need to share capacity of the overlapped paths, and a maximum multicast

rate is exactly equal to the multicast min-cut, that is the minimum value of min-cuts to

every receiver. Finally, we have the max-flow min-cut theorem for multicasting of [8] as:

• A multicast generalization of the max-flow min-cut theorem: The maximum rate at

which information can be simultaneously multicasted from a source to all sinks is

equal to the minimum capacity of a cut from a source to all sinks.
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3.3.3 Maximum Broadcast Rate of Wireless Network Coding

In section 3.3.1 we explained that the multicast min-cut bounds a maximum multicast rate

and only network coding can achieve the max-flow min-cut bound for multicasting. Because

broadcasting is a kind of multicasting except that all nodes are destinations, the maximum

broadcast rate is also the minimum value of min-cuts to all nodes other than the source.

Although our target networks are wireless networks, we explain the min-cut and a

maximum broadcast rate in wired networks that are modeled as a directed graph. In this

section, we compute them for wireless networks. In order to compute them in wireless

networks, we should consider a directed hypergraph that models a wireless network by

reflecting the feature of wireless media where transmitting data reaches all nodes within a

transmission range. To define the min-cut over a hypergraph, we use the same notation

over a graph; Q(s, t) denotes the set of all s-t cuts on a hypergraph. As defined in a general

graph, the capacity of an s-t cut is the sum of the capacity of all edges crossing the cut from

the region S to the region T . The only difference in wireless networks is that the crossing

edges are hyperedges where one transmission from a node in S can reach several nodes in

T . Considering the feature of hyperedges, we define the capacity of the cut in terms of

neighborhood; the capacity of the cut is defined by a set of nodes in S that have at least

one node in T for a neighbor as seen in Figure 3.9. We denote the set of nodes in S as ∆S

(u1 and u2 in Figure 3.9). Then the capacity of the cut C(S) is defined as the sum of rates

from the nodes in ∆S.

∆S , {v ∈ S : N (v) ∩ T 6= ∅} and C(S) ,
∑

v∈∆S

Cv (3.4)

Figure 3.9: an example of a cut capacity
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With the same logic used in a general graph, a max flow for multicasting in a hyper-

graph is bounded by the minimum of min-cuts for all destinations. Therefore, a maximum

broadcast rate Call
min(s) with network coding for the source s in wireless networks is the

minimum of min-cuts as Call
min(s) , mint∈V\{s} Cmin(s, t).

3.3.4 Maximum Broadcast Rate of Random Linear Coding

Since Ahlswede et al proved that network coding can achieve a maximum multicast rate

that is the multicast min-cut, efficient coding methods to achieve the maximum multicast

rate have been researched, and linear coding was proved to be sufficient to achieve the

maximum multicast rate for any single source multicasting [50]. Linear coding only uses

linear transformation over fixed Galois Field (GF) Fq, and hence has low complexity. An

algebraic framework for linear coding is also presented in order to study the network capacity

[51]. In addition, it is proved that there exists a linear network coding solution for a

single source multicasting over a finite field F
m
2 for some large enough m whose bound is

m ≤ ⌈log2(RCs + 1)⌉ where R is the number of receivers and Cs is a source rate [51].

The proof of low complex linear coding is followed by the novel work of [11,62] present-

ing a fully decentralized coding method, random linear coding. We could regard random

linear coding as a kind of generalization of fountain code. However, random linear coding

for network coding is different from fountain code, in which fountain code may encode only

at the source node, while network code may execute encoding at every node in a network.

An important feature of random linear coding is that it can achieve the optimal throughput,

the max-flow min-cut bound for multicasting. This important feature was proven in syn-

chronized networks [63] and also in non synchronized networks regardless of scheduling [9].

For the proof in synchronized networks, Jafarisiavoshani et al [63] assumed that at time t

a node would send a linear combination of packets received until time t − 1 with random

coefficients. Then, after a transitional phase, every node could receive innovative packets at

a rate (exactly, the multicast min-cut). For the proof in non synchronized networks, Ho et

al [9] assumed that a node would collect received encoded packets for some delay, and then

the node would send a linear combination of collected packets with random coefficients.

Then, distribution of delay at each node could define an average rate of each node. After

the multicast session would be executed long enough for the average rate to become stable,

a maximum broadcast rate of the source could become the lowest capacity of the min-cut

to any destination considering the average rate. In other words, a source could achieve the
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maximum multicast capacity (the multicast min-cut) with arbitrary scheduling. These re-

sults could be asymptotically true also in lossy networks because the average rate implicitly

includes loss.

In addition, the work of [11] stated that at the end of a multicast session, all the

destinations could decode with a probability pe. The error probability pe may become

arbitrarily small as the field size increases : pe = 1 − 1
|F | , where |F | is the cardinality

of the finite field of coefficients. Moreover, the recent work of [19] stated that the error

probability pe may also be independent of the field size when a multicast session executes

sufficiently long time. More specifically, the small sized field increases the number of non-

innovative packets and the increased non-innovative packet number increases a gap of ranks

between neighbors. The increased gap increases the probability that an incoming encoded

packet is an innovative packet, and finally the new encoded packet from neighbors with

a higher rank than the receiver is asymptotically innovative as if the packet is encoded

over large sized GF. Namely, the large gap of ranks between neighbors works like the large

sized GF. If a multicast session is executed for a long time, the starting phase, when a

gap of ranks between neighbors increases, and the ending phase, when the gap decreases,

are relatively negligible comparing the whole session duration. Therefore, random linear

coding asymptotically guarantees not only a valid coding but also the optimal throughput

achievement, regardless of a fixed GF size.

3.4 Summary and Problem Statement for Efficiency Broad-

casting with Network Coding

In this chapter, we explained a practical framework to use network coding and theoreti-

cally achievable performance of network coding. The theoretical upperbound of achievable

broadcasting capacity is the max-flow min-cut bound that is optimal capacity, and that

store-and-forward routing could not achieve in some cases. In addition to the capacity im-

provement, network coding can bring other benefits like energy efficiency and short delay

as shown in the two examples in section 3.1.

These advantages are necessary to wireless networks and hence it is natural to use net-

work coding for efficient wireless broadcasting that is indispensable for all wireless protocols

where the efficiency is measured by the transmission number of all nodes in order to send
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data from a source to the whole network. Finding an optimal solution for efficient broad-

casting in wired networks is usually finding a minimum spanning tree from the source to all

destinations, and many algorithms such as Prim’s algorithm, Kruskal’s algorithm, and the

Reverse-Delete algorithm have been proposed. With these algorithms, store-and-forward

routing can execute multicasting or broadcasting with the minimized cost in wired net-

works. On the contrary, it is NP-complete to find the optimal broadcasting (minimum

energy broadcasting) in wireless networks [64] where each transmission uses all links of the

emitter and the cost is attached to nodes instead of links. Because of the difficulty to

perform wireless optimal broadcasting, many heuristics have been researched for efficient

wireless broadcasting.

However, with network coding, we can find an optimal solution for wireless broadcasting

in polynomial time. In fact, network coding can solve the extended case of broadcasting,

multicasting in a polynomial time. The polynomial optimal solution with network coding is

composed of two parts: coding and cost optimization. A coding part takes responsibility for

assigning valid network codes to nodes that guarantee that all nodes can definitely recover

all source packets. A cost optimization part takes responsibility for selecting nodes that

inject coded packets and their transmission rates.

For the coding part, there exists an efficient and fully decentralized coding method as

explained in section 3.2. It is random linear coding [9, 10], which regards a packet as a

vector and randomly chooses coefficients for the vector on a fixed Galois Field. In addition,

the novel work of [11] proved that random linear coding achieves a maximum multicasting

rate on the condition that multicasting has only one source and the multicast session is

executed sufficiently long. In addition, random linear coding enables every destination to

decode with high probability regardless of a GF size. Thanks to this result, just by using

random linear coding, we can be sure to achieve a maximum multicast rate with low error

probability.

When the novel result of random linear coding is utilized, the remaining problem for

efficient broadcasting is cost optimization. Because our aim is broadcasting where all nodes

execute coding, the cost optimization for broadcasting based on random linear coding can

be translated into selecting transmission rates of all nodes, namely rate selection.

Hence, a key of efficient broadcasting with random linear coding is formally defined as:

• The problem statement : How to select a rate of each node for efficient broadcasting

with network coding.
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The rate selection problem can be formulated in a linear optimization problem with

polynomial variables that can be solved in a polynomial time [12, 13, 65] and possibly in

a distributed way [13]. Although an optimal rate selection solution can be found in poly-

nomial time by solving a linear optimization problem, the linear optimization problem has

approximately N2M variables where N is the total number of nodes and M is the average

number of neighbors. This means that the worst case complexity bound to solve it using

simplex method wit most efficient Karmarkar algorithm [66] is O(N7M3.5). In addition, it

takes more time and more memory to solve the linear optimization problem as the network

becomes larger and denser. Hence, we naturally ask if simple rate selection can achieve

the optimal efficiency, or can achieve sufficiently good efficiency even if the efficiency is

not optimal. As an answer to the question, we present our approach that theoretically

achieves asymptotical optimality in large dense networks, and experimentally outperforms

other broadcasting with store-and-forward routing.



Chapter 4

Efficient Wireless Broadcasting

with Network Coding

4.1 Overview

In this chapter, we focus on using network coding as an efficient method to broadcast

data to the whole network, where the cost is the total transmission number. Finding an

optimal solution with classical store-and-forward routing for energy efficient broadcasting

in wireless networks is known to be NP-complete. However, with network coding we can

find the optimal solution in polynomial time. The polynomial solution with network coding

has two parts: a cost minimization part that decides a rate of each node to minimize the

sum of the rates and a coding part that finds valid network codes to guarantee decoding at

all nodes.

For the coding part, results from information theory suggest a notable coding method,

random linear coding, which can execute encoding and decoding in a fully distributed way

without any coordination, and still guarantees with high probability that every node can

recover the original packets from the source. Along with the simplicity, random linear

coding also guarantees with high probability to achieve the bound of a maximum multicast

rate if the multicast session is executed sufficiently long [11,62]. To take advantage of these

novel results, our broadcast protocol uses random linear coding.

When random linear coding is used, a remaining problem is to minimize the cost for

efficient broadcasting, and to minimize the cost is essentially deduced to find the average

transmission rates of the nodes - the average rates are established on the entire duration of

54
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the stream ( even for packet networks, see [11] for a recent synthesis of such results). As as

result, finding an optimal solution to minimize the cost requires finding the optimal average

rate of every node [11,62]: ” rate selection”. The problem is then reformulated:

• problem statement : how to find a simple rate selection algorithm to achieve good

performance?

In fact, [12, 13, 67] have shown that an optimal rate selection solution can be obtained

by solving a linear optimization problem in a polynomial time and possibly in a distributed

way [13]. However, a different and even simpler approach is possible. We introduce the

approach in this chapter.

Our approach started from the investigation of maximal-efficiency-benefit of wireless

network coding. Considering that a coded packet can bring new information to multiple

receivers at the same time, the maximal-efficiency-benefit of wireless network coding can be

achieved to make every transmission bring new information to all receivers. For a practical

solution, our approach intends to achieve the maximal-efficiency-benefit of wireless network

coding with a simple rate selection method.

This chapter is organized in the following way: we first review literature to decrease the

cost of protocols with network coding in section 4.2, explain a network model and efficiency

evaluation metrics in section 4.3.2,introduce a principal rationale with basic operations to

use random linear coding in section 4.4. After that, we theoretically analyze the efficiency

in section 4.5, we present experimental results in section 4.6, we propose improvement for

spare networks in section 4.7 and we summarize in section 4.8.

4.2 Related Work of Efficient Wireless Network Coding

In this section, we review literature related with cost minimization of protocols based on

network coding where the cost is measured by the total transmission number to deliver one

data unit.

MORE: Efficient Multicasting with Opportunistic Routing

For multiple unicasting, a node could opportunistically decide whether the node trans-

mits the new encoded packet or not, and which packets should be encoded [68, 69]. The

opportunistic decision refers to the overheard information about received data by the neigh-

bors. Chachulski et al extended the opportunistic routing protocol for multiple unicasting
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to a single source multicasting routing protocol, MORE [17] by combining the opportunistic

routing with ExOR [70] and ETX [71]. In a MORE protocol, a header of a new encoded

packet has a forwarder list including nodes closer to destinations than the transmitter of the

new encoded packet. When a node receives the innovative coded packet, the node checks a

forwarder list stored in the received coded packet. If the node finds itself in the forwarder

list, the node is indicated to generate a new coded packet. To decide a new coded packet

generation, the node checks its own credit value that indicates the encoded packet that the

node can generate. A positive credit permits the node generating a new encoded packet and

transmitting it, but a negative credit forbids it. After a node generates a new coded packet,

the credit of transmitter decreases by one. When a node receives an innovative packet, the

credit of a node increases by TXcredit . The TXcredit of a node is based on two factors:

the first factor is the coded packets number transmitted by nodes that are farther from the

destination than the node. The second factor is the loss probability between the node and

the nodes farther from destination than the node. Precisely:

• TXcrediti = zi
P

j>i zj(1−eji) ,

⋄ zj is the number of transmissions made by nodes (node j) which are farther from

the destination than node i

⋄ eji is loss probability from the farther nodes (node j) to node i.

With the above rule, a node that is located closer to the destination than a transmitter

generates as many new encoded packets as intermediate nodes generates between the trans-

mitter and the source. As a result, a node heuristically decides the transmission number

depending on the relative distance to destinations and loss probability. The decision by the

heuristics improves the throughput of multicast 35 - 200 percent, but the heuristic needs

precise global topology and loss probability between each node. Because the global infor-

mation may change, each node should continuously update the global information. When

the global information is incorrect, the efficiency of the protocol could decrease. However,

our approach does not need to know global information, or even precise local information,

such as the exact two hop neighbor list. Our approach just uses the size of the neighbor-

hood of each neighbor and the average number of neighbors inside a network. Even though

the average number of neighbors is a kind of global information, the average number of

neighbors usually remains steady and changes with small variation. Hence, we can say that

the control overhead for our approach is relatively negligible.
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Energy Efficient Broadcasting for all-to-all Broadcasting

For broadcasting from all nodes to all nodes, Fragouli et al suggested the deterministic

algorithms that decided whether a node transmitted new encoded packets or not upon

receiving an innovative packet [72, 73]. In [72], the decision is made using a sending count

s that is initialed as zero, increases by the forwarding factor d on new innovative reception,

and decreases by d on sending a new encoded packet. When a node has positive s, the

node is allowed to transmit a new encoded packet. The subsequent paper [73] suggests

heuristically adjusting the forwarding factor d with a two hop neighbor number as :

• dv = k
minv′∈N(v)|N(v′)| , where N(v) denotes the set of direct neighbors of node v and k

is a forwarding factor.

In the above formula for forwarding factor d, variable k is used. Through modelling,

Fragouli et al suggested forwarding factor k of more than three would guarantee decoding

at every node for this all-to-all broadcasting. Their experimental results and specific ex-

amples show that lower values of k are possible. Inspired by their work, our approach also

uses the size of the neighborhood of each neighbor. However, unlike their works, all-to-all

broadcasting in [72,73], our target is one-to-all broadcasting, and hence we could utilize the

results of information theory, which shows that multicast max-flow rate for one source to

all destinations is a multicast min-cut. We explain our different approach, which is inspired

by [72,73] in section 4.4.

Optimal Multicasting with Linear Optimization

The above two protocols (MORE [68,69] and all-to-all broadcasting [72,73]) let a node

decide the transmission number proportional to the number of received innovative packets.

For single source multicasting, we can use the novel result of [11], which states that single

source multicasting with random linear coding can achieve a maximum multicast rate if a

multicast session is executed sufficiently long. The novel result means that each node can

achieve a maximum multicast rate just by generating a new encoded packet with random

linear coding whenever possible. However, the blind execution of random linear coding can

consume all available network capacity in order to achieve the maximum multicast rate.

Hence, we need a solution to minimize the cost while achieving the maximum multicast

rate.

The cost minimization (optimization) problem is a linear optimization problem to achieve

a maximum multicast rate with the lowest cost. That is, for a given G = (V,E), a source s
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and destinations t ∈ T , the cost minimization problem is formulated as a linear optimization

problem as:

• minimize f(z) =
∑

i|i∈V

∑

j|(i,j)∈E zij

subject z ∈ Z,

zij ≥ x
(t)
ij ≥ 0,∀(i, j) ∈ E, t ∈ T.

∑

j|(i,j)∈A x
(t)
ij −

∑

j|(j,i)∈E x
(t)
ji = σ

(t)
i ,

where

σi(t) =















R if i = s,

−R if i = t,

0 otherwise.

The vector z is part of a feasible solution for a linear optimization problem if and only

if there exists a network code that sets up a multicast connection in the graph G = (V,E)

where V is the set of a nodes and E is the set of edges. In the multicast session, an average

rate from the source s to all destinations in the set T is arbitrarily close to R and a flow on

each link (i, j) is arbitrarily close to zij . For wireless networks, we consider a hypergraph

and a hyperedge instead of a normal graph and an edge.

Because the above linear optimization problem has the polynomial number of con-

straints, we can solve it in a polynomial time [12, 13, 65], and even in a distributed way

[12, 13]. By contrast, the same problem using classical store-and-forward routing is NP-

complete.

However, although we can obtain an optimal solution in a polynomial time, the average

( smoothed ) complexity to solve a linear optimization problem is O(N3M) if we solve the

linear programming with a simplex method [74]. The complexity O(N3M) is deduced from

the expected complexity of a simplex method. The expected complexity is O(p2q) where

p is the number of constraints and q is the number of variables. The optimal problem

for wireless broadcasting with network coding has N2M variables where N is the total

number of nodes and M is the average number of neighbors, and N constrains. Hence, the

complexity to obtain the optimal solution is O(N3M). In addition, the best-known-bound

of the complexity to solve the problem is O(q3.5) with Karmarkar’s algorithm [66], that is

O(N7M3.5). The complexity may not be low. In addition, it takes more time and more

memory to solve the problem as a network becomes larger and denser.

Moreover, the decentralized method obtains an optimal solution by using Lagrangian
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dual of a linear optimization problem and a subgradient method, and hence it needs suffi-

cient interaction in order to converge the solution to be optimal.

Instead of solving a linear optimization problem, we propose a different and simpler

approach that is efficient and practical. Our approach is asymptotically optimal in large

dense networks and could outperform other broadcasting with classical store-and-forwarding

in practical networks.

4.3 Network Model and Evaluation Metrics

4.3.1 Network Model

A network that we assume is an ideal wireless model, where wireless transmissions are done

without loss, collisions or interferences, and where each node of the network is operating

well below its maximum transmission capacity.

Such networks specifically on 2 dimensional Euclidean spaces have been modeled as unit

disk graphs [75], where two nodes are neighbors whenever their distance is lower than a

fixed transmission range; see Figure 4.1(c) for the principle of unit disk graphs.

(a) Unit disk graph -
neighbors of A are B and
C since they are within
range ρ

(b) Lattice (c) Unit disk graph on
torus

Figure 4.1: Network Models

• Random unit disk graphs with nodes uniformly distributed (Figure 4.1(a))

• Unit disk graphs with nodes organized on a lattice (Figure 4.1(b))

• Lattice networks where the neighborhood of one node is not necessarily the set of

nodes within a disk, like in Figure 4.2(a), but may be any arbitrary set R such as the
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one in Figure 4.2(b). it is a special case of unit disk graphs.

For lattice networks, the set R is fixed for one origin node, and all nodes of the lattice

networks have a similar neighborhood by translation. In addition, we also consider variants

of the random unit disk graph and the lattice graph where the network is a torus, with

wrap-around connections in both the x and y directions as in Figure 4.1(c).
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(a) Disk range for a lattice graph
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(b) Arbitrary “range” for a lattice graph

Figure 4.2: Examples of range for lattices

In addition, we use hypergraphs to model wireless networks because hypergraphs can

model the wireless transmission where the same transmission can reach several neighbors

simultaneously as formalized in [76,77] and [78].

4.3.2 Evaluation Metrics and Efficiency Bound of Store-Forward Broad-

casting

The goal of this thesis is to design efficient broadcasting with network coding in wireless

networks. Here, efficiency refers to energy-efficiency, which is measured by the transmission

number to deliver one data unit, for example a packet, to the whole network. In order

the evaluate the energy efficiency of our protocol, we compute Ecost of our protocol as the

transmission number of a protocol to broadcast one unit data to the whole network. Then,

For comparison, we provide two kinds of efficiency references: references with network cod-

ing and references without network coding. The efficiency references with network coding

are Eoptimal and Ebound. Eoptimal is the optimal transmission number for broadcasting with

network coding, and is obtained by solving a linear optimization problem, and Ebound is the

minimal transmission number when maximal-efficiency-benefit of wireless network coding

is achieved for broadcasting. The efficiency references with network coding are E
(no−coding)
rel−cost ,
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Ecost of MPR-based broadcasting, and Ecost of CDS-based broadcasting that form CDS

using greedy algorithm with global topology. Details of these references are described in

section 4.3.2.1 and section 4.3.2.2.

4.3.2.1 Evaluation Metrics of Efficiency with Network Coding

The transmission number to broadcast one data unit to the whole network is denoted by

Ecost. Ecost of network coding broadcasting can be computed in both a theoretical way and

a numerical way. When we compute the Ecost in a theoretical way, we compute it as a ratio

between a maximum broadcast rate and a sum of rates of all nodes. In order to get the

maximum broadcast rate, we use a theoretically proved result stating that the maximum

broadcast rate Cmin(s) is the broadcast min-cut, and we compute the broadcast min-cut for

a given graph with selected rates using the max flow algorithm in [79] over the hypergraph

(see section 4.3.3 for details on the computing process). When we compute the Ecost in a

numerical way, we compute it as a ratio between a generation size and a sum of transmission

numbers of all nodes where both values are obtained from experimental simulation. There

is a gap between the numerically computed Ecost and theoretically computed Ecost, but the

gap becomes smaller as a generation size becomes larger as follows:

• Ecost =
P

v∈N Cv

Cmin(s) = lim generation size →∞
P

v∈N transmission number of node v

generation size

⋄ Cv: a rate of node v selected by a rate selection method

⋄ Cmin(s) : the achievable maximum broadcast rate with the selected rates.

The convergence of Ecost is also confirmed through simulation as seen in Figure 4.3 where

Optreal and Opttheory represent the numerically computed Ecost and theoretically computed

Ecost for an optimal solution respectively. The optimal solution is obtained by solving a

linear optimization problem formulated in [13] for a given network. This convergence shows

that theoretically computed Ecost could present a cost when network coding broadcasting

with the evaluating algorithm is executed sufficiently long. In this chapter, we use both

computations.

The cost from an optimal solution, Eoptimal is one direct reference for minimized cost

that can be achieved with network coding. Eoptimal is obtained by solving a linear optimiza-

tion problem with the following process: we first formulate a linear optimization problem

of broadcasting for a given network and a given source as in [13]. Next, we solve the lin-

ear optimization problem using MOSEK, an optimization software for linear and convex
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Figure 4.3: Ecost numerically and theoretically computed

optimization problems [80]. Then the sum of the rates in the optimal solution is Eoptimal.

Examples of optimal solutions for a sample random network and a lattice network are pre-

sented in Figure 4.4, where the radius of each circle represents a relative rate of each node.

In Figure 4.4, an instance of a lattice graph contains a total node number N = 21 × 21

and the neighbor number M = 28. An instance of a random unit disk graph contains the

total node number N = 200 and the expected neighbor number M = 20.

Figure 4.4: An example of optimal solution of a lattice graph and a random unit disk graph

As the other reference point, we use an indirect reference Ebound, which is the minimal

transmission number when broadcasting achieves the maximal-efficiency-benefit of wireless

network coding. Remember that the maximal-efficiency-benefit of wireless network coding

is achieved when every single transmission can provide new and useful information to all

its neighbors. Let us assume every transmission always reaches the maximum number of
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neighbors, Mmax. Then, the transmission number to broadcast a data unit to N total

nodes becomes at least N
Mmax

. Hence, Ebound becomes an indirect efficiency reference for

the upperbound of efficiency.

4.3.2.2 Evaluation Metrics and Efficiency Without Network Coding

Here we provide three examples of reference without coding: an efficiency bound without

coding E
(no−coding)
rel−cost ; Ecost of MPR-based broadcasting; and Ecost of CDS based broadcasting

that forms CDS using a greedy algorithm with global topology.

An asymptotic efficiency bound without network coding, E
(no−coding)
rel−cost is obtained reusing

the argument of [73]. Consider the broadcasting of one packet to a network and a node in

the network which forwards the packets. To broadcast the packets to the whole network,

another connected neighbor must receive the forwarded packets as seen in Figure 4.5. In

a unit disk graph, these two connected neighbors share a neighborhood area, a gray area

in Figure 4.5 and the size of the shared area is equal to (2π
3 −

√
3

2 )ρ2 ≈ 0.609 where ρ

is a transmission range. Any node inside the shared area receives duplicated packets and

the duplicated receptions cause inefficiency. Considering the inefficiency, a relative cost

for dense unit disk graphs, which is a ratio between the maximally covered area with one

transmission and the maximally covered area without duplication, can be deduced into the

following bound: E
(no−coding)
rel−cost ≥ 6π

2π+3
√

3
. Notice that 6π

2π+3
√

3
≈ 1.6420 . . . > 1.

Figure 4.5: An efficiency bound without network coding

The other reference is Ecost of CDS based broadcasting that forms CDS using a greedy

algorithm with global topology. We measured the cost with the transmission number from

a source using CDS that is computed using a greedy algorithm [4] with total precise global

topology. Broadcasting using the computed CDS is shown in Figure 4.6.

Similarly, Ecost of MPR-based broadcasting is also measured with the transmission num-

ber from the source to the whole network using MPR sets, and the MPR sets are computed

with the algorithm of [6] described in section 2.1.
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Figure 4.6: Connected Dominating Set

4.3.3 Efficiency Measuring Tools and Methods

In order to measure efficiency, we used three different methods:

• computing a maximum broadcast rate, i.e, the min-cut from a rate selection method

for a given network

• simulating using the self-developed simulator with an idealized wireless network model

• simulating using NS-2 simulator (version 2.31)

In this section, we describe a method to compute a maximum broadcast rate and a

self-developed simulator.

4.3.3.1 Computation of a Maximum Broadcast Rate over Hypergraph

For a given network, an achievable maximum broadcast rate obtained to use rate selection

algorithms is theoretically computed as a broadcast min-cut. Hence, we compute the min-

cut for the given graph as a theoretical performance of the evaluating algorithms. The

min-cut computation is precisely done using a software library implementing the max-flow

computation algorithm in [79] as follows. For a directed graph, we first computed max flows

from a source to all nodes (theoretically a max flow is equal to the minimum capacity of

all possible cuts from a source to a destination). Then, we take the minimum value among

the computed max flows to each destination. This minimum value is equal to the minimum

value among min-cuts from a source to each destination as defined ( that is, a min-cut of

broadcasting from a source to all destinations) in Equation 3.3 in section 3.3.2. In addition,

we use optimizations for reusing search trees in [81] in order to speed up the computation

of a max flow for each node.
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Here, we encountered the problem that the min-cut computation is not done for a di-

rected hypergraph but is done for a directed graph. Because our networks are wireless

networks that are modeled by hypergrpahs, we must compute the min-cut of the directed

hypergraph. Hence, we model a given network as a hypergraph, and then convert the hyper-

graph to a directed graph by inserting a virtual vertex to model physical layer broadcasting

like [12], as seen in Figure 4.7. After converting the hypergraph, we assign an unlimited

capacity the edges between the virtual vertex and real vertex. For example, we assign the

unlimited capacity to an edge between n1 and n1′, and an edge between n1′ and n2. Finally

we compute the min-cut using the converted directed graph when each node rate is selected

by the evaluated algorithms.

Figure 4.7: Conversion of a directed hypergraph for max flow computation

4.3.3.2 Simulation with Ideal Wireless Network Model

As the other way to measure the efficiency, we use the self-developed simulator with an ideal

wireless model that has no contention, no collision and no delay (i.e. instant transmission

and reception). With the ideal wireless model, all transmissions reach all nodes within a

transmission range. In addition, our simulator assumes that nodes are distributed regularly

in a lattice graph or are randomly distributed (their position is independent and identically

distributed) in a random unit disk graph as defined in section 4.3.1. In addition, the

transmission range of the nodes is decided by the expected number of neighbors M . For
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example, a transmission range can be ρ = 1√
πM

.

Execution of our self developed simulator is based on a discrete event scheduler. When

our simulator schedules transmission, a packet transmission takes exactly one time unit and

a node can either send or receive one packet at a time. When we simulate, random linear

coding is used with various field sizes of Fp where p is 2, small(23), medium (17333) or

large(1078071557).
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4.4 Principal Rationale for Efficient Broadcasting with Net-

work Coding

In this section, we introduce our principal rationale for efficient broadcast protocol with

network coding. Before explaining our rationale, we first explain primitive operations to

use random linear coding at each node in section 4.4.1. Then, we investigate the maximal-

efficiency-benefit of wireless network coding in section 4.4.2 and explain our principal ra-

tional for efficient broadcasting with network coding in section 4.5.

4.4.1 Operations of each node for Broadcasting with Random Linear

Coding

As explained in section 4.1, the main factor for efficient broadcasting with network coding

is rate selection. When a rate of each node is decided by rate selection algorithms, basic

operations for wireless broadcast protocols with random linear coding are almost the same

as in Algorithm 2.

Algorithm 2: Random Linear Coding with Rate Selection

Source scheduling: the source transmits sequentially the D vectors (packets) of a2.1

generation with rate Cs.
Nodes’ start and stop conditions: The nodes start transmitting when they2.2

receive the first vector, and they continue transmitting until they and their
neighbors have enough vectors to recover the D source packets.
Nodes’ scheduling: every node v retransmits linear combinations of the vectors it2.3

has, and waits for a delay computed from the rate distribution.
Nodes’ information storing condition : a node stores the received vector in its2.4

local buffer only if the received vector has new and different information from the
information that the node already has.

In Algorithm 2, a source initiates network coding broadcasting by sending its original

packets (vectors) at a rate Cs. Any node that receives the first vector starts transmitting a

coded vector using random linear coding. For the transmission, a node stores the received

vectors in its local buffer for a delay. When the node stores the received vectors, the

node checks whether the received vectors have new (innovative) information or not, and

stores only innovative vectors. After the delay, the node transmits the new coded packet

that encodes all packets in its local buffer using random linear coding. The transmission
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continues until the node and its neighbors receive enough information to recover all D source

packets.

With the basic operations of Algorithm 2, wireless broadcasting with network coding

has only one parameter that varies. It is a delay that is computed as an approximation of

a rate, when the rate is selected by rate selection algorithms. That is, when the rate of a

node v at time t is selected as Cv(t), the delay is computed as delay ≈ 1/Cv(t).

4.4.2 Basic Principle for Rate Selection

As explained in section 4.1, we can find an optimal transmission rate of each node by solving

a linear optimization problem. However, the method does not necessarily provide direct

insight about the optimal rates for wireless broadcasting with network coding and their

associated optimal costs. Hence, we take another angle toward an efficient solution. The

different approach is to specify the network coding protocol with the optimal rates based on

some intuitive foresight and then compute the performance of the specified protocol, just as

Fragouli et al starts with exhibiting an optimal algorithm for some regular networks in [73].

In order to get some intuitive foresight for the optimal rate, we first assume large net-

works. Considering the results of min-cut estimations for random graphs [62, 82–84], one

intuition is that most nodes have similar neighborhoods; hence the performance with setting

an identical rate for each node, deserves to be explored. This is the starting point of our

rationale for efficient broadcasting with network coding.

To emphasize the insight regarding similar neighborhood size, we first assume a large

lattice network with torus effect where nodes are regularly distributed and every node has

the same number of neighbors, M . In addition, we also assume that the maximal-efficiency-

benefit of wireless network coding is achieved so that every transmission brings innovative

information to all receivers. Under this assumption, we can produce the logic of our basic

principle:

1. Assume that the every node has an identical retransmission rate(IRON: Identical Rate

for Other Nodes) as one, arbitrarily, for example one packet per second.

2. Then, every node with M neighbors can receive M coded packets per second. Assume

that nearly all of them are innovative (non-redundant).

3. Then, the source should inject at least M packets per second.

With the above logic, we have the following heuristic:
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• IRON (Identical Rate for Other Nodes): every node retransmits with rate one, except

for the source, which transmits with a rate M .

Now, let us assume a large normal network where nodes are randomly distributed and

there is no torus effect. In such networks, almost all nodes can receive M innovative packets

per unit time with IRON only if almost all nodes have at least M neighbors. We explain

how the receiving rate would be the expected number of neighbors M to all nodes that have

more than M neighbors using an example of a random network where M is 5.

Figure 4.8: Retransmitting from source’s neighbors with rate 1 with the source rate M = 5

With our basic heuristic, a source sends M = 5 packets per unit time and all oth-

ers except the source transmit one coded packets per unit time. Notice that we assume

an ideal network with no loss and collision. Hence, all neighbors of the source receive

five source packets per unit time. Let us denote the source packets at kth unit time as

(Pk1 , Pk2 , Pk3 , Pk4 , Pk5). As seen in Algorithm 2, the first reception of an innovative packet

lets the receivers start transmission. Hence the neighbors of the source transmit a result of

random linear combination of the five source packets, as seen in Figure 4.8. In Figure 4.8,

ai
k1

represents coefficients randomly chosen by a node i for Pk1 .

In order to achieve the maximal-efficiency-benefit of wireless network coding, we assume

that all five coded packets from the source’s neighbors are innovative to each other. Then

nodes in area2, area3 and area4 receive two, three and three innovative encoded packets

respectively from the transmission of the source’s neighbors. The reception of the coded

packets also lets nodes in area2, area3 and area4 transmit at rate one as seen in Figure
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Figure 4.9: Retransmitting from the source’s two hop neighbors with rate 1

4.9. Notice that the innovative packet number from an area cannot exceed the number of

innovative packets received. For example, all encoded packets from seven nodes in area4

cannot be innovative to each other because the nodes have only three innovative packets

that are received from n2, n3 and n4 in area1. Hence, only three encoded packets among

seven packets from the seven nodes in area4 are innovative to each other per unit time.

Figure 4.10: Innovative packet receptions at the nodes inside each area

With a similar process, the nodes in area5 and area6 receive the transmitted coded

packets from nodes in area2, area3 and area4 as seen in Figure 4.10. Although the trans-

mitted packets cannot be all innovative any more, we assume the best case, which is that
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nodes receive the maximum number of innovative packets from the transmitting area. For

example, nodes in area6 receive two innovative packets from area2, and nodes in area5 re-

ceive three innovative packets from area4. Now, the nodes in area5 and area6 also generate

coded packets and transmit them, and the nodes in area7 receive them. From this point,

the number of possible innovative packets from area7 can be five because three innovative

packets arrived through the path area1 → area3 → area4 → area5 → area7 and two inno-

vative packets arrived through the path area1 → area2 → area6 → area7. Therefore, the

possible number of innovative packets becomes M = 5. If every node continues transmission

in this way, the receiving rates of the nodes in area7 become M = 5, the intended receiving

rate in order to achieve the maximal-efficiency-benefit of wireless network coding.

This example shows that with IRON nodes only three hops away from the source can

have the intended receiving rate M = 5 for the maximal-efficiency-benefit of wireless net-

work coding. If we generalize the example, we see that nodes located away from the source

can have the intended receiving rate M for the maximal-efficiency-benefit of wireless net-

work coding with high probability. This means almost all nodes in large networks could have

the intended receiving rate for the maximal-efficiency-benefit of wireless network coding.

Figure 4.11: A gap of rank of nodes

Then, we can ask whether nodes located closer to the source could not have an intended

rate for the maximal-efficiency-benefit of wireless network coding. To find the answer to

this question, we must notice that we have the explained situation only for some initial

period after broadcasting with network coding starts. If nodes located closer to the source
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continue to receive fewer innovative packets than M = 5 like the example, a gap is created

between the amount of accumulated innovative information inside each node, and the gap

grows as seen in Figure 4.11. The growing gap increases the possible innovative packet

number that nodes in an area can send. For example, before the gap grows, the nodes

in area6 can receive only two innovative packets from area2. But, after this gap grows,

the nodes in area6 definitely can receive three innovative packets from all common nodes

(n7, n8, n9) between area6 and area2. Similarly, nodes in area6 also can receive three

innovative packets from all common nodes (n9, n10, n11)in area4. As a consequence, the

nodes in area6 can receive M = 5 innovative packets per unit time.

With the same reasoning for all areas, we can see that with IRON, most nodes can have

the intended receiving rate for the maximal-efficiency-benefit of wireless network coding after

some initial period. The statement is still not for all nodes, but for most nodes because of an

exceptional case. The exceptional case is n22 in area8, whose neighborhood is remarkably

small. Because n22 has only one neighbor n18 and the transmission rate of n18 is just one,

the receiving rate of n22 cannot exceed one even if n18 has more innovative information to

send. From this observation, we can see that with IRON a node cannot have the intended

receiving rate to achieve the maximal-efficiency-benefit of wireless network coding if a node

has a smaller neighborhood than the intended rate (M).

(a) min-cut with IRON on a lattice
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(b) min-cut with IRON on a random unit disk

Figure 4.12: Min-cut with IRON heuristic

In order to illustrate that the smaller neighborhood causes the smaller receiving rate (a

min-cut) of IRON, we drew a graph showing the relationship between each node’s position

and its receiving rate (a min-cut) in Figure 4.12. The graphs in Figure 4.12 were obtained

by computing the min-cut in a lattice graph and a random unit disk graph. Figure 4.12(a)

represents a result of a 20 × 20 lattice graph where every node has exactly 4 neighbors
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except nodes around the border, and the source is located in the middle of the network.

Figure 4.12(b) represents the results of a random unit disk graph where there exist 400

total nodes with a 20 node density (the average number of nodes in a range= 20), and the

source is the node with the largest neighborhood. In both graphs, both the x and y axis

represent the position of each node on the plane; the value on the vertical z axis represents a

receiving rate, a max flow and a capacity of min-cut. For the randomly generated unit disk

graph, there is interpolation. Note that the min-cut presented in Figure 4.12 is the max

flow (a capacity of the min-cut) between a source and each destination; it is not a max flow

from the source to all nodes, (or the maximum broadcast rate). The maximum broadcast

flow (rate) is the minimum of capacities of all min-cuts between the source and all nodes

as stated in section 3.3.2. Each max flow (a capacity of min-cut) is obtained by using a

software library implementing the max-flow computation algorithm [79] after converting a

hypergraph modeling a wireless network into a general graph as explained in section 4.3.3.

Most of all, the graph in Figure 4.12(a) clearly shows that only nodes around the border

have a lower min-cut than other nodes (the min-cut at the border is 2). The result confirms

our intuition that a small neighborhood causes a low receiving rate (low capacities of min-

cuts and low max flows), and the low capacities of min-cuts of a few nodes finally bound a

maximum broadcast rate at 2 instead of 4. Similarly, results in Figure 4.12(b) show nodes

around the border have low min-cuts, but some nodes away from the border also have low

min-cuts like n22 in Figure 4.11. Hence, for general networks, we introduce an adapted rate

selection algorithm based on local topology information.

4.4.3 Heuristic for Rate Selection: IRMS

As illustrated in Figure 4.12, a small neighborhood may cause a node to have a smaller

min-cut than the intended value, M , and the small neighborhood consequently bounds the

source’s transmitting rate. We call the problematic nodes with a smaller receiving rate (a

min-cut) ”starving nodes”.

In order to alleviate the bottleneck from the starving nodes, their neighbors compen-

sate for the starvation by increasing their transmission rates. For example, n18 in Figure

4.10increases its rate to 5 in order to let the starving node n22 have the intended receiving

rate (the local min-cut) M = 5. Hence, we have the following heuristic;

• IRMS (Increased Rate for the Most Starving node): the rate of a node v is set to Cv,

with:
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Cv = Cs

minu∈Hv (|Hu|) , where Hw is the set of neighbors of w, and Cs is the source rate

which is M .

This rate selection, IRMS adjusts step 2 of the basic reasoning for IRON, to accom-

modate for the fact that some nodes have fewer than the expected number of neighbors

M . The adjustment uses a rate selection rule to help the starving nodes according to how

much they starve by generalizing the observed intuition. In other words, a node monitors

how much its neighbors starve and increases its rate until the most starving neighbor has a

sufficient receiving rate. Precisely, if a node v has less than |Hv| < M neighbors, it would

still receive a packet rate ≥ M
|Hv| from each of its |Hv| neighbors. Hence, an overall rate at

least equal to M . Notice that a min-cut is not necessarily larger than M , Cmin(s, v) ≥ M

because a receiving rate at every node is at least M and it is generally larger than M . The

reason that a min-cut cannot exceed M is that a min-cut cannot be larger than a source

rate and the source rate is M .

(a) min-cut with IR-MS, on a lattice (b) IR-MS, on a random unit disk

Figure 4.13: Min-cut with IRMS

In order to illustrate the improvement of a min-cut for each destination with IRMS, we

use a graph similar to Figure 4.12 using the same parameters except for the rate selection

algorithm. As shown in two graphs of Figure 4.21, almost all nodes have the targeted

min-cut M , which is 4 in a lattice graph and 20 for a random unit disk graph. This means

that IRMS solves the bottleneck to bound the maximum broadcast rate. The increased

rates of IRMS may bring additional costs, but this additional cost is comparatively much

lower than the increase of min-cut. Hence, efficiency of broadcasting with IRMS is overall

improved. We present more systematic experiments on the performance of the heuristic

IRMS in section 4.5.

Notice that [73] also proposed the same expression of Cv, except that it was multiplied

by a coefficient k. It was in a slightly different context because their work was for all-to-

all broadcasting. For one-to-all broadcasting, our theoretical argument of section 4.5 and

of [85] implied that k = 1 was sufficient. In our algorithm, eventual decoding at every node
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can be ensured by a termination phase where a node continues transmission until all its

neighbors can recover all original data from a source, and the length of the termination

phase is negligible for large generations. For one-to-all broadcasting, IRMS would have a

threefold gain compared to the theoretical arguments of [73] by selecting k = 1 instead

of k = 3. In fact, some intensive experiments over a random unit disk graph detailed in

section 4.6 showed that the actual min-cut would be sometimes less than the target min-

cut= M . Hence, the gain would be roughly 2 if we use the heuristic in [73] for one-to-all

communication.
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4.5 Theoretical Analysis of Efficiency

In this section, we theoretically study the efficiency of our approach in one dimensional

torus networks in section 4.5.1, and next in two dimensional lattice networks and random

networks on Euclidean spaces in section 4.5.2. The theoretical study focuses on theoreti-

cally computing Erel−cost that presents a ratio between Ecost of our approach and Ebound.

Ecost is a transmission number to broadcast one unit data to the whole network, and is

theoretically computed as a ratio between a sum of rates selected by our approach and

the achievable broadcast rate with selected rates as stated in section 4.3.2. Ebound is an

efficiency upper bound for the maximal-efficiency-benefit of wireless network coding as de-

tailed in section 4.3.2. Hence, we can say our approach is optimal if Erel−cost, a ratio of

the computed Ecost and Ebound converges to one. In this section, by showing that the ratio

theoretically converges to one in one dimensional torus networks and in two dimensional

networks, we show the optimality of our approach.

One essential part to show the optimality is the theoretical computation of Ecost of

our approach. The computation should use a theoretical maximum broadcast rate of our

approach, and the theoretical maximum broadcast rate is a min-cut of broadcasting as

detailed in section 3.3. The goal of our approach is that the min-cut should be the expected

number of neighbors M in order to achieve the maximal-efficiency-benefit of wireless network

coding with low cost. Hence, we prove that our approach can achieve the intended min-cut

M , and then use the proved result in order to show the optimality of our approach.

This section is precisely organized as follows: section 4.5.1 proves the asymptotical

optimality of our approach using IRON in one dimensional torus networks and section 4.5.2

proves the asymptotical optimality using IREN/IRON, which an is extension of IRON for

two dimensional networks on Euclidean spaces.

4.5.1 Theoretical Analysis of Efficiency in 1D lattice torus networks

In this section, we prove the optimal efficiency of our approach in one dimensional torus

networks. From the proof, we deduce that the efficiency of our approach is asymptotically

optimal, and two times higher than the efficiency of a Connected Dominating Set in one

dimensional torus networks. For the proof, we first detail the network model, then explain

theoretically achieved efficiency, and lastly prove that a maximum broadcast rate (a max

flow and a min-cut) of our approach is the expected number of neighbors M as intended.
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4.5.1.1 Network Model

We assume a line network of length L with torus effect. The network is a loop as seen

in Figure 4.14; Figure 4.14(a) represents a one dimensional torus lattice network and Fig-

ure 4.14(b) represents a one dimensional torus random network.

(a) 1D torus lattice network (b) 1D torus random net-
work

Figure 4.14: an example of 1D torus network topology

Let V denote a set of nodes in the network. The nodes are distributed with the same

interval in a one dimensional lattice torus network as seen in Figure 4.14(a) and they

are randomly distributed (independent and identically-distributed ) in a one dimensional

random torus network as seen in Figure 4.14(b). Among the nodes, two nodes become

neighbors if the distance along the loop between two nodes is smaller than a transmission

range ρ. Namely, the neighborhood R of a node includes nodes within a distance of ρ at

the right side and left side. Given a one dimensional torus network, we define the positive

half-neighborhood R+ (resp. negative half-neighborhood, R−), as the set of neighbors of v

after v in a counter-clockwise direction (resp. clockwise direction).

Let N denote the total number of nodes and M denote the expected number of neighbors.

Then, the number of nodes in the neighborhood R is exactly M in a lattice graph, and

asymptotically M in a random graph. The expected neighbor number M is also represented

using the density µ and transmission range ρ as M ∝ µρ ( in lattice, µ = 1).

4.5.1.2 Near Optimality

In order to evaluate the efficiency of our approach, IRON, we compute Erel−cost using Ebound

and theoretical Ecost of our approach: Erel−cost = Ecost

Ebound
≥ 1. As Erel−cost approaches one,

our approach becomes optimal. Ebound offers a standard to measure the optimality of
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energy-efficiency as explained in section 4.3.2.1, and is computed as N
Mmax

, which is the

minimum transmission number to broadcast a data unit to N total nodes when Mmax is

the maximum number of neighbors. Ecost is the transmission number to deliver one unit

data. Because our method, IRON assigns the expected number of neighbors M to a rate

of the source and one to a rate of other nodes and Cmin, as minimum network cut, is the

maximum broadcast rate of IRON, Ecost of IRON is computed as N−1+M
Cmin

. By showing that

Erel−cost, the result of a comparison between these two values (Ecost and Ebound) converges

to one, we will prove the optimal efficiency of our method, IRON. For the proof, we show

the convergence in one dimensional lattice torus networks and in one dimensional random

torus networks.

We first prove the convergence of Erel−cost to one in one dimensional lattice torus net-

works. By definition, we have N = µL and M = 2ρµ. In addition, µ = 1, Mmax = M and ρ

is fixed in lattice one dimensional torus networks, and hence, with Theorem 2 Cmin = M ,

we have :

Erel−cost =
Ecost

N
Mmax

=
N − 1 + M

N

Mmax

Cmin
= 1 + O(

1

L
) (4.1)

Hence, Erel−cost converges to one as networks become larger (L → ∞).

Second, we prove the convergence of Erel−cost to one in one dimensional random torus

networks. By definition, we have N = µL, M = 2ρµ, and the fixed ρ. In addition, with

Theorem 3, Mmax

M

p
→ 1 and M

Cmin

p
→ 1 as networks becomes larger and denser. Hence we have :

Erel−cost =
Ecost

N
Mmax

=
N − 1 + M

N

Mmax

M

M

Cmin

p
→ (1 + O(

1

L
)) (4.2)

Hence, Erel−cost converges to one as networks become larger (L → ∞).

For both one dimensional lattice torus networks and one dimensional random torus

networks, Erel−cost converges to one. Therefore, we prove that network coding with our

heuristic IRON is asymptotically optimal in one dimensional torus networks.

In addition, Ecost from connected dominating set in one dimensional lattice torus net-

works is N
M
2

= 2N
M

considering the transmission range ρ is overlapped to connect the nodes

in a dominating set. Therefore, our heuristic IRON is two times more efficient than a

Connected Dominating Set in one dimensional lattice torus networks. In addition, in one

dimensional dense random networks, the number of nodes in a transmission range converges

to M , and hence Ecost from connected dominating sets converges to N
M
2

= 2N
M

. Therefore,
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our heuristic IRON is asymptotically two times more efficient than a Connected Dominating

Set in one dimensional random torus networks as the networks become dense.

4.5.1.3 Proof of the Achievable Broadcast Rate in one dimensional lattice torus

networks

In this section, we prove that an achievable broadcast rate of network coding with our

approach is the expected number of neighbors M in one dimensional lattice torus networks.

Note that the maximum broadcast rate is the minimum value of a capacity of all possible

cuts to all nodes. As defined in Equation 3.4 in section 3.3.2: ∆S , {v ∈ S : N (v) ∩ T 6=

∅} and C(S) ,
∑

v∈∆S Cv, a capacity of a cut is the sum of rates of nodes in ∆S.

From Equation 3.4, we have the following lemma, and from Lemma 1, we have Theorem

1

Lemma 1 C(S) ≥ |∆S|

Proof: Because Cs (the source’s rate) is M ≥ 1 and Cv ( other node v’s rate v ∈ (V \{s}))

is one with IRON, the sum of rates of node v in ∆S is at least equal to the size of ∆S.

Theorem 1 C(S) ≥ M

Proof: With Lemma 1, |∆S| decides C(S). ∆S is a union of nodes in R− of the leftmost

posed node in all possible T s (Rleftmost
− )and nodes in R+ of the rightmost posed node in

the possible T s (Rrightmost
+ ) as seen in Figure 4.15(b). When s ∈ ∆S as seen in Figure

4.15(a), neighbors of the source s exist in T , and hence C(S) ≥ M . When s /∈ ∆S,

|∆S| = |Rleftmost
− |+|Rrightmost

+ |. In this case, all nodes in ∆S have the identical transmission

rate as one. Hence, the sum of rates of nodes in ∆S is equal to the size of ∆S, and

|∆S| = |R−| + |R+|. In one dimensional lattice torus networks, every node has the same

number of half neighbors (|R−| = |R+| = M
2 ). This means |Rleftmost

− | + |Rrightmost
+ | = M .

Therefore, |∆S| = M , and C(S) = M .

The result of Theorem 1 results in a property of the capacity of every s-t min-cut.

Theorem 2

For any t ∈ (T\{s}), Cmin(s, t) = M and as a result, Cmin(s) = M (4.3)
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(a) s ∈ ∆S (b) s /∈ ∆S

Figure 4.15: S/T partition in a one dimensional torus network

Proof: Let Smin/Tmin be a cut with minimum capacity: C(Smin) = Cmin(s, t). With

Theorem 1, Cmin(s, t) ≥ M . Conversely, let us consider a specific cut, Ss = {s} and

Ts = V \ {s}. Then, the source s obviously has a least one neighbor that has to be in T ,

hence ∆S = {s}. The capacity of the cut is C(Ss) =
∑

v∈∆S Cv = Cs = M , and thus

Cmin(s, t) ≤ M . Therefore, Cmin(s) = M .

4.5.1.4 Proof of the Achievable Broadcast Rate in one dimensional random

torus networks

In this section, we prove that a ratio between the achievable broadcast rate Cmin and the

expected number of neighbors (M) converges to one as networks become denser and larger

( M
Cmin

p
→ 1). In addition, we also prove that the ratio between the expected number of

neighbors (M) and the maximum number of neighbors Mmax converges to one as networks

become denser and larger (Mmax

M

p
→ 1).

With similar logic shown in the proof of Theorem 2 with Lemma 1 and Theorem 1

in one dimensional lattice networks, we prove the following theorem in one dimensional

random networks.

Theorem 3
M

Cmin(s)

p
→ 1 (4.4)

Also,
Mmax

M

p
→ 1 (4.5)

Proof: As seen in Theorem 2, Cmin(s, t) decides Cmin(s) and Cmin(s, t) is decided by

C(S). With Lemma 1, C(S) is decided by |∆S|. Hence, minimum |∆S| = Cmin(s).
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Because |∆S| = |R−| + |R+|, minimum |∆S| = minimum |R−|+ minimum |R+|.

When a position of a node is i.i.d , for all i ∈ {1, .., N}, |R+| is X = Y1 + Y2 + ...YN−1,

where Yi is i.i.d Bernoulli trials of probability p, and p = M
2

1
N

is probability for one node

to be in R+ of a given node. ( 0 ≤ p ≤ 1, N: total number of nodes, M: average number of

neighbors).

Let X be the number of neighbors of a given node. Because X is a random variable,

P (X < a) = P (e−λX > e−λa) < E(e−λX)
e−λa ,∀λ > 0 with the Chernov bound in [86].

E(e−λX) =
∑N−1

k=0 P (X = k)e−λk =
∑N−1

k=0

(

n−1
k

)

pk(1 − p)N−1−ke−λk = (1 − p +

pe−λ)N−1.

With a = Np(1 − δ), P (X < Np(1 − δ)) < E(e−λX)
e−λa = (1−p+pe−λ)N−1

e−λNp(1−δ) .

With p = M
2

1
N

, P (X < M
2 (1 − δ)) < (1 + M

2
1
N

(e−λ − 1))−1eN ln(1+ M
2

1
N

(e−λ−1))eλ(1−δ)M
2 .

Using ln(1−x) < −x, P (X < M
2 (1−δ)) < (1+M

2
1
N

(e−λ−1))−1e(N−1)M
2

1
N

(e−λ−1)eλ(1−δ)M
2 .

By fixing λ = δ, P (X < M
2 (1 − δ)) < (1 + M

2
1
N

(e−δ − 1))−1e
M
2

(e−δ−1+δ−δ2).

Using e−δ < 1 − δ + δ2

2 , P (X < M
2 (1 − δ)) < (1 + M

2
1
N

(e−δ − 1))−1e−
M
4

δ2
.

Then, finally we have P (X < M
2 (1 − δ)) < (1 − M

N
)−1e−

M
4

δ2
.

When N → ∞ and M → ∞ with δ > 0, (1 − M
N

)−1e−
M
4

δ2
→ 0. With the same logic,

we have the same bound for |R−|. Therefore M
Cmin(s) = M

minimum|R+|+minimum|R−|
p
→ 1.

In addition, P (X > a) = P (eλX > eλa) < E(eλX)
eλa ,∀λ > 0 with the Chernov bound

in [86].

E(eλX) =
∑N−1

k=0 P (X = k)eλk =
∑N−1

k=0

(

n−1
k

)

pk(1 − p)N−1−keλk = (1 − p + peλ)N−1.

With a = Np(1 + δ), P (X > Np(1 + δ)) < E(eλX)
eλa = (1−p+peλ)N−1

eλNp(1+δ) .

With p = M
2

1
N

, P (X > M
2 (1 + δ)) < (1 + M

2
1
N

(eλ − 1))−1eN ln(1+ M
2

1
N

(eλ−1))e−λ(1+δ)M
2 .

Using ln(1−x) < −x, P (X > M
2 (1+δ)) < (1+M

2
1
N

(eλ−1))−1e(N−1)M
2

1
N

(eλ−1)e−λ(1+δ)M
2 .

By fixing λ = ln(1 + δ), P (X > M
2 (1 + δ)) < (1 + M

2
δ
N

)−1e
M
2

(δ−(1+δ) ln(1+δ)).

Then, we have P (X > M
2 (1 + δ)) < (1 + M

2
δ
N

)−1e−
M
4

(δ2+O(δ3)), and finally P (X >
M
2 (1 + δ)) < (1 − M

N
)−1e−

M
4

δ2
.

When N → ∞ and M → ∞ with δ > 0, (1 − M
N

)−1e−
M
4

δ2
→ 0. With the same logic,

we have the same bound for |R−|. Therefore Mmax

M
= maximum|R+|+maximum|R−|

M

p
→ 1.
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4.5.2 Proof of Asymptotical Optimality in 2 dimensional Euclidean Space

In this section, we prove the optimal efficiency of our approach in two dimensional networks

on Euclidean spaces. Just as we did in our proof for one dimensional torus networks,

we prove the optimal efficiency by showing that a ratio (Erel−cost) between Ecost of our

approach and Ebound converges to one. From here, a network in this section (section 4.5.2)

implies a two dimensional network on Euclidean spaces.

For Erel−cost computation, we theoretically compute Ecost as a ratio between a sum

of rates selected by our approach and an achievable broadcast rate (a max flow and a

min-cut for broadcasting) with the selected rates. As proved in one dimensional torus

networks, an achievable broadcast rate of our approach is also proved to be the expected

number of neighbors M both in lattice networks and random networks. For the achievable

broadcast rate proof, we extend the basic rate selection IRON relying on the fact that

networks become regular as they become larger and denser. Because of the regularity, most

nodes have the similar neighborhood size except for the nodes around the border. As we

explained in section 4.4, the nodes with smaller neighborhoods than other nodes decrease

an achievable broadcast rate. Hence, the extended rate selection must assign different

rates to the exceptional nodes around the border. Precisely, the extended rate selection

assigns the intended receiving rate ( a max flow and a min-cut) M to the exceptional nodes

and their neighbors in order to safely achieve the intended maximum broadcast rate for the

maximal-efficiency-benefit of wireless network coding. We detail the extended rate selection,

IREN/IRON in section 4.5.2.

One essential step to show optimality is to prove that the extended rate selection,

IREN/IRON can achieve the intended maximum broadcast rate M for the maximal-efficiency-

benefit of wireless network coding. The proof proceeds as follows: we first link a capacity of

a cut between nodes in S and nodes in T with the number of nodes in S that are neighbors

of nodes in T . The number of these nodes decides the capacity of the cut, as defined in

Equation 3.4 in section 3.3.2 except for the case where the source is included in such nodes

(∆S in equation 3.4). To compute the number of these nodes, we use the fact that the

neighborhood in two dimensional Euclidean space is obtained with a Minkowski sum; a

Minkowski sum is a classical way to express the neighborhood of an area. In other words,

we compute the number of nodes deciding a capacity of a cut by computing the neighbor

number with the inequality on Minkowski sums. However, because of the effect from the

border, several special cases exist for applying the inequality. Hence, we classify the several
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cases, and for each category we prove that the capacity of the cut has the desired bound,

M .

This section is organized as follows: section 4.5.2.1 presents additional definitions for

explaining the principle and the proof; section 4.5.2.2 details the extended rate selec-

tion, IREN/IRON; section 4.5.2.5 presents the proof of the asymptotical optimality of

IREN/IRON in lattice networks and in random networks, assuming that the achievable

maximum broadcast rate is M ; and finally section 4.5.3 presents the proof of the achievable

maximum broadcast rate.

4.5.2.1 Additions to Network Model and Definitions

additional definition

We consider a network inside a square area such as the one in Figure 4.16(a) and let L

denote the edge length of the square area G containing the network.

(a) A sample square
network

(b) selected rate of
IREN/IRON

Figure 4.16: a sample network inside a square

• The radio transmission range from a node inside a network is ρ.

• For a lattice, we denote R the set of neighbors of the origin node (0, 0), as represented

in Figure 4.2(a): R , {(x, y) ∈ Z
2 : x2 + y2 ≤ ρ2}

• M denotes the “expected” neighbor number of one node. For a lattice graph, the

number is: M = |R|−1, and for a random unit disk graph with N nodes, the number

is M = πρ2µ = πρ2 N
L2 on the condition that the node exists inside the interior area

Gi defined in the following list.

We define the border area as the area of the fixed width W > ρ from each edge of the

square network G, and border nodes as the nodes inside the border that area. Hence, the

area L × L of G is partitioned into:
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• ∆G, the border, with area A∆G = 4W (L − W ) in Figure 4.16, the hatched area ∆G

• Gi, the “interior” Gi , G \ ∆G, with area AGi
= (L − 2W )2

For a lattice graph, we let Γ be a full (with full rank) , unbounded, integer (point) lattice

in n-dimensional space; Γ is the set Z
n, where the lattice points are n-tuples of integers.

For the Γ, L,Li,∆L are used for each part of the above definitions for the square network

G. Formally for a full, unbounded, integer lattice lattice Γ :

• L = Γ ∩ G

• Li = Γ ∩ Gi

• ∆L = Γ ∩ ∆G

As described in the first list, M denotes the expected number of neighbors of one node.

For a node in the interior area of a lattice network, every node has the same number of

neighbors and hence the expected number of neighbors is exactly the number of points in

the neighborhood R minus one (see Figure 4.2(a) and Figure 4.2(b)) : M = |R| − 1. For

a random disk unit graph with N nodes, M is related to the network density µ and the

radio transmission range. If a node exists inside an interior area, M is : M = πρ2µ, and if

a node exist inside a border area, M is πρ2µ(R∩∆G)
R

. The network density µ is deduced from

the size of network edge and the total number of nodes : µ = N
L2 . The expected number of

neighbors is used to prove the achievable maximum broadcast rate for a random unit disk

graph.

The interior area Gi has one requirement that all nodes inside the interior area Gi are

out of range of the outside of the network. The requirement for Gi is satisfied by selecting

sufficiently large W . For a random unit disk graph the value of W , for instance, should be

the transmission range ρ: W = ρ. For a lattice graph, R should be included in the disk of

radius ρ such as W ≤ ρ. The requirement on W is combined with the requirement for R in

section 4.3.1. The requirement also leads a property for Gi that any node inside Gi is not

isolated. We use this property in a proof of the achievable maximum broadcast rate of a

lattice graph in section 4.5.3.1.

additional assumption of network model

For simplicity in proofs, the neighbor set R must include the node itself ((0, 0) ∈ R).

The following requirement should also be met:

Requirement 1 {(−1, 0), (1, 0), (0,−1), (0, 1)} ⊂ R
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An important assumption is that the wireless broadcast advantage is used: each trans-

mission is overheard by several nodes. As a result, the graph is in reality a (unit disk)

hypergraph: (it is slightly different from random geometric graphs [87] where links are in-

dependent).

4.5.2.2 Extended Rate Selection : IREN/IRON

The principle IREN/IRON sets the following transmission rates:

• IREN (Increased Rate for Exceptional Nodes): the rate of transmission is set to M ,

for the source node and all the border nodes (the “exceptional” nodes).

• IRON (Identical Rate for Other Nodes): every other node, except the source and all

the border nodes, transmits with rate 1.

Figure 4.16(b) shows the selected rates using heuristic IREN/IRON for sample graph.

These rates can be globally scaled by the same amount such as setting k×M for exceptional

nodes and k × 1 for other nodes where constant k is k > 0. When scaling these rates, both

the transience cost and the achieved broadcast rate linearly increase. The linear increases

keeps their ratio identical and hence global scaling of these rates does not affect energy

efficiency.

The Rationale of IREN/IRON follows our intuitive reasoning of IRON except for nodes

around the border. The intuitive reasoning of IRON assigns the identical rate 1 to most

other nodes because most nodes have the same expected number of neighbors M . Then,

most other nodes have an average receiving rate M that is the sum of transmission from

their neighbors. For the source, its transmission rates should make the transmission rate

of its neighbors 1 and the expected number of neighbors is M . Hence the source must

transmit at least at the rate M , otherwise the transmission rate of the source would be a

bottleneck. With this rate selection (IRON), only border nodes have lower receiving rates

than M because they have smaller neighborhoods (less than M neighbors). Hence, by

setting 1 transmission rate to the border nodes and their neighbors, the border nodes are

guaranteed to receive a sufficient rate M . As networks become larger and denser, not only

do most nodes have the expected neighbor number, but also the border nodes represent a

minority of nodes. Hence, the transmission cost from the border nodes have limited impact

on the efficiency. After tracking the above intuitive rationale of IREN/IRON rate selection,

we raise a question whether the above rationale is sufficient to achieving broadcast rate
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of M at every node. As an answer to the question, we prove in section 4.5.2.3 that the

maximum broadcast rate from IREN/IRON is always M at every node for a lattice graph

and that the rate is asymptotically M for a random unit disk graph

4.5.2.3 Performance of IREN/IRON

Achievable Broadcast Rate: Min-Cut The essence of our main result is the following

property proved in section 4.5.3.1, Theorem 5:

Property 1 With the rate selection IREN/IRON, the min-cut of a lattice graph is exactly

equal to Cmin = M (with M = |R| − 1).

For random unit disk graphs, by mapping the points to an imaginary lattice graph

(embedded lattice) as an intermediary step, we are able to find bounds of the capacity of

random unit disk graphs. This capacity bound is similar with the spirit of [84]. In [84],

Salah et al modelled a wireless network using quasi random geometric graph and showed

that the capacity of min-cut of a single source multicast with network coding is concentrated

around the value np′ where n is the number of relay nodes between a source and destination

nodes and p’ is the average connection probability. The value np′ is approximately the

expected number of neighbors, M as described in the following two properties.

Property 2 The min-cut Cmin(s) of the source s in a random unit disk graph V, is bounded

by the min-cut C
(L)
min(sL) of some points in the embedded lattice sL as follows: Cmin(s) ≥

mminC
(L)
min(sL) where mmin is a random variable related to the node number of a random

unit disk graph mapped to one point of the embedded lattice.

The above property described at section 4.5.3.2, Theorem 6 in detail, gives us a general

implication that mminC
(L)
min(sL) is generally “close” to M . Using the implication we prove the

following property which is a deduced result for a random unit disk graph at section 4.5.3.2,

Theorem 8.

Property 3 Assume a fixed range. For a sequence of random unit disk graphs (Vi), with

sources si, with size L → ∞ and with a density M → ∞ such as M = Ω(Lθ), for any fixed

θ > 0, we have the following convergence in probability: Cmin(s)
M

p
→ 1.
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4.5.2.4 Performance: Transmission Cost per Broadcast

As described in section 4.3.2, the metric for cost is the number of (packet) transmissions per

a (packet) broadcast from the source to the entire network. The transmission number per

broadcast is denoted as Ecost. The Ecost with IREN/IRON rate selection can be deduced

from the ratio of the transmission number that occurred inside a network per unit time

to broadcasted packet number per the unit time. One parameter of Ecost, the broadcast

packet number per unit time is computed from the achievable maximum broadcast rate,

the min-cut Cmin(s). The other parameter of Ecost is computed from the transmission rate

of all nodes in the border area A∆G and interior area AGi
. Namely Ecost is deduced from

the min-cut Cmin, the border and interior the areas A∆G, AGi
, the associated node rates

(along with the rates of the nodes on the border and in the interior) and the node density

µ. For fixed W , M,L → ∞:

Ecost =

∑

v∈V Cv

Cmin
=

M |δG| + |Gi|

Cmin

=
µ
(

M(L − W )4W + (L − 2W )2
)

Cmin

=
1

Cmin
µL2

(

1 + O(
1

L
) +

4MW

L
(1 + O(

1

L
))

)

(4.6)

For random unit disk graphs V, Ecost is an expected value Ecost = E(Ecost(V)) with

µ = N
L2 , and for a lattice with µ = 1.

4.5.2.5 Near Optimal Performance for a large Network

Sections 4.5.2.3 and 4.5.2.4 gave the performance and cost with the IREN/IRON principle.

As indicated previously, for a given (hyper)graph, the optimal rate selection, and the optimal

(minimum-cost) total rate of the network may be computed with a linear program [13]. The

optimal cost is not easily computed, and in this section an indirect route is chosen, by using

a bound.

Assume that every node has at most Mmax neighbors: one single transmission can

provide information to Mmax nodes at most. Hence, in order to broadcast one original

packet from the source to all N nodes, at least Ebound = N
Mmax

transmissions are necessary.

The Ebound offers the standard to measure the energy efficient optimality. We compare

the Ebound to Ecost, and represent the comparison results as the relative cost : Erel−cost =
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Ecost
Ebound

≥ 1. We prove that Erel−cost → 1 for the following two networks : a lattice graph

and a random unit disk graph

a Lattice Graph

For a lattice graph, we assume a constant range, and hence we have a constant neigh-

borhood definition set R and a constant M which is the number of neighbors for any node

not in the border area. The width of the border area W is lower than 2, and thus the

border area includes all nodes whose distance from the edge of the network is less than 2.

Because the size of the neighborhood is kept constant, the width of the border also stays

constant. Therefore, for lattice graphs, the border width W , the neighborhood R and the

expected number of neighbors M (M = |R| − 1) are fixed, and only the network size L

increases to infinity. The increasing network size L only affects the total number of nodes

N : N = L2, and does not affect the network density µ and maximum number of neighbors

Mmax : µ = 1 and Mmax = M . Therefore from section 4.5.2.4 and from Property 1 Ecost

for a lattice graph is :

Erel−cost = Ecost
Mmax

N
=

µ
(

M(L − W )4W + (L − 2W )2
)

Cmin

Mmax

N

=

(

(1 + O(
1

L
) +

4MW

L
(1 + O(

1

L
))

)

= 1 + O(
1

L
).

(4.7)

Random Unit Disk Graphs

For random unit disk graphs, first notice that an increase of the density M does not

improve the relative cost Erel−cost (due to the cost of border nodes).

Now consider a sequence of random graphs, as in Property 3, with fixed radio range ρ,

fixed border width W , and size L → ∞ and with a density M → ∞ such as M = Ω(Lθ, for

some arbitrary fixed θ > 0, with the additional constraint that θ < 1. We have:

Erel−cost = Ecost
Mmax

N
= = M

Cmin

Mmax
M

µL2

N

(

1 + O( 1
L
) + 4MW

L
(1 + O( 1

L
))
)

.

Each of part of the product converges toward 1, in probability:

using Property 3, we have the convergence of Cmin
M

p
→ 1, when L → ∞ and similarly with

Theorem 8 we have Mmax
M

p
→ 1. By definition N = µL2. Finally, M = Ω(Lθ) for θ < 1

implies that 4MW
L

→ 0.

As a result we have: Erel−cost
p
→ 1 in probability, when L → ∞.
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Random Unit Disk Graphs without Network Coding

In order to compare the results that are obtained when network coding is not used, one

can reuse the argument of [73] as explained in section 4.3.2.2. Consider the broadcasting of

one packet. Consider one node of the network that has repeated the packets. It must have

received the transmission from another connected neighbor. In a unit disk graph, these two

connected neighbors share a neighborhood area at least equal to (2π
3 −

√
3

2 )ρ2, and every node

lying within that area will receive duplicates of the packets. Considering this inefficiency, for

dense unit disk graphs one can deduce the following bound: E
(no−coding)
rel−cost ≥ 6π

2π+3
√

3
Notice

that 6π

2π+3
√

3
≈ 1.6420 . . . > 1.

Near Optimality The asymptotic optimality is a consequence of the convergence of the

cost bound Erel−cost toward 1. Since it is not possible to have a relative cost Erel−cost lower

than 1, the rate selection IREN/IRON is asymptotically optimal for the two cases presented

when L → ∞. Note that, this indirect proof is in fact a stronger statement than optimality

of the rate selection in terms of energy-efficiency: it exhibits the fact that asymptotically

(nearly) all the transmissions will be innovative for the receivers. Note that it is not the case

in general for a given instance of a hypergraph. It evidences the following remarkable fact

for the large homogeneous networks considered: network coding may be achieving not only

optimal efficiency, but also, asymptotically, perfect efficiency — achieving the information-

theoretic bound for each transmission.

Notice that traditional broadcast methods without network coding (such as the ones

based on connected dominating sets) cannot achieve this efficiency, since their lower bound

is 1.642.

4.5.3 Proofs of the Achievable Capacity with Network Coding in 2D net-

works

In this section, we provide a formal proof for both Property 1 and Property 3 of sec-

tion 4.5.2.3.

4.5.3.1 Proof for a Lattice Graph

Overview of the Proof We first start with a proof for a lattice graph (such as the one

Figure 4.1(b)). Our objective is to prove Theorem 5 (section 4.5.3.1), which indicates that

for one source s, the min-cut Cmin of the lattice graph is M (with IREN/IRON).
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In order to compute the global min-cut Cmin(s), we start with considering one desti-

nation node t in the network, and we provide a bound the min-cut of the (hyper)-graph

between s and t, that is, Cmin(s, t).

The proof proceeds as follows: we first link the capacity of the cut between nodes in

S and nodes in T with the number of nodes in S which are neighbors of nodes in T .

The number of these nodes decides the capacity of the cut. To compute the number of

these nodes, we use the fact that the neighborhood is obtained with a Minkowski sum.

Precisely, the number of neighbors is computed by applying the inequality on Minkowski

sums. As a consequence, we computes the capacity of the cut by computing the number

of neighbors with the inequality on Minkowski sums. However, because of the effect from

the border ∆L, several special cases exist for applying the inequality. We classify each case

into three categories, and for each category we prove that the capacity of the cut has the

desired bound, the expected number of neighbors M . In the proof, we explain the discrete

geometry property of neighborhood which is defined in section 4.3.1 and section 4.5.2.1.

Preliminaries Let Γ be a full (with full rank) , unbounded, integer (point) lattice in

n-dimensional space; Γ is the set Z
n, where the lattice points are n-tuples of integers.

For a lattice graph, only points on the full lattice are relevant; therefore, in this section,

the notations L,Li,∆L explained in section 4.5.2.1 are used, for the parts of the full lattice

Γ that are in G,Gi,∆G respectively.

The proof is based on the use of the Minkowski addition, and a specific property of

discrete geometry (4.8) below. The Minkowski addition is a classical way to express the

neighborhood of one area (for instance, see [88] and Figure 3(a), and Figure 4 of that

reference).

Given two sets A and B of R
n, the Minkowski sum of the two sets A ⊕ B is defined

as the set of all vector sums generated by all pairs of points in A and B, respectively:

A ⊕ B , {a + b : a ∈ A, b ∈ B}

Consider a subset R of Γ, defining neighborhood, such as the ones in Figure 4.2(a) and

Figure 4.2(b), with an origin at the point (0, 0). We denote this set R as the lattice neigh-

borhood definition set. Then the set of neighbors N (t) of one node t, with t itself, is:

N (t) ∪ {t} = {t} ⊕ R

The neighbors of t are given with:

N (t) = ({t} ⊕ R) \ {t}.
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In a similar way, any subset U , U ⊂ Γ and t ∈ U , the neighbors of U are given with

(U ⊕ R) \ U as seen in Figure 4.17.

(a) any U , U ⊂ Γandt ∈ U (b) a set R, R ⊂ Γ defining neigh-
borhood

(c) Minkowski sum of U and R, U ⊕ R (d) neighborhood of U , (U ⊕ R) \ U

Figure 4.17: Neighborhood obtained using the Minkowski sum

Rewriting the neighborhood in terms of the Minkowski sum as seen in Figure 4.17

enables us to use Brunn-Minkowski-Lysternik inequalities which gives a bound on the size

of the Minkowski sum of two compact sets of R
n; for integer lattice, several integer variants

exist including the following one [89]: for two subsets A,B of the integer lattice Z
n,

|A ⊕ B| ≥ |A| + |B| − 1 (4.8)
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where |X| represents the number of elements of a subset X of Z
n

Bound on the capacity of one cut C(S)

Consider a lattice L and a source s. We start with the definition of Cmin(s, t) of (3.2): it

requires considering the capacities of every s-t-cut S, T . Let C(S) be the capacity of such

a s-t cut S, T ∈ Q(s, t).

We have the following lemma linking the capacity of the cut and the size of ∆S, the set

of nodes of S which are neighbors of nodes of T

Lemma 2 C(S) ≥ |∆S| (with ∆S , {v ∈ S : N (v) ∩ T 6= ∅} defined in (3.4))

Proof: Cv ≥ 1 with IREN/IRON and with (3.4), C(S) =
∑

v∈∆S Cv

Lemma 3 If U ⊂ Li then U ⊕ R ⊂ L

Proof: The requirement on W in section 4.5.2.1 translates into: for any node x ∈ Li,

{x} ⊕ R ⊂ L, hence the result.

Lemma 4 When the following requirement for R is satisfied, for any two nodes u, v inside

the border area, a path exists only connecting points for the border area.

The requirement for R, ( Requirement 4) is :

The set R is a subset of Γ and should include the origin point (0, 0) as well as

the 4 points which are immediate neighbors on the lattice: (1, 0), (0, 1), (−1, 0),

(0,−1)

Proof: Because of the requirement for the set R, R should include the 4 immediate neigh-

bors in the directions “left, right, up, and down”. This neighborhood prevents isolated node

inside the border area and makes the border area as a connected area. Hence the lemma

follows.

Theorem 4 The capacity of one cut C(S) is such that: C(S) ≥ M

Proof : There are three possible cases, either the set T has no common nodes with the

border ∆L, or T includes all nodes of ∆L, or finally T includes only some of the nodes in

the border area. Formally:
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• First case: T ∩ ∆L = ∅

• Second case: ∆L ⊂ T

• Third case: T ∩ ∆L 6= ∅ and ∆L 6⊂ T

We will prove inequality of theorem 4 in all three cases.

(a) T ∩ ∆L = ∅ (b) ∆L ⊂ T (c) T ∩ ∆L 6= ∅ and
∆L 6⊂ T

Figure 4.18: S/T partition of a lattice network with ∆L
First case, T ∩ ∆L = ∅:

With Lemma 3, we know that T ⊕ R ⊂ L, hence we can effectively write the neighbors

of nodes in T as the Minkowski addition (without getting points in Γ but out of L): ∆T ,

(T ⊕ R) \ T

It follows that: |∆T | ≥ |T ⊕ R| − |T | Now the inequality (4.8) can be used: |T ⊕ R| ≥

|T | + |R| − 1

Hence we get: |∆T | ≥ |T | + |R| − 1 − |T |, and therefore:

|∆T | ≥ |R| − 1 (4.9)

Recall that S and T form a partition of L ; and since ∆T is a subset of L, by definition

without any point of T , we have ∆T ⊂ S. Hence actually ∆T ⊂ ∆S (with the definition of

∆S in (3.4)). We can combine this fact with Lemma 2 , Lemma 3,and (4.9), to get:

|C(S)| ≥ |R| − 1 and Theorem 4 is proved for the first case.

Second case, ∆L ⊂ T :

In this case all the points of the border area are included in T . As a consequence, the

complementary set of T , S has no nodes on the border, i.e. S ∩ ∆L = ∅ and it results in

S ⊂ Li.

We show that a set S has an equal or greater number of nodes that are neighbors of

nodes in T than |R| − 1. The method to prove it is similar to the method to prove the first

case, but we consider neighborhood in the opposite way: we consider the nodes in S that
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are neighbors of nodes in T .

Let us denote Si the “interior” of S, that is, the set of nodes of S whose points are not

within range of the set T Precisely:

Si , {x : x ∈ S and (x ⊕ R) ∩ T = ∅}

By definition of ∆S in eq. (3.4), ∆S is the sets of nodes of S which are within range of

the set T , and hence the subsets Si and ∆S form a partition of S

Additionally, because Si ⊂ S and S ⊂ Li, we know with lemma 3 that Si ⊕ R ⊂ L.

Since by definition of S, Si ⊕ R has no common element with T , and since S and T are a

partition of L, the property follows:1

Si ⊕ R ⊂ S (4.10)

Now there are two possibilities: either Si = ∅ or not.

• If Si = ∅, the implication is that S = ∆S, hence in particular, s ∈ ∆S. Going back to

the definition of a cut in (3.4), we had:

C(S) =
∑

v∈∆S Cv by definition,

⇒ C(S) ≥ Cs because s ∈ ∆S

⇒ C(S) ≥ M because Cs = M with IREN/IRON. and the theorem 4 is proved when

∆L ⊂ T and Si = ∅.

• Otherwise, Si 6= ∅. Starting from eq. 4.10, we had:

Si ⊕ R ⊂ S

⇒ |S| ≥ |Si ⊕ R|, and as a result, with ineq. 4.8:

|S| ≥ |Si| + |R| − 1 (4.11)

Because Si and ∆S form S, ∆S = S \ Si

⇒ |∆S| ≥ |S| − |Si|

⇒ |∆S| ≥ |R| − 1

Therefore with lemma 2, we deduce the capacity of the cut is such that:

C(S) ≥ |R| − 1

and the theorem 4 is proved when ∆L ⊂ T and Si 6= ∅.

1Alternatively the reader familiar with mathematical morphology [90] could notice that Si is the erosion

of S by the structural element R. As a result Si ⊕R is actually the opening of S, and the following property
of the opening is known: Si ⊕ R ⊂ S (see [91] p.40).
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Third case: T ∩ ∆L 6= ∅ and ∆L 6⊂ T :

Because T and S are a partition of L, we deduce that S ∩ ∆L 6= ∅ ; hence both T and

S have nodes in the border area ∆L.

Let us consider such nodes: ut ∈ T ∩∆L and us ∈ S ∩∆L. With Lemma 3, there exist

a path from us to ut only connecting nodes in the border area.

Let us start with us, and iterate on the nodes of the path. Since us is in S and ut is in

T , we ultimately find a node u on the path from us to ut such that u is still in S and that

its successor v on the path is not in S but in T ). By definition of ∆S, u ∈ ∆S, and also

u ∈ ∆L by property of the path.

Hence now, the contribution of u to the capacity of the cut C(S) can be used: C(S) =
∑

v∈∆S Cv (from def. 3.4)

⇒ C(S) ≥ Cu, because u ∈ ∆S

⇒ C(S) ≥ M because Cu = M

and the theorem 4 is proved for the third case. �

Value of the Min-cut Cmin(s) The results of the previous section immediately result

in a property on the capacity of every s-t min-cut:

Theorem 5 For any t ∈ L different from the source s:

Cmin(s, t) = M ; and as a result: Cmin(s) = M

Proof: From theorem 5 we have the capacity of every s-t cut S/T verifying C(S) ≥ M

and hence Cmin(s, t) ≥ M .

Conversely let us consider a specific cut, Ss = {s} and Ts = L \ {s}. Obviously s has

at least one neighbor, which has to be in T , hence ∆S = {s}. The capacity of the cut is

C(Ss) =
∑

v∈∆S Cv = Cs = M and thus Cmin(s, t) ≤ M . As a result, the theorem follows.

�

4.5.3.2 Proof of the Value of Min-Cut for Unit Disk Graphs

In this section, we prove a probabilistic result on the min-cut of random unit disk graphs

using an virtual “embedded” lattice. The random unit graph is denoted as V, whereas the

embedded lattice is denoted as L along with ∆L and Li using the notations in section 4.5.3;.
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The elements of V are still called “nodes”, but the elements of L are called “points” to

emphasize that they are virtual. We assume W > ρ (for instance W = 2ρ)

Embedded Lattice Given the L × L square area G, we start from fitting a rescaled

lattice inside G, with a scaling factor r. Precisely, the rescaled lattice is fitted so that it

intersects the square area G and the set {(rx, ry) : (x, y) ∈ Z
2}. After intersecting them,

we map the points of G ( black circles in Figure 4.19) to the closest point (blue circles in

Figure 4.19) on the rescaled lattice L. The mapping is done through λ(x) which transforms

a point u of the Euclidian space R
2 to the closest point of L. Formally, for u = (x, y) ∈ Z

2,

λ(x) , (r⌊x
r

+ 1
2⌋, r⌊

y
r

+ 1
2⌋).

Figure 4.19: Mapping points in G to a point in embedded lattice L

For u ∈ L, λ−1(u) is the set of nodes of V that are mapped to u. When transforming,

the area of R
2 that is mapped to a same point of the lattice, is a r × r square around that

point. We choose r so that G fits exactly so that any r × r square is not truncated. The

exact fitting is achieved by taking the origin point of R
2 as the center of the square G, and

by selecting r = 2k+1
L

where k is a positive integer.

Let u be a point of the lattice L, and let denote m(u) the number of points of V on G that

are mapped to u on L. The points on G are in the square around u and m(u) , |λ−1(u)|).

Since G is a random unit disk graph and V is nodes in G, m(u) is a random variable and

the minimum value and maximum value of m(u) is denoted as :

mmin , minu∈L m(u) and mmax , maxu∈L m(u)

Neighborhood of the Embedded Lattice In order to find the capacity of the cut of a

random unit disk graph using an embedded lattice, we first define the neighborhood R for the
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embedded lattice. The desired property is to find the relationship between neighborhoods

on the unit graph and neighborhoods on the embedded lattice that is obtained by mapping

nodes’ position on the unit graph to points.

In order to find the relationship, we choose the points of the lattice inside a disk of

radius ρ − 2r as the neighborhood of the embedded lattice R(r) as : R(r) = {(rx, ry) :

(rx)2 + (ry)2 ≤ (ρ − 2r)2; (x, y) ∈ Z
2}

With the selected neighborhood R(r), we have the following desired property.

Lemma 5 Let us consider two nodes of u, v of V that are mapped on the lattice L to uL

and vL respectively:

• if uL and vL are neighbors on the lattice, then u and v are neighbors on the graph V

Proof: Using triangle inequality of the Euclidian distance ‖ . ‖ we have two inequations

: ‖ u − uL ‖ + ‖ uL − vL ‖≥‖ u − vL ‖ and ‖ u − vL ‖ + ‖ v − vL ‖≥‖ u − v ‖. From the

two inequations we have ‖ u − v ‖≤‖ u − uL ‖ + ‖ uL − vL ‖ + ‖ vL − v ‖ .

By definition of neighborhood on the lattice, uL−vL ∈ R(r), hence, ‖ uL−vL ‖≤ ρ−2r

Moreover since uL is the closest point on the lattice of u, and we have ‖ u− uL ‖≤
√

2
2 r

(the length of the half-diagonal of an r × r square), which is implies ‖ u − uL ‖≤ r. The

same reasoning applies to v and vLat. As a result we have :

‖ u − v ‖≤ 2r+ ‖ uL − vL ‖≤ ρ. Hence the lemma follows. �

Lemma 6 |R(r)| ≤ π ρ2

r2

Proof: In a spirit similar to the mapping to the lattice, let us consider the square of size

r × r around each point of R(r). Such squares are disjoint for different points of R(r) ; let

us denote ˆR(r) the union of all such squares of every point of R(r).

We have, for every point of u ∈ ˆR(r): there exists a point v ∈ R(r) such that u is in the

square around v. Then by a similar argument to lemma 5, ‖ u− v ‖≤
√

2
2 r ≤ r ; in addition

‖ v ‖≤ ρ − 2r, from the definition of R(r). Therefore ‖ u ‖≤ ρ, hence ˆR(r) is included in

the disk of radius ρ. Therefore its area A( ˆR(r)) verifies A( ˆR(r)) ≤ πρ2.

In addition, by definition of ˆR(r) as union of disjoint squares, we also have another

expression of its area: A( ˆR(r)) = |R(r)|r2. Using this equality with the previous inequality

of A( ˆR(r)) gives the result. �

Lemma 7 |R(r)| = π ρ2

r2 + O(1
r
) when r → 0,
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Proof: We can rewrite the definition of R(r) as:

R(r) = {(rx, ry) : x2 + y2 ≤ (
ρ − 2r

r
)2; (x, y) ∈ Z

2} (4.12)

The number of points in |R(r)| is the number of lattice points within a circle with a

radius fixed around the origin (the “circle problem”). From [91] p. 133, Gauß has shown

that Nc(d) = πd2 + O(d) , for a circle of radius d, when d → ∞. Here d = ρ
r
− 2, hence

|R(r)| = π(ρ
r
)2 + O(1

r
), and the lemma follows. �

Relationship between the Capacities of the Cuts of the Embedded Lattice and

the Random Disk Unit Graph The idea here is to show the relationship with a cut of

the random unit graph, and a cut of the lattice graph.

Let us consider one source s ∈ V, one destination t ∈ V and the capacity of any S/T

cut. Every node of S and T is then mapped to the nearest point of the embedded lattice.

For the source, we denote: sL = λ(s).

An induced cut of the embedded lattice is constructed as follows:

• The border area width WL is selected so as to be the greatest integer multiple of r

which is smaller than W ; and r < W − ρ, so that requirement 1 of section 4.5.2.1 is

met.

• For any point of the lattice vL ∈ L, the rate C
(L)
vL is set according to IREN/IRON on

the lattice: C
(L)
vL = |R(r)| − 1 when vL is within the border area of width WL, and

C
(L)
vL = 1 otherwise.

• SL is the set including the point sL, and the points of the lattice L such as only nodes

of S are mapped to them:

SL , {sL} ∪ {uL : λ−1(uL) ⊂ S (4.13)

• TL is the set of the rest of points of L.

Note that t ∈ TL ; that all the points of the lattice, to which both points from S and T are

mapped, are in TL ; and that the points to which no points are mapped are in SL: SL/TL

is indeed a partition and a sL − tL cut.
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Recall the definition of a cut in Equation 3.4, we have:

C(S) =
∑

v∈∆S Cv and C(L)(SL) =
∑

v∈∆SL
Cv where ∆S and ∆SL are subsets of S and

SL respectively.

We have the following relationship between these two sets:

Lemma 8 Excluding sL and s, the nodes of V that are mapped to points of ∆SL , are in

∆S ; that is:

λ−1(∆SL \ {sL}) ⊂ ∆S \ {s}

Proof: λ−1(∆SL) = ∪uL∈∆SL
λ−1(uL) hence it is sufficient to prove the property for

λ−1(uL) for every uL ∈ ∆SL.

Let us consider one such point uL ∈ ∆SL \ {sL}. By definition of ∆SL, there exists a

point vL ∈ TL within range for L (that is: (uL − vL) ∈ R(r)).

If λ−1(uL) = ∅, then the property λ−1(uL) ∈ ∆S \ {s} is verified. Hence let us consider

the case where λ−1(uL) 6= ∅:

Since vL ∈ TL, by the definition of this set, there exists at least one node of T mapped

to vL and thus: λ−1(vL) ∩ T 6= ∅.

Now consider two points of these non-empty sets, u ∈ λ−1(uL) and v ∈ λ−1(vL) ∩ T :

• From Lemma 5, we know that u and v are within range (‖ u − v ‖≤ ρ).

• Recall that ∆SL ⊂ SL. By definition of SL, since uL is in SL, u must be in S.

• v ∈ T

These three conditions imply that u ∈ ∆S. Also s is mapped to the unique λ(s) = sL;

therefore uL 6= sL implies u 6= ∆S \ {s}. It follows that λ−1(uL) ⊂ ∆S \ {s}, and, as a

consequence, the lemma 8

It is now possible to use this subset of ∆S to prove the following lemma on relating the

cut of V and its induced cut:

Lemma 9 The capacity C(S) of the cut S/T and the capacity of the induced cut C(L)(SL)

verify: C(S) ≥ mminC
(L)(SL)

Proof: First note that if mmin = 0, the lemma is proved. Hence, in the rest of the proof,

we can assume that this integer verifies mmin ≥ 1.

In this case, notice that there are L2

r2 squares of size r × r, each with at least mmin

nodes, therefore the total number of nodes verifies: N ≥ L2

r2 mmin, and then µ ≥ 1
r2 mmin by
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definition of µ. Combining this with lemma 6, we get:

|R(r)| ≤ πρ2µmmin (4.14)

Now consider again the definition of a cut in Equation 3.4. There are two cases: one

without the source, with the source:

C(S) =
∑

v∈∆S Cv =
∑

v∈∆S\{s} Cv +
∑

v∈∆S∩{s} Cv

With Lemma 8, we know a subset of ∆S, hence:

C(S) ≥ Cinterm. + Csrc

with Cinterm. =
∑

v∈λ−1(∆SL\{sL}) Cv and Csrc =
∑

v∈∆S∩{s} Cv

• The first sum Cinterm. can be rewritten as:

Cinterm. =
∑

vL∈∆SL\{sL}
∑

v∈λ−1(vL) Cv

Let us consider all the nodes in the square area λ−1(vL), and their rates compared to

the rate of vL:

• If C
(L)
vL = 1, then since IREN/IRON assigns only rates ≥ 1, we have Cv ≥ C

(L)
vL for

any v ∈ V.

• If C
(L)
vL > 1, vL is a border node for L (and WL), and C

(L)
vL must actually be |R(r)|−1.

Since WL is chosen so that WL < W , we have also: λ−1(vL) is a set of border nodes

of V. Their rate is Cv = πρ2M by definition.

From Equation 4.14, we have Cv ≥ mmin|R(r)|, hence Cv ≥ |R(r)|, and finally:

Cv ≥ C
(L)
vL

As a result, in both cases, ∀v ∈ λ−1(vL), Cv ≥ C
(L)
vL , and:

∑

v∈λ−1(vL) CvL = |λ−1(vL)|C
(L)
vL ≥ mminC

(L)
vL

Hence Cinterm.(S) ≥ mmin
∑

vL∈∆SL\{sL} C
(L)
vL

• The second sum Csrc reduces to 0 or 1 term:

• If sL ∈ ∆SL, then ∆SL ∩ {sL} = {sL}.

With the same reasoning as in the proof of Lemma 8, necessarily s ∈ ∆S as well, and:

∆S ∩ {s} = {s}.

Csrc = Cs = πρ2µ. As before, from Equation 4.14, we get Cs ≥ mmin|R(r)|, hence

Csrc ≥ mminC
(L)
sL
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• If sL /∈ ∆SL, then ∆SL ∩ {sL} = ∅, and obviously

∑

vL∈∆SL∩{sL} C
(L)
vL = 0

In both cases, Csrc ≥ mmin
∑

vL∈∆SL∩{sL} C
(L)
vL

Putting together both inequalities for Cinterm. and Csrc, the result is:

C(S) ≥ Cinterm. + Csrc ≥ mmin
∑

vL∈∆SL\{sL} C
(L)
vL + mmin

∑

vL∈∆SL∩{sL} C
(L)
vL

Hence: C(S) ≥ mmin
∑

vL∈∆SL
C

(L)
vL

The right part of the inequality is actually the definition of the capacity of the sL − tL-

cut, hence: C(S) ≥ mminC
(L)(SL), which is the lemma.

Theorem 6 The min-cut Cmin(s) of the graph V, verifies:

Cmin(s) ≥ mmin(|R(r)| − 1)

Proof: From Lemma 9, any cut C(S) is lower bounded by mminC
(L)(SL). Since C(L)(SL)

is the capacity of a cut of a lattice with IREN/IRON, Theorem 5 also indicates that:

C(L)(SL) ≥ C
(L)
min(sL) = |R(r)| − 1. Hence the lower bound mmin(|R(r)| − 1) for any C(S),

and therefore for the min-cut Cmin(s).

Nodes of V Mapped to One Lattice Point In Theorem 6, mmin plays a central part.

In this section, a probabilistic bound is given for the variation of mmin.

Theorem 7 When L → ∞ and µ → ∞,
mmin
µr2

p
→ 1,

and mmax
µr2

p
→ 1.

Proof: When a position of a node is i.i.d, for all i i ∈ {1, .., N}, m(uL) is X = Y1 + Y2 +

...YN−1, where Yi is i.i.d Bernoulli trials of probability p, and p = r2

L2 is probability for one

node to be mapped to uL. (0 ≤ p ≤ 1, r is the scaling factor of the neighborhood of the

embedded lattice, L is the length of a square network).

Let X be the number of nodes to be mapped to uL. Because X is a random variable,

P (X < a) = P (e−λX > e−λa) < E(e−λX)
e−λa ,∀λ > 0 with the Chernov bound in [86].

E(e−λX) =
∑N−1

k=0 P (X = k)e−λk =
∑N−1

k=0

(

n−1
k

)

pk(1 − p)N−1−ke−λk = (1 − p +

pe−λ)N−1.
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With a = Np(1 − δ), P (X < Np(1 − δ)) < E(e−λX)
e−λa = (1−p+pe−λ)N−1

e−λNp(1−δ) .

With p = r2

L2 and N = µL2, P (X < µr2(1−δ)) < (1+ r2

L2 (e−λ−1))−1eN ln(1+ r2

L2 (e−λ−1))eλ(1−δ)µr2
.

Using ln(1−x) < −x, P (X < µr2(1−δ)) < (1+ r2

L2 (e−λ−1))−1e(N−1) r2

L2 (e−λ−1)eλ(1−δ)µr2
.

By fixing λ = δ, P (X < µr2(1 − δ)) < (1 + r2

L2 (e−δ − 1))−1eµr2(e−δ−1+δ−δ2).

Using e−δ < 1 − δ + δ2

2 , P (X < µr2(1 − δ)) < (1 + r2

L2 (e−δ − 1))−1e−
µr2

2
δ2

.

Then, finally we have P (X < µr2(1 − δ)) < (1 − 2r2

L2 )−1e−
µr2

2
δ2

.

We choose r so that G fits exactly and any r × r square is not truncated. The exact

fitting is achieved by taking the origin point of R
2 as the center of the square G, and by

selecting r = 2k+1
L

where k is a positive integer. Hence, When L → ∞ and µ → ∞ with

δ > 0, (1 − 2r2

L2 )−1e−
µr2

2
δ2

→ 0. Therefore, mmin
µr2

p
→ 1

In addition, P (X > a) = P (eλX > eλa) < E(eλX)
eλa ,∀λ > 0 with the Chernov bound

in [86].

E(eλX ) =
∑N−1

k=0 P (X = k)eλk =
∑N−1

k=0

(

n−1
k

)

pk(1 − p)N−1−keλk = (1 − p + peλ)N−1.

With a = Np(1 + δ), P (X > Np(1 + δ)) < E(eλX)
eλa = (1−p+peλ)N−1

eλNp(1+δ) .

With p = r2

L2 and N = µL2, P (X > µr2(1+δ)) < (1+ r2

L2 (eλ−1))−1eN ln(1+ r2

L2 (eλ−1))e−λ(1+δ)µr2
.

Using ln(1−x) < −x, P (X > µr2(1+δ)) < (1+ r2

L2 (eλ−1))−1e(N−1) r2

L2 (eλ−1)e−λ(1+δ)µr2
.

By fixing λ = ln(1 + δ), P (X > µr2(1 + δ)) < (1 + δr2

L2 )−1eµr2(δ−(1+δ) ln(1+δ)).

Then, we have P (X > µr2(1 + δ)) < (1 + δr2

L2 )−1e−
µr2

2
(δ2+O(δ3)), and finally P (X >

µr2(1 + δ)) < (1 − 2r2

L2 )−1e−
µr2

2
δ2

.

When L → ∞ and µ → ∞ with δ > 0, (1 − 2r2

L2 )−1e−
µr2

2
δ2

→ 0. Therefore, mmax

µr2

p
→ 1

Asymptotic Values of the Min-Cut of Unit-Disk Graphs

Theorem 8 For a sequence of random unit disk graphs and associated sources (Vi, si ∈ Vi),

with fixed radio range ρ, fixed border area width W , with a size Li → ∞, and a density

M = Lθ with fixed θ > 0, we have the following limit of the min-cut Cmin(si):
Cmin(si)

M

p
→ 1 in probability. Additionally : Mmax

M

p
→ 1

Proof: With Theorem 7, we have mmin
µr2

p
→ 1 and mmax

µr2

p
→ 1 in probability, when L → ∞

and µ → ∞.

Consider the bound of Theorem 6: the min-cut Cmin(s) of the graph V, verifies: Cmin(s) ≥

mmin(|R(r)| − 1), hence: Cmin(s)
M

≥ mmin(|R(r)|−1)
M

The right side of the inequality is:
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a = mmin(|R(r)|−1)
M

= mmin
µr2

µ
M

r2(|R(r)| − 1)

We have:

• mmin
µr2

p
→ 1 in probability,

• µ
M

= 1
πρ2

• r2(|R(r)| − 1) = πρ2(1 + O(1
r
)), from Lemma 7.

Therefore the right side a
p
→ 1 in probability. This gives a lower bound of Cmin

M
for L → ∞.

Let us show that this lower bound is also an upper bound (in probability). Recall that

the min-cut Cmin is lower than any cut, for instance one cut with only neighbors of a node

t (T = {t}). Let us consider the node t ∈ V with the maximum number of neighbors Mmax,

and hence Cmin ≤ Mmax

We have: the maximum number of neighbors Mmax is at most mmax|R
+(r)|, where

R+(r) is similar to R(r), except considering squares of around a point of the lattice with

radius ρ + 2r. Like for |R(r)|, one can prove:

R+(r) = π
ρ2

r2
(1 + O(

1

r
))

and like mmin, one can show that mmax
µr2

p
→ 1 in probability.

Collecting these properties, we get:

Cmin

M
≤

Mmax

M
≤

mmax|R
+(r)|

M

where the right side of the bounds : is such that mmax|R+(r)|
M

p
→ 1 in probability.

Hence, the upper bound, and the theorem.
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4.6 Experimental Efficiency Evaluation

In section 4.5, we theoretically analyzed the efficiency of our approach. In this section, we

experimentally evaluate our approach in practical networks. Considering that the expected

number of neighbors is irregular in practical networks, we use IRMS as a rate selection

method. The experimental study is done first in four different kinds of graphs: instances of

lattice unit disk graphs and random unit disk graphs, both with and without torus effect.

Then, more intensive experimental study is done in random unit disk graphs with different

network scales and densities.

4.6.1 Efficiency in Different Types of Networks

In order to evaluate the efficiency of the heuristic IRMS, we first measured a relative effi-

ciency that is a ratio of Ecost and Eoptimal like; Erel−eff ,
Eoptimal

Ecost
. The relative efficiency

is based on a comparison of Ecost from the heuristic IRMS and Eoptimal from the optimal

solution as described in section 4.3.2.

One reference point is the achievable relative efficiency without network coding in [73].

In order to obtain the approximate upper bound, we use the same logic of E
(no−coding)
rel−cost

detailed in section 4.3.2, except we invert it as 1

E
(no−coding)
rel−cost

. The reason, for the inver-

sion is that relative efficiency is obtained by dividing Eoptimal by Ecost (an inversion of

E
(no−coding)
rel−cost ). Hence the approximative upper bound of efficiency without coding translates

into: E
(no−coding)
bound−rel−eff ≈ 0.609 . . ..

For comparison purposes, we evaluate the IRMS heuristic on four different kinds of

graphs: instances of lattice unit disk graphs and random unit disk graphs, both with and

without torus effect. The parameters for all four variations are the following: the total node

number N = 196, and the average neighbor number is successively 4, 12, 28, 48, 80.

Figure 4.20 represents the results of relative efficiency from the variations and one ref-

erence point. We obtained the results in Figure 4.20 for ten different instances of each

variation. The central result is the appreciable efficiency of IRMS compared to the achiev-

able efficiency without network coding: it mostly outperforms the upper bound without

network coding (0.609).

Results from the four different types of networks are detailed as:

• First type, lattice unit disk graphs with torus effect: These are the most regular graphs

and in these graphs, IRMS closely approaches optimality (> 0.95). The high efficiency
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Figure 4.20: Relative cost (efficiency compared to optimal)

occurs because every node has the same number of neighbors without the border effect.

Hence, the rate adjustment is not necessary.

• Second type, lattice unit disk graphs without torus effect: a node generally has the same

number of neighbors, except for the nodes near the border. The border nodes with fewer

neighbors can possibly reduce the efficiency and become problematic. However, IRMS

successfully solves the border issue as Figure 4.20 shows: the relative-efficiency of IRMS

approaches the targeted one min−cut
M

= 1. On the other hand, the good efficiency slightly

decreases as the density increases. The slight decrease occurs because many nodes generally

have an overlapped transmission range and all nodes in the overlapped transmission range

increase their rates for the worst case of starvation. Namely, a few extremely starving nodes

can increase the rates of all nodes within a transmission range.

• Third type, random unit disk graphs with torus effect: No border effect here. However,

IRMS has to overcome the effects of the irregular neighbor number; the graph of IRMS

shows that IRMS convincingly overcomes it.

• Fourth type, genuine random unit disk graphs: these graphs are closest to real networks.

The efficiency on the graphs is higher than the reference point without coding, and hence

its efficiency is acceptable. The only noticeable problem is that efficiency becomes lower as

density decreases. Because of the efficiency decrease, IRMS does not fully achieve the maxi-

mum broadcast rate, M in sparse networks. We detail the exceptional cases in section 4.6.4
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4.6.2 Distribution of the Min-cut

In this section, we provide further results from the random unit disk graphs; these graphs

were the ones with the most problematic efficiency among the graphs of four variations.

Remember that the minimum of the min-cuts Cmin(s, t) (for all t ∈ V) decides the

overall maximum broadcast rate of the source. Hence, good efficiency is achieved when the

distribution of these min-cuts is tighter and more concentrated. Deeper insight is gained

by analyzing the cumulative distribution of the min-cut of each node for the random graph

N = 400 previously studied. The cumulative distribution of the min-cut is displayed in

Figure 4.21(a). As evidenced, without IRMS, the distribution of the min-cut is wider

from 5 to 20, but with IR-MS, the distribution is closer to M (with a peak for M = 20,

the targeted min-cut). The concentrated min-cuts around M showed that almost all nodes

achieved the targeted min-cut M except a few nodes. However, the few nodes whose min-cut

is around 15 demonstrate that there is still some room for improvement.

(a) mincut: cumulative distribution (b) mincut vs distance from the border

Figure 4.21: Mincut distribution

Figure 4.21(b) provides additional information about the value of a min-cut depending

on the position of the nodes, for IRMS and IRON respectively. The distance of each node

to the border of the network was computed, and we performed a statistical analysis for the

min-cuts of nodes that have the same distance to the border. Figure 4.21(b) gives the

average min-cut and the minimum min-cut for nodes at a given distance from the border.

In Figure 4.21(b), we can see that the nodes closer to the border generally have a lower

min-cut. But, the lowest min-cut with IRMS is 90 percent of M . On the other hand, the

lowest min-cut without IRMS is much smaller, only 15 percent of M . Consequently, Figure

4.21(b) shows that the border effect is a key to producing a lower min-cut; again, we see that
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IRMS improves the minimum min-cut but does not always achieve the target min-cut= M .

4.6.3 Random Unit Disk Graphs N , M

Figure 4.23 and 4.22 show different perspectives on the efficiency with and without torus

effect. In order to measure the efficiency on these graphs, we use Ecost which indicates the

number of retransmissions per broadcast packet, as a metric.

First, different algorithms are compared:

• Network coding with IRON, which does not consider the border effect.

• Network coding with IRMS which is based on the static adaptation .

• MPR-based dominating sets from [5] (with efficiency close to MultiPoint-Relays (MPR)-

based flooding of [6]). It is representative of the efficiency of algorithms with only local

topology information based on store-and-forward routing.

• Connected dominating sets from [4] (efficient variant of a greedy algorithm). It is an

efficiency representative of centralized connected dominating set algorithms (and to some

extent, representative of what could be achieved without network coding).

• The optimal solution with network coding obtained by solving a linear optimization

problem for
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Figure 4.22: Ecost on random unit disk graphs with torus effect

Figure 4.22(a) displays the efficiency of each algorithm with density increase on random

networks with torus effect. One result is that the efficiency of an optimal solution with

network coding is about 1
3 better than the efficiency of the connected dominating set using

precise total topology from [4] with store-and-forward routing. In addition, the relative

efficiencies of IRMS and IRON are also similar to the efficiency of the optimal solution.
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In the case of IRMS, the efficiency gap with the optimal solution is less than 25 percent.

Moreover, the efficiency of IRMS and IRON is much higher than the efficiency of MPR-

based broadcasting. The low efficiency of MPR-based broadcasting shows the difficulty of

achieving high efficiency only using local information. We also find that there exists a small

gap between the relative efficiencies of IRMS and IRON. Even if the gap is small, it shows

an irregularity in neighborhood size away from the border. IRMS successfully resolves

the efficiency decrease that occurs because of this irregularity as seen in Figure 4.22. In

addition, Figure 4.22(b) confirms that the heuristic IRMS maintains its efficiency even if

a network becomes larger.
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Figure 4.23: Ecost on random unit disk graphs without torus effect

Figure 4.23(a) demonstrates the efficiency of each algorithm on the same graphs, but

without torus effect. Similar to results on networks with torus effect, the efficiency of the

optimal network coding is about 1
3 better than the efficiency of the connected dominating set

with precise global topology from [4] without store-and-forward routing. However, we can

see that the efficiency of IRON dramatically decreases in networks without torus effect. The

dramatic decrease again confirms the importance of addressing the border effects in static

networks. Unlike IRON, IRMS maintains a similar efficiency to that of the optimal solution

with network coding on networks without torus effect. Moreover, IRMS is as efficient as

CDS based broadcasting using precise global topology although IRMS only uses simple

local topology information, the number of neighbors. The good performance of IRMS is

already an interesting result. However, even if the gap is small, there exists an efficiency

gap between results from IRMS and the optimal. The small gap again shows the difficulty

of achieving high efficiency just using only local information. Lastly, we can confirm again
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that IRMS keeps its high efficiency independently with network scales.

4.6.4 Difficulties for Distributed Rate Selection
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Figure 4.24: Example of cut

Finally, Figure 4.24 gives an example of an instance of a random unit disk graph, where

the efficiency of IRMS was found to be low. The cut (S/T corresponding to the min-cut)

for a node at the bottom-left corner is represented. The white dots represent nodes in T

and black dots are nodes in S. The red dot represents a source and the green dots are the

only nodes connecting the part in the corner, T to the rest of the network, S. Namely, the

green dots represent nodes in ∆S in equation 3.4

With IRMS, the green nodes do not have extreme starvation in their neighborhood,

and therefore increase their rate by only a small amount. But data from the source is

only transmitted through these green nodes to the sets of nodes in T (white dots), and

for this reason the green nodes’ rates should be greater. This example perfectly illustrates

the difficulties found in sparse networks: notice that coordination between the green nodes

would require multi-hop communication and global topology in order to detect this issue.
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4.7 Rate Selection Improvement : Dynamic Adaptation

In this section, we improve our rate selection algorithm so that it can be dynamically

adapted to various networks, specifically to sparse networks, including those that are par-

titioned into several parts and are connected by only few nodes.

Our simple rate selection that essentially set the same rate on almost all nodes was

theoretically shown to be asymptotically optimal. In addition, experimental results showed

that our approach generally outperformed other broadcasting without network coding, and

got closer to the optimal obtained by solving a linear optimization problem. However, in

special cases such as sparse networks, it was found that the efficiency decreased and local

topology information was not sufficient to detect such special cases.

In order to detect the special cases and improve the efficiency of the special instances

of networks, we suggest a rate selection based on dynamic adaptation. The study of the

dynamic adaptation started from the same general idea of finding not necessarily an optimal

rate selection, but a simple and efficient rate selection. We also started from our basic

rationale in section 4.4, but with the novel approach of using simple dynamic information

to adapt the rates, rather than static topology information. The rate of each node is set

from the current state of information inside the network. There are several advantages in

doing so; first, the problematic cases that cannot be detected from static local topology

information in section 4.6.4, may be discovered from dynamic information. Second, in real

networks, the network itself evolves dynamically with packet loss rates or topology changes

and hence the rate selection can no longer be a fixed constant rate. These dynamic features

require dynamic adaptation in any case. To handle this issue, we propose a novel algorithm

based on a dynamic rate selection method, especially in considering the initial rate. The key

contributions of this chapter are the proposal of a dynamic heuristic for rate selections, its

analysis using insights from theory, and an experimental investigation of the performance

with simulations.

The rest of this section is organized as follows: section 4.7.1 details the new heuris-

tic, DRAGON, section 4.7.2 analyzes the performance with experimental results and sec-

tion 4.7.2.2 concludes this chapter.
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4.7.1 Dynamic Heuristic for Rate Selection

In this section, we introduce our improved heuristic with dynamic adaptation. Before

introducing the heuristic, we first explain the general concept of cut at destination and local

received rate in section 4.7.1. These concepts are connected to the maximum broadcast rate

that is theoretically a min-cut as detailed in section 3.3.3.

Local Received Rate: Cut At Destination

The cut at destination is a special case of a cut as defined in section 3.3.3. Formally,

it is the partition S/T of the nodes, where T includes only the destination node T = {t}

(hence S = V \ {t}). An example is represented in Figure 4.25: the node t has neighbor

nodes v1, v2, v3 and v4 (this is the set ∆S of the cut in section 3.3.3); the capacity of the

cut is the sum of the rate of these nodes, C(S) = Cv1 + Cv2 + Cv3 + Cv4 (as shown by (3.4)

in section 3.3.3).

Figure 4.25: Cut S/T at destination: ∆S = {v1, v2, v3, v4};T = {t}

The capacity of the cut C(S) may be pictured as the total rate that flows through the

boundary between S and T , and the capacity of the cut at the destination is simply the

total rate at which one node receives innovative packets from its neighbors: the local received

rate.

Cut at Destination, Min-Cut and Efficiency From section 3.3.3, the maximum

broadcast rate of the source is the capacity of the min-cut. Therefore, it is lower than

the capacity of any cut at destination (= any local received rate).

Notice that in general, the min-cut need not be the cut at one destination: for instance

in the example topology of Figure 4.26, one unique node is connecting the left and right

parts of the network. If, for instance, all the nodes had an identical average rate lower than

the source, then that center node would be the bottleneck, and the min-cut would be the

partition S/T with the following features: on one side, all nodes in the right part, which
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Figure 4.26: Example topology (source is the larger node)

contains the source plus the center (set S); and on the other side, all the nodes of the left

part (set T ).

One link between the cut at destination and a min-cut comes from our proof in sec-

tion 4.5.2 and [85]. One result of the proof is that the min-cut is essentially equal to the

number of neighbors; this was proved for lattice networks and for random unit-disk net-

works as the density grows towards infinity. This implies that in those cases, the min-cut

is essentially one cut at destination 2.

In addition, under the same asymptotic conditions, it was proved that on average the

proportion of non-innovative transmissions would converge towards 0. This proved asymp-

totically optimal efficiency for the metric of the number of transmissions per broadcast

packet, and demonstrated an advantage over non-coding.

Static Heuristics using Cut At Destination As seen in the previous section, the min-

cut is related to the local received rate in some cases of homogeneous networks. However,

when the nodes have a different number of neighbors, they have different local receiving

rates. The first step is to adjust the different local receiving rates, in order that the local

receiving rate would be at least the broadcast rate of the source, M , for every destination.

Indeed, every node in the network should receive at least a total rate M from its neighbors.

We explored our simple heuristic to achieve the same local receiving rate M at every

node in section 4.4 by following the simple logic: when a node has h neighbors, each of its

neighbors would have a rate at least equal to M
h

. Then the local receiving rate is always at

least the sum of h such rates, indeed greater or equal to M . This yields our static heuristic,

IRMS in section 4.4.

In [73], and in a slightly different context (not explicitly a rate selection, broadcast

2or at the that the min-cut as a similar capacity to the cut at destination
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all-to-all), theoretical arguments were given for the ability to decode in the case of general

networks when k ≥ 3. But [85] shows that k = 1 is asymptotically sufficient for one-to-all

broadcasting.

We also experimentally explored the performance of IRMS (k = 1) in section 4.5. Al-

though overall good performance was observed, in the case of sparser networks, phenomena

occurred where only a few nodes would connect one part of the network to another, in a

similar fashion to the center node in Figure 4.26. In networks similar to Figure 4.26, the

rate of the nodes linking two parts of the network would be dependent on how many of

them are present. Such information is not available from local topology information.

Dynamic Heuristic, DRAGON Our heuristic IRMS for rate selection is static, using

simple local topology information, and the rates would be constant as long as the topology

remained identical.

However, a different approach is possible. The starting point is the observation that

with fixed rates, the rank of a node v, will grow linearly with time, as Dv(τ) ≈ Cmin(s, v)×

τ , i.e. proportionally to the capacity of the min-cut from the source s to the node (see

section 3.3.3). With a correct rate selection, one would expect this min-cut to be close to

the source rate Cmin(s, v) ≈ M in every node, and would therefore expect that the ranks of

all nodes would grow at the same pace. Failure of the ranks to grow at the same pace is a

symptom of the fact that the rate selection requires adjustment.

From Dv(τ), the rank of a node v at time τ , let us define gv(τ), the maximum gap of

rank with its neighbors, normalized by the number of neighbors, that is:

gv(τ) , max
u∈Hv

Dv(τ) − Du(τ)

|Hu|

We propose the following rate selection, DRAGON Dynamic Rate Adaptation from Gap

with Other Nodes, which adjusts the rates dynamically, based on the gap in the relative

ranks of a node and its neighbors as follows:

• DRAGON: the rate of node v is set to Cv(τ) at time τ as:

• if gv(τ) > 0 then: Cv(τ) = αgv(τ)

where α is a positive constant

• Otherwise, the node stops sending encoded packets until gv(τ) becomes larger than

0

This heuristic has some strong similarities, with the reasoning presented in section 4.7.1,
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and with IRMS. Consider the cut at one destination v. In this case, DRAGON ensures that

every node will receive a total rate at least equal to the average gap of one node and its

neighbors scaled by α, which as the local received rate at time τ verifies:

C(V \ {v}) ≥ α

(

1

|Hv|

∑

u∈Hv

Du(τ) − Dv(τ)

)

This would ensure that the gap would be closed in time ≈≤ 1
α
, if the neighbors did not

receive new innovative packets.

Theoretical Analysis of DRAGON

Overview In effect, DRAGON is performing a feedback control, which intends to

equalize the rank of one node to the rank of its neighbors, by adapting the rates of the

nodes.

However, notice that the precise control-theoretic analysis of DRAGON is complicated

by the fact that the rank gap does not behave like a simple “physical” output, and that we

have the following properties, for two neighbor nodes u, v:

• If Du > Dv , then every transmission of u received by v will increase the rank of v (is

innovative).

• If Du ≤ Dv, then a transmission of u received by v, may or may not, increase the

rank of v. Both cases may occur.

The last property may be illustrated in the network in Figure 4.26. Consider the center

node: it is the only node connecting the two parts of the network; hence all nodes on the left

part of the network received vectors that went through it, and any transmission received

from the left, will not be innovative for the center node. Now, imagine that another node

is added, out of range of the center node, such that it also connects the two parts of the

network. In that case, some transmissions from the left are likely to become innovative for

the center node (depending on the overall rate selection).

As a result, there is some uncertainty in the control regarding the effect of increasing

the rate of a neighbor that has greater rank than another node. A refined dynamic ap-

proach would require gathering detailed statistics about the innovation rate, and using this

information in the control; however, the approach used in DRAGON is simpler and more

direct. If a node has a lower rank than all its neighbors, it will stop sending packets. This
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fact causes us to pessimistically estimate that transmissions from nodes with lower rank are

non-innovative.

Although this would tend to make the rates less stable with time, intuitively this prop-

erty might allow DRAGON to be more efficient. Note also from section 3.3.3, that there

is no direct penalty for unstable rates: only the average rates matter for the maximum

broadcast rate (and also for the cost).

Insights from Tandem Networks Although the exact modeling of the control is

complex, some insight may be gained from approximation.

Consider one path (s = v0, v1, . . . vn) from the source s to a given node vn, such as in

Figure 4.27.

Figure 4.27: Line network

Denote Dk , Dvk
, Ck , Cvk

. Assume now that the ranks in the nodes verify Dk+1(τ) <

Dk(τ), for k = 0, . . . , n − 1, and then a fluid approximation yields the following equations:

dDk+1(τ)

dτ
= Ck(τ) + Ik(τ) with αk =

α

|Hvk+1
|

(4.15)

Ck(τ) = αk(Dk(τ) − Dk+1(τ − δk(τ))) (4.16)

where Ik(τ) is the extra innovative packet rate at vk from neighbors other than vk−1 and

δk(τ) is the delay for node k + 1 to get information about the rank of its neighbor k. If the

rank is piggybacked on each transmitted packet, then δk(τ) ≈ 1
Ck(τ) .

If we make the approximation that δk(τ) = 0, and if we consider a linear network

composed exclusively of the single path, then αk = 1
2α and Ik(τ) = 0. Let β , 1

2α. In that

case, (4.15) and (4.16) yields the following sequence of first order equations for fixed source

rate M and Dk(0) = 0.

dDk+1(τ)

dτ
= β(Dk(τ) − Dk+1(τ))) (4.17)

In this case, (4.15) and (4.16) yields a sequence of first order equations for Dk, solvable
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with standard resolution methods:

Dk(τ) = Mτ − (1 − e−βτ )
kM

β
− e−βτPk(τ) (4.18)

where Pk(τ) is a polynomial of τ with Pk(0) = 0. This result shows that in this case the

ranks are Dk(t) ≈ Mτ plus an additional term: when τ ≪ 1
β
, this term is ≈ Pk(τ) and is 0

for τ = 0 ; whereas when τ ≫ 1
β

this term is ≈ kM
β

.

The conclusion is that, for a line network, when τ → ∞, the rank of the nodes

v0, v1, . . . , vk are such that the dimension gap between two neighbors is M
β

, and this oc-

curs after a time on the order of magnitude of 1
β

= 2
α
: the ranks of the nodes decrease

linearly from the source to the edge of the network.

4.7.2 Experimental Results

In order to evaluate the performance of DRAGON, we performed extensive simulations,

which are detailed in this section. The focus of the DRAGON algorithm is on wireless ad

hoc networks, and simulations were performed either for random uniform graphs (inside

a square) or with the reference network of Figure 4.26, in which one node connects two

parts. This last network is of special interest because it exemplifies features found in sparse

networks in Figure 4.24 in section 4.6.4, where static heuristics fail.

Parameter Value(s)

Number of nodes 200

Range defined by M , expectation of number
of nodes in one neighborhood. M = 8

Position of the nodes random uniform i.i.d, a network on Figure 4.26

Generation size 500

Field Fp p = 1078071557

α (in DRAGON) α = 1

Table 4.1: Default simulation parameters.

The default simulation parameters are given in Table 4.1. The simulator used was

self-developed, with an ideal wireless model with no contention, no collision and instant

transmission/reception. For comparison purposes, NS-2 (version 2.31) was also used with

its default parameters.
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The metric for (energy-)efficiency used in these simulations is: the total number of trans-

mitted packets per source packet, and is denoted as Ecost. Ecost , Total number of transmitted packets
Generation size .

As mentioned in section 4.3.2, the optimal rate selection may be computed from a linear

program [13]: it is the rate selection that minimizes Ecost. In some scenarios, we computed

numerically this minimum Ecost (by a linear program solver), to obtain a reference point.

We also implemented a termination protocol which decides whether to stop transmission

based on the state of neighbors, and chose the generation size to be sufficiently large to offset

its cost.

General Behavior of Wireless Network Coding A first general view of the behavior

of wireless broadcast with network coding would separate the broadcast into three durations:

the starting phase, the general phase, and the termination phase. We simulated IRMS with

default parameters on the network in Figure 4.26 and the simulation result is illustrated in

Figure 4.28: the average innovative packet rate received by nodes in the network, depending

on the time. In the starting phase, the nodes do not have enough vectors, and then the

efficiency of network coding is limited. Hence the innovative rate is limited. In the general

phase, network coding acts as predicted. In the termination phase, some nodes have all the

packets (and are able to decode them), but some others do not. When the generation size

is sufficiently large, the performance is dominated by the behavior in the central part.
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Figure 4.28: Average innovative packet rate vs time

Efficiency of DRAGON In this section, we start the analysis of the performance of

various heuristics, by considering their efficiency from Ecost. Simulations were performed
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on several graphs with default simulation parameters except for the density (the density is

sparse and hence the expected number of neighbors is 6) using three rate selections: optimal

rate selection, IRMS, and DRAGON.
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Figure 4.29: Performance of different heuristics

Figure 4.29 represents the results (for an average of 6 random graphs, M=6).

Theory and Practice The first 3 bars, are unrelated to DRAGON, and in essence,

attempt to capture the gap between theory and practice.

The first bar (label: opt(th)), is the optimal Ecost as obtained directly from the linear

program solution, without simulation. The second bar (label: opt), is the actual measured

Ecost in simulations in the ideal wireless model, with optimal rate selection. The third bar

(label: opt − NS2) is the actual measured Ecost in simulations using the simulator NS − 2

with parameters in Table 4.2.

As one might see, with the default parameters, the measured efficiency when performing

actual coding with optimal rates (and generation size = 500), gives a result rather close to

the numerical value of the optimal within a few percents. Another result is that the impact

of the physical and MAC layer, as simulated by NS-2 with parameters in Table 4.2, is

limited as one can see: ≈ 20% (and the channel occupation rate was approximately 1/3).

The results are close. Therefore, because the purpose of our algorithm is not to per-

form congestion control (and because the parameters chosen would make some simulations

operate above the channel capacity), in the remaining results, we will present results with

the ideal wireless model.
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Parameter Value(s)

Number of nodes 200

Transmission range 250m

Network field size 2300m x 2300m

Antenna Omni-antenna

Propagation model Two-way ground

MAC 802.11

Generation size 500

Field Fp p = 1078071557

Table 4.2: Default simulation parameters of NS-2

Efficiency Improvement for Sparse Networks The two last bars of Figure 4.29

represent the efficiency of DRAGON and IRMS respectively. As one may see in this scenario,

the ratio between the optimal rate selection, and DRAGON is around 1.6, but without

reaching this absolute optimum, DRAGON still offers a significantly superior performance

to IRMS.

The gain in performance comes from the fact that the rate selection IRMS, has a lower

maximum broadcast rate (in some parts of the network) than the actual targeted one, and

therefore also lower than the actual source rate. As a result, in the parts with lower min-cut,

the rate of the nodes is too high compared to the innovation rate whereas with DRAGON

such phenomena should not occur for prolonged durations: This is one reason for its greater

performance.

Field Fp p=2 p=23 p=17333 p=1078071557

Result 8302/200 8150/200 8127/200 8127/200

Table 4.3: Impact of field size

Impact of Field Size As indicated in section 3.3.3, the asymptotic performance is

not related with field size. Table 4.3 shows the cost-per-broadcast Ecost for the reference

graph in Figure 4.26, generation size = 200, and DRAGON. It appears that indeed there is

little variation (2%). To be complete, notice that because DRAGON attempts to equalize

the rank gaps, it is countering the effect that made field size secondary in the queueing

model of [19]; hence the performance of DRAGON with smaller field size is expectedly

different and slightly less efficient
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Impact of Loss Rate By nature, random linear network coding has the property of being

resilient to losses, in the sense that one loss may be compensated by just one additional

transmission. Table 4.7.2 indicates the performance of DRAGON, in a lossless network and

Loss Rate 0 % 10 %

Result 31.99 35.596

in a network with loss equal to 10%. The result is again the cost-per-broadcast Ecost (avg.

number of transmissions to broadcast one source packet). As one can compute, in the case

of the lossy network, the Ecost multiplied by the transmission success rate of the network

(0.9) gives a value of 32.0364. This is a normalization of the results in order to factor out

the loss rate. Then the normalized result with loss is only 0.15% higher than without loss:

indeed network coding and DRAGON are highly resilient to loss in this example.
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Impact of Density In Figure 4.30, simulations were performed on random graphs (avg.

of 6), with default parameters and with increasing radio range. The modified parameter is

M , with the average number of nodes in one disk representing radio range. As one may

see, DRAGON performs well compared to IRMS in sparser networks, which are the most

problematic cases, for reasons explained previously. For denser networks, the gap between

IRMS, DRAGON and the optimal rate selection closes.

Figure 4.31 represents the impact of generation size: the efficiencies of the optimal rate

selection (theoretical and with simulations), IRMS, and DRAGON are represented. As one

might see, for the range of generation size selected, little variation is observed.
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4.7.2.1 Closer Analysis of the Behavior of DRAGON

Impact of α In DRAGON, one parameter of the adaptation is α, and is connected to the

speed at which the rates adapt. Table 4.7.2.1 indicates the total number of transmissions

made, for the reference graph in Figure 4.26, for DRAGON with different values of α; and

also for IRMS.

Value of α α = 1 α = 5 α = 10 IRMS

Total cost 16083 16272 17734 64411

Table 4.4: Impact of α

As one might see, first, the efficiency of IRMS on this network is rather low (1/4 of

DRAGON). Indeed, the topology exemplifies properties found in the cases of networks where

IRMS was found to be less efficient: two parts connected by one unique node. For various

choices of α, it appears that the performance of DRAGON decreases when α increases.

This evidences the usual tradeoff between speed of adaptation and performance. However

the decrease in performance is rather limited, which we ascribe to two factors. The first one

is, again, that for identical average rates, different rate selections will have asymptotically

identical performance, whether the rates are oscillating dramatically or not. The second

one is that in DRAGON, the nodes stop sending encoded packets whenever they are unsure

whether their transmissions are beneficial to their neighbors.

Comparison with Model In Figure 4.32, Figure 4.33,Figure 4.34, X axis presents the

distance from a source when a network has a 1 x 1 field. In Figure 4.32, Y axis presents
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dimension, the number of innovative packets, and In Figure 4.33 and Figure 4.34, Y axis

presents simulation tick.

In Figure 4.32, some results are represented when running DRAGON with α = 10 on

the reference network shown in Figure 4.26. Consider one node. At every time, it has a

rank, and this rank can be compared with the number of packets already sent by the source.

The difference between the two should be ideally 0, and a larger value is an indication of

the delay in propagation of the source packets. Hence that difference can be taken as a

metric. We measure the following statistics: for each node, we identify the maximum value

of that difference over the entire simulation. We then plot one point on the graph: the x

coordinate is the distance of the node to the source, whereas the y is this difference.

Therefore the graph indicates how the “gap of rank with the source” evolves with dis-

tance. First, we see that there is a large step near the middle of the graph; this is the

effect of the center node, which is the bottleneck and which obviously induces further delay.

Second, two linear parts are present on each side of the step. This confirms the intuitions

shown by the models in section 4.7.1 about a linear decrease in nodes’ ranks from the source

to the edge of the network.

Finally, one may find simulation results for α = 1 in Figure 4.33 and for α = 5, α = 10

in Figure 4.34.

As in previous example, one dot represents a node in the network, and the x coordinate

is the distance of the node to the source ; but this time the y-coordinate is the time at

which the node has received exactly half of the generation size.

This yields further indication of the propagation of the coded packets from the source.

Indeed if we compare the difference of time between nearest node from the source, and

furthest node, we get a propagation time. It is around 35 for α = 1, 6 for α = 5 and 4 for

α = 10: roughly, it is inversely proportional to α, as expected from section 4.7.1 and seen

in Figure 4.33 and Figure 4.34. In addition, the impact of the bottleneck at the center

node is dramatically reduced as nodes on a large scale react to gaps with large α).

4.7.2.2 Summary of Dynamic Rate Selection for Sparse Networks

In this section, we introduced a dynamic heuristic for selecting rates: DRAGON. It did not

assume a specific type of network topology; the only assumption was that one transmission

reached several neighbors at the same time. The rate selection of DRAGON is constructed

in a similar manner with our basic approach and static heuristic IRMS. As a result, the
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property of efficiency of DRAGON is inherited from our basic approach and static heuristic

IRMS. Moreover, DRAGON also behaves as a feedback control: DRAGON detects nodes

with inadequate rates using the expected dynamic behavior of network coding (namely,

a linear increases with time of the information received), and accordingly adjusts the in-

adequacies. Because of this adaptation ability, DRAGON can use a pessimistic strategy,

which decreases the rates of nodes whose transmissions are not absolutely guaranteed to be

beneficial to their neighbors.

We experimentally explored the efficiency of DRAGON with various parameters in-

cluding an error rate, an encoding field size, a generation size and network density. The

experimental results show the effective feedback control of DRAGON, specifically in sparse

networks including almost partitioned networks where partitioned parts are connected only

by a few nodes. For instance, in some graphs of sparse networks, Ecost of DRAGON is just 58

percent of the cost of IRMS. Moreover, in the graphs of sparse networks, DRAGON achieves

70 percent of the theoretical optimal efficiency obtained by solving a linear optimization

problem and 85 percent of the experimental optimal efficiency obtained by executing sim-

ulations with selected rates of the optimal solution.
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4.8 Summary

In this chapter, we focus on using network coding as an efficient method to broadcast data

to the entire wireless network, where the cost is the total number of transmissions. For single

source broadcasting, results from information theory indicate that a maximum broadcast

capacity may be achieved by a simple coding method, random linear coding [11,19]. Then

the key parameter for a given network is essentially the average retransmission rate of the

nodes. As a result, finding an optimal solution to minimize the cost consists of finding

the optimal average rate of every node: rate selection [13]. In fact, [12, 13, 67] have shown

that optimal rate selection may be effectively obtained by solving linear programs in a

polynomial time and possibly in a distributed fashion.

However, a different, even simpler, approach is possible. The approach is based on intu-

ition about the condition to achieve maximal-efficiency-benefit of wireless network coding.

The condition is to let every transmission bring new information to every receiver. Let us

assume that the condition is satisfied and every node has the same number of neighbors.

Then, every node could receive the same amount of innovative data per unit time if they

select their transmission rate using IRON, which assigns the Identical transmission Rate

one to most Other Nodes and the intended maximum broadcast rate (i.e. the expected

number of neighbors, M) to a source.

The efficiency of the simple rate selection is theoretically explored in one dimensional

torus networks and in two dimensional networks on Euclidean spaces. For the theoretical

study, IRON is used as a rate selection method in one dimensional tours networks, and

IRON is extended to IREN/IRON in two dimensional networks in order to handle border

effects where nodes around the border definitely have smaller neighborhoods than others.

With these rate selections, the theoretical study proceeds by comparing the efficiency of

the rate selections with Ebound = N
Mmax

(N: total node number, Mmax: maximum neighbor

number); Ebound is a bound of a possible minimum efficiency for wireless network coding.

The comparison results converge to one in both one dimensional torus networks and in two

dimensional networks. These results show that our approach is asymptotically optimal and

our broadcasting with network coding is at least as efficient as other broadcasting with

store-and-forward routing.

Subsequently, we experimentally evaluate our approach by comparing it with other

broadcast protocols with store-and-forward routing. The experimental comparison is done
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in practical networks where irregularity in neighbor number exists and the irregularity lets

some nodes have lower receiving rates than an intended receiving rate (a max flow) to achieve

the maximal-efficiency-benefit of wireless network coding. In order to solve the starvation

of the receiving rate with low cost, we propose a simple heuristic based on local topology

information that Increases Rate for Most Starving node, IRMS. In some experiments, IRMS

shows that it could outperform an MPR-based broadcast protocol with local topology and

could be as efficient as a CDS-based broadcast protocol using a greedy algorithm with global

topology. The experimental results also show that the acceptable efficiency is maintained

regardless of a network scale. But, in special cases such as sparse networks, we find the

efficiency decreased and local topology information is not sufficient to detect such cases.

In order to detect these special cases and prevent efficiency decrease, we introduce a

dynamic rate selection: Dynamic Rate Adaptation from Gap with Other Node (DRAGON)

method. DRAGON operated as a feedback control, whose target is to equalize the amount

of information in the same neighborhood. The target is based on the optimality condition,

which is that the receiving rate is the same at each node as the expected number of neighbors.

The same receiving rate could enable each node to have the same amount of innovative data

if propagation delay is ignored. When the propagation is taken into account, at least nodes

in the same neighborhood have a similar amount of innovative data. Observation in tandem

networks also confirms this hypothesis by showing that new information moves from a source

toward the end of a network and a node has less information as its position gets closer to

the end of the network. Hence, neighbors should have similar amounts of innovative data

if their distance from the source is similar to that of nodes in the same neighborhood. If

neighbors have a considerable gap in their innovative data, the gap should be narrowed.

To narrow it, DRAGON lets each node adjust its rate proportional to the largest positive

gap with its neighbors; the positive gap means that a node has more innovative data than

its neighbors. In order to experimentally evaluate the efficiency of DRAGON, we execute

simulations with various parameters including different error rates, encoding field sizes,

generation sizes and network densities. The simulation results show in some representative

networks that Ecost of DRAGON is just 58 percent of the cost of IRMS in sparse networks

and DRAGON could achieve 85 percent of the optimal efficiency obtained by executing

simulations with an optimal solution.

In summary, we propose a different and simpler approach for efficient broadcasting with

network coding instead of solving a linear optimization problem. Our simple broadcasting
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with network coding is originated from investigation of the maximal-efficiency-benefit of

wireless network coding. We ask the following questions: what is the maximal-efficiency-

benefit of wireless network coding, how can we achieve the maximal-efficiency-benefit, and

can a practical and simple protocol achieve it? From the investigation, we develop a basic

rationale to achieve the maximal-efficiency-benefit of wireless network coding [92] in terms

of efficiency. The basic rationale of our approach is theoretically proved to be asymptotically

optimal [85, 93], and experimentally shown to outperform other broadcast protocols with

store-and-forward routing [92]. For sparse networks, we also propose dynamic adaptation,

which prevents efficiency decrease for exceptional networks that are small and have low

density [94].



Chapter 5

Real Life Implementation of

Network Coding and Decoding

Protocol

In this chapter, we present a practical protocol for efficient wireless broadcasting with net-

work coding, which is derived from the proposed rate selection algorithms. In addition, we

also propose a simple novel method for real-time decoding. As Codecast [15], CodeTor-

rent [16], MORE [17] and a file sharing protocol on Wireless Mesh Networks [18] present

practical protocols using random linear coding, our protocol also uses random linear coding.

While other protocols emphasize on loss recovery and delay constraint, our protocol focuses

on energy-efficiency, which is achieved by our algorithms(IRON, IRMS and DRAGON). Our

protocol also includes additional features: a termination protocol for eventual decoding at

every node and a real-time decoding method.

5.1 Algorithm and Packet Format

In this section, we briefly describe our practical wireless broadcast protocol with a termi-

nation protocol. Algorithm 3 indicates basic operations of the protocol.

128
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5.1.1 Framework for Broadcasting with Random Linear Coding

Basic operations of the protocol are described in the following Algorithm 3. As described

in Algorithm 3, the source initiates broadcasting by sending its original data packets with

a header specified in Table 5.1.3. When the source sends the data packet, it produces data

of a prefixed size (size = κ) using padding if necessary. Other nodes initiate transmission of

encoded data upon receiving the first coded packet, and stay in a transmission state where

they will transmit packets with an interval decided by rate selection algorithms. Precisely,

when intermediate nodes receive a data packet that is a source packet or a coded packet,

they start scheduling encoded data transmission. The scheduling interval is decided by our

algorithms (IRON, IRMS and DRAGON). Transmitted packets by intermediate nodes are

coded packets generated using random linear coding with a header specified in Table 5.1.3

(See section 3.2.2 for a detailed description of random linear coding). Data transmission

stops until nodes detect termination using a termination protocol.

Algorithm 3: Brief Description of data transmission Algorithm

Source data transmission scheduling: the source transmits sequentially the D3.1

vectors (packets) of a generation with rate Cs.
Nodes’ data transmission start conditions: the nodes start transmitting a3.2

vector when they receive the first vector.
Nodes’ data storing condition : the nodes store a received vector in their local3.3

buffer only if the received vector has new and different information from the vectors
that the nodes already have.
Nodes’ data transmission stop conditions: the nodes continue transmitting3.4

until themselves and their current known neighbors in their local
information base have enough vectors to recover the D source packets.
Nodes’ data transmission scheduling: the nodes retransmit linear combinations3.5

of the vectors in its local buffer after waiting for a delay computed from the rate
selection.
Nodes’ data transmission restart conditions: When a node receive a3.6

notification to indicate that one neighbor node requires more vectors to recover the
D source packets and it has already stopped data transmission, the node re-enters in
a transmission state.

5.1.2 Termination Protocol

A network coding protocol for broadcast requires a termination protocol in order to decide

the appropriate time to stop transmissions of coded packets while the termination protocol
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confirms eventual decoding at every node. Our precise terminating condition is as follows:

when a node (a source or an intermediate node) itself and all its known neighbors have

sufficient data to recover all source packets, the transmission stops. This stop condition

requires information about the status of neighbors including their ranks. Hence, each node

manages a local information base to store one hop neighbor information, including their

ranks.

Algorithm 4: Brief Description of Local Information Base Management Algorithm

Nodes’ local info notify scheduling: The nodes start notifying their neighbors of4.1

their current rank and their lifetime when they start transmitting vectors. The
notification can generally be piggybacked in data packets if the nodes transmit a
vector within the lifetime interval.
Nodes’ local info update scheduling: On receiving notification of a rank and4.2

lifetime, the receivers create or update their local information base by storing the
sender’s rank and lifetime. If the lifetime of the node information in the local
information base expires, the information is removed.

In order to keep up-to-date information about neighbors, every entry in the local infor-

mation base has a lifetime. If a node does not receive notification for update before the

lifetime of an entry is expired, the entry is removed. Hence, every node needs to provide

an update to its neighbors. In order to provide the update, each node notifies its current

rank and a lifetime to its neighbors. The notification is usually piggybacked in an encoded

data packet, but could be delivered in a control packet if a node does not have data to send

during its lifetime. A precise algorithm to organize the local information base is described

in Algorithm 4

The notification of rank has two functions : ACK and NACK. When a node has sufficient

data to recover all source packets, the notification works as ACK, and when a node needs

more data to recover all source packets, the notification works as NACK. When the notifi-

cation works as NACK, a receiver of the NACK could have already stopped transmission.

In other words, the receiver acquires a new neighbor that needs more data to recover all

source packets. In this case, the receiver restarts transmission. The restarted transmission

continues until the new neighbor notifies that it has enough data, or until the entry of the

new neighbor is expired and therefore removed.
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5.1.3 Packet Format

Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4 use two kinds of packets: a data packet and a control packet.

Data Packet In each packet, protocol-ID marks a packet type, and for a data packet, it

is NC-DATA (=1). Optional fields are for real-time decoding described section 5.2 and are

not essential for basic operation in Algorithm 3 and Algorithm 4. The optional fields are

used only when protocol-ID is NC-DATA-EXT(=3).

Field name Size (byte)

Protocol-ID 1

Generation identifier 1

Sequence number 2

Source rate 2

Generation size 2

Rank of a node 2

Lifetime 2

Coefficient field size 2

Data size 2

Neighbor Number (optional) 2

Highest index (optional) 2

Lowest index (optional) 2

Sliding Encoding Window Size (optional) 2

Coefficients Generation size x a Field size

Data Predefined size (κ-11(Header Size))

Table 5.1: Data Packet Format

Each field in Table 5.1.3 has the following meaning:

• Generation identifier is a marker to let intermediate nodes encode packets only

belonging to the same generation.

• Sequence number marks the sequence number of source packets, and is 0 for encoded

data packets.

• Source rate advertises the source rate.

• Generation size marks the generation size.

• Rank of a node denotes the current amount of innovative data of the transmitter

• Lifetime denotes duration that the information in this packet (that is, the rank and

the fact that transmitter is a neighbor of a node receiving this packet) is valid.

• Coefficient field size denotes the size of the fixed Galois Field for coefficients.
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• Data size denotes the size of fixed data, κ.

• Coefficients are generally 0 for source packets except for the column of the sequence

number. For example, when the sequence number is seven and the generation size

is twenty, the coefficients for the source packet are [00000001000000000000]. The

coefficients for encoded data packets are a global encoding vector that is a linear

combination of randomly chosen local encoding vectors, and global encoding vectors of

encoding data in the local buffer of a node (See section 3.2.2 for a detailed description

of random linear coding).

• Data contains an original data for a source data packet with the predefined size κ,

or encoded data for a intermediate node. Notice that the size of the encoded data is

also κ.

Control Packet In each packet, protocol-ID marks a packet type, and for a control

packet, it is NC-CTL (=2). Optimal fields are used to speed up a termination phase and

are not essential for basic operations in Algorithm 3 and in Algorithm 4. The optional

fields are used only when protocol-ID is NC-CTL-EXT(=4).

Field name Size (byte)

Protocol-ID 1

Generation identifier 1

Source rate 2

Generation size 2

Rank of a node 2

Lifetime 2

Neighbor Number (optional) 2

Requested data number (optional) 2

Requested data sequence number (optional) 2 × requested data number

Table 5.2: Control Packet Format

Each field in Table 5.2has the following meaning:

• Generation identifier is a marker to let intermediate nodes encode packets only

belonging to the same generation.

• Source rate advertises the source rate.

• Generation size marks the generation size.

• Rank of a node denotes the current rank of a transmitter

• Lifetime denotes duration that the information in this packet (that is, the rank and
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the fact that transmitter is a neighbor of a node receiving this packet) is valid.

Local Information Base For stop and restart conditions, a node maintains its local

information base that contains its known neighbors with lifetime as seen in Table 5.3.

Whenever a node receives notification of rank and lifetime through a data packet or a control

packet, the node updates its local information base. If a transmitter of the notification

already exists in the local information base of a receiver, the receiver node only updates the

lifetime of the entry for the transmitter. If an entry for the transmitter does not exist in

the local information base, the receiver creates a new entry for the transmitter and stores

the rank and lifetime of the received packet in the created entry. If the new entry is created

after the receiver node stops transmission, the receiver node checks whether the receiver

node needs to restart transmission by referring to the rank of the transmitter saved in the

new entry; transmission restarts only when the rank of the transmitter is lower than the

generation size.

Field name Size (byte)

Neighbor Address 4 or 6

Generation identifier 1

Generation size 2

Rank of node 2

Lifetime 2

Table 5.3: Local Neighbor Table

5.1.4 Performance Evaluation using NS-2

We execute simulations using ns-2 version 2.28 with the parameters in Table 5.4.

Figure 5.1 represents the results for an average of 7 random graphs for M = 20 and of 3

random graphs for M = 10 with the minimum and maximum relative efficiency with error

bars when a node with most neighbors is selected as a source: Figure 5.1(a) represents

results when the average neighbor number is M = 20 and Figure 5.1(b) represents results

when the average neighbor number is M = 10.

As described in section 4.3.2, the relative efficiency is Ecost

Eoptimal
where the denominator

Eoptimal is the theoretical optimal cost to broadcast one unit data to the whole network. The

theoretical optimal cost is obtained by solving a linear optimization problem. ( see details

in section 4.3.2) Hence, relative efficiency of the theoretical optimal solution (opt(th) in
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Parameter Value(s)

Number of nodes 200

Transmission range 250m

Network field size 1400m x 1400m (M=10),2080m x 2080m (M=20)

Antenna Omni-antenna

Propagation model Two way ground

MAC 802.11

Data Packet Size 512 including headers

Generation size 500

Field Fp p = 2

Avg. Simulation time (sim tick) , M=20 637

Avg. Simulation time (sim tick), M=10 655

Table 5.4: Simulation Parameters of NS-2 for Efficiency Evaluation

Figure 5.1) is always one. Opt(sim) represents a ratio of the theoretical optimal cost to

the cost obtained by executing the simulations with the optimal solution. Because of the

effect of the starting and ending phase and the effect of MAC and the physical layer, the

opt(sim) is higher than one as seen in Figure 5.1.

As a reference, we use E
(no−coding)
rel−cost (E(no−coding) in Figure 5.1), which is the upper

bound of efficiency without coding. We obtain it by reusing the argument of [73]. In

a unit disk graph, two neighbors should be connected in order to forward packets and

these two connected neighbors share a neighborhood area where any node inside the shared

area receives duplicated packets as seen in Figure 4.5 in section 4.3.2. Considering the

inefficiency of the shared area, E
(no−coding)
rel−cost is computed as a ratio between the maximally

covered area with one transmission and the maximally covered area without duplication. (

see section 4.3.2 for details ), and the value is approximately 1.642.

One notable result is that our dynamic heuristic outperforms E
(no−coding)
rel−cost in some rep-

resentative sparse networks and some representative dense networks.

5.2 Real-time Decoding

In this section, we propose a method for real-time decoding, which allows recovery of some

source packets without requiring to decode all source packets at once. This section is

organized as follows: we first explain the decoding process and the concept of real-time

decoding in section 5.2.1, introduce our method for real-time decoding itself in section 5.2.2,
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Figure 5.1: Relative efficiency of our heuristics

and then present experimental evaluation of the effect of our real-time decoding method

SEW in section 5.2.3.

5.2.1 Overview of Real-time Decoding

In this section, we explain the general decoding process. Decoding is a process to recover

the source packets from accumulated coded packets inside a node. As explained in sec-

tion 3.2.1, any received coded packets are originated from the source, and are a set of linear

combinations of the original source packets as represented in Figure 5.2(a). In Figure 5.2(a),

(pj)j=1,...,k are k packets generated from the source, and the set {y
(v)
i } is the set of packets

that were received by a node v. The sequence of coefficients for y
(v)
i , [gi,1, gi,2, . . . , gi,k] is

the global encoding vector of the coded packet ( y
(v)
i ).

Considering the matrix of coefficients [gi,j ] of a set of coded packets inside a node, the

node can recover the source packets [pj] from the accumulated packets [y
(v)
i ] if the matrix

of coefficients has full rank. Then, decoding amounts to inverting this matrix, for instance

with Gaussian elimination as seen in Figure 5.2(b).

In the worst case, a node may have to wait until it has sufficient information to decode

all packets at once (block decoding). Because block decoding delays recovery of source

packets until the rank of a node reaches at least the generation size, the delay could be

rather large. In order to shorten the delay of the block decoding, Chou et al. [54] suggested

that an early decoding process could be possible by recovering some source packets before

a node receives enough data for block decoding, but did not specify a method to ensure it.

The early decoding process uses the fact that partial decoding is possible [54] if a subset
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(a) A set of coded packets in a local buffer of
a node

(b) Decoding with Gaussian Elimination
with k=n

Figure 5.2: Decoding at a Node

of encoding vectors could be combined by Gaussian elimination, yielding a lower triangular

part of the matrix as seen in Figure 5.3. Notice that packets forming the lower triangular

part do not need to be on sequential rows inside the nodes’ buffers and rows of the packet

could be non-continuous in a matrix of the global encoding vectors and information vectors.

Figure 5.3: Low Triangle in Global Encoding Vectors in Local Buffer

An explicit mechanism to permit for early decoding is useful, since when the source rate

approaches its “maximum broadcast rate”, in other terms as the source rate approaches

optimality, the probability of being able to partially decode after a fixed time decreases (as

implied by [62]).
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5.2.2 SEW (Sliding Encoding Window)

In this section, we introduce our real-time decoding method, Sliding Encoding Window

(SEW). In order to enable real-time decoding, it ensures the existence of a low triangle in

global encoding vectors saved in a node. Hence, the existence of an early decodable part as

in Figure 5.3.

To ensure such existence, the method SEW relies on two properties:

Principles of SEW:

• SEW coding rule: generates only coded packets that are linear combinations

of the first L source packets, where L is a quantity that increases with time.

• SEW decoding rule: when decoding, performs a Gaussian elimination, in such

a way that one coded packet is only used to eliminate the source packet with

the highest possible index (i.e. the latest source packet).

Before detailing the insights behind these rules, we first define notations: the high index

of a node, Ihigh, and the low index of a node, Ilow. As explained in section 5.2.1, a coded

packet is a linear combination of source packets. If we assume that the most recently

generated source packet always has the highest sequence number, that is if the source is

successively sending packets p1, p2, p3, . . . with sequence numbers 1, 2, 3, . . . , then it is

meaningful to identify the highest and lowest such sequence number in the global encoding

vector of any coded packet. Let us refer to the highest and lowest sequence numbers

as: highest and lowest index of the coded packet respectively. For instance, for a packet

y = p3 + p5 + p7 + p8, the highest index is 8 and the lowest index is 3.

Because all encoded packets have their own highest index and lowest index, we can also

compute the maximum of the highest index of all not-yet decoded packets in a node, as well

as the minimum of the lowest index. We refer to the maximum and the minimum as high

index (Ihigh) of a node and low index (Ilow) of a node. Notice that a node will generally

have decoded the source packets from 1 up to its low index.

The intent of the SEW coding rule is to use knowledge about the state of neighbors of

one node, namely their high and low index. A node restricts the generated packets to a

subset of the packets of the source, until it is confirmed that perceived neighbors of the node

are able to decode nearly all of them, up to a margin K. Notice that once all its neighbors

may decode up to the first n − k packets, it is unnecessary for the node to include packets

p1, . . . pk in its generated combinations.
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Hence, the general idea of SEW is that it restricts the mixed original packets within

an encoded packet from a window of a fixed size K. In other words, a node encodes only

source packets inside a fixed Encoding Window as:

ithcoded packet at node v : y
(v)
i =

j=k+K
∑

j=k

ai,jpj

where the (pj)j=k,...,k+K are K packets generated from the source. The sequence of coeffi-

cients for y
(v)
i is the following global encoding vector:

[0, 0, . . . , ai,k, ai,k+1, . . . , ai,k+K , . . . , 0, 0]. A node will repeat transmissions of new random

combinations within the same window, until its neighbors have progressed in the decoding

process.

Our SEW is indirectly related to convolutional codes. In [95], Fragouli and Soljanin

investigated connection between network coding and convolutional codes based on their

subtree decomposition method. Our SEW does not directly use the state-space description

of convolutional codes, but our SEW limits the number of coded symbols as an encoder of

convolutional codes uses limited memory registers.

The intent of SEW’s limiting the number of coded packets (symbols) is to guarantee

proper functioning of the Gaussian elimination. An example of the SEW decoding rule is

the following: assume that node v has received packets y1 and y2, for instance y1 = p1 + p9

and y2 = p1 + p2 + p3. Then y1 would be used to eliminate p9 for newly incoming packets

(the highest possible index is 9), and y2 would be used to eliminate p3 from further incoming

packets. On the contrary, if the SEW decoding rule was not applied and if y1 were used to

eliminate p1, then it would be used to eliminate it in y2, and would result in the computation

of y2 − y1 = p2 + p3 − p9; this quantity now requires elimination of p9, an higher index than

the initial one in y2. In contrast the SEW decoding rule guarantees the following invariant:

during the Gaussian elimination process, the highest index of every currently non-decoded

packet will always stay identical or decrease.

Provided that the neighbor state is properly exchanged and known, as a result, the

combination of the SEW coding rule and the SEW decoding rule, guarantee that ultimately

every node will be able to decode the packets in the window starting from its lowest index;

that is, the combination guarantees early decoding.

Notice that improper knowledge of neighbor state might impact the performance of the

method but not its correctness: if a previously unknown neighbor is detected (for instance
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due to mobility), the receiving node will properly adjust its sending window. Conversely,

in our protocol, obsolete neighbor information, for instance about disappeared neighbors,

will ultimately expire.

5.2.3 Real-Time Decoding: Effects of SEW

In order to evaluate the effects of our real-time decoding method SEW, simulations were

run using an NS-2 simulator with parameters in Table 5.5 and the following additional

parameters: SEW window size K = 100, high mobility (2.7 radio range/sec), and a source

rate M = 8.867.

Parameter Value(s)

Number of nodes 200

Transmission range 250m

Network field size 1100m x 1100m

Antenna Omni-antenna

Propagation model Two-way ground

MAC 802.11

Data Packet Size 512 including headers

Generation size 1000

Field Fp, (xor) p = 2

Table 5.5: Simulation Parameters of NS-2 for RDT Evaluation

We used two rate selection heuristics: IRON and DRAGON, and drew the evolution of

the following parameters with time:

• Average rank of nodes,

• Average Ihigh

• Minimum Ihigh,

• Source rank

• Average RTD : the average real-time decoding rate per unit time; the ratio between

the number of decoded packets of a node and the rank of the node.

The results are represented in Figure 5.4(a) with rate selection IRON, whereas Figure 5.4(b)

shows results using IRON and SEW.

As seen in Figure 5.4, SEW could decrease the gap between the average number of

decoded packets and the average rank of nodes. Hence this evidences the success of real-

time decoding: indeed, in that example, and thanks to this small gap, a node could decode

more then 80 percent of received packets.
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Figure 5.4: Evolution of avg. D, avg.(Ihigh),min.(Ihigh) and source rank, with high mobility,
N=200 M=8.867

On the contrary, the results without SEW show that a node can decode only a fraction

of its received coded packets for most of the simulation’s duration (in the example, about

5 % for IRON, and 20 % for DRAGON), and will then decode most of the coded packets

suddenly, at the end of the simulation. Such behavior is not uncommon: indeed the differ-

ence between being able to decode a whole set of packets or not may be made by one single

additional packet.

In this spirit, we can explain the different decoding success rates by comparing the

evolution of Ihigh and of the average rank of nodes. In the simulation without using SEW,

the high index of a node Ihigh stays higher than the rank of the node and hence the node

will not get a chance to perform real-time decoding: at the same time as the node gets

more useful coded packets for the decoding process, it also gets additional coefficients to

eliminate.

On the contrary, in the simulation using SEW, the average high index Ihigh increases

more slowly than the rank of the source and at the similar pace with the average rank of

nodes, as seen in Figure 5.4(b). This keeps Ihigh close to the rank. Therefore, in these

simulations, nodes are able to decode more than 80 percent of received packets during

almost the entire simulation time.
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5.3 Summary

In this chapter, we describe a practical protocol specification derived from our algorithms

(IRON, IRMS and DRAGON) detailed in chapter 4. The protocol description details algo-

rithms to transmit encoded data packets and control packets with random linear coding as

well as the packet formats and the local information base.

In our protocol, decoding at every node would be guaranteed with a termination pro-

tocol that requires a node and its known neighbors to have enough data to recover all

source packets. This termination protocol needs precise known neighbors and the known

neighbors could change because of the dynamic features of wireless networks. Hence, an

algorithm for practical protocols must considers changing neighborhood for a clear termi-

nation protocol. For this, we proposed to maintain a local information base about one hop

neighbors (precisely, their ranks) with an expiring lifetime for each neighbor entry. With the

local information base, a node can distinguish current known neighbors from disappeared

or completed neighbors, and clearly terminate encoded data transmission while confirming

eventual decoding at every node.

In addition, we also proposed a real-time decoding scheme, Sliding Encoding Window

(SEW) for a practical solution. A node is ultimately able to recover the source packets

when the node receives sufficient data to recover all source packets at once. This ultimate

decoding at the end of encoded data transmission in a network could cause intolerable

prolonged delay. At worst, one lost packet can delay decoding of all received packets and

the intolerable delay can make all received packets useless. Hence, it is important for

a practical solution to support real-time decoding that recovers some portion of source

packets before the end of encoded data transmission in a network. Our method using SEW

supports real-time decoding by intentionally making an early decoding condition. Some

simulation results of our simple method showed good real-time decoding rates. However,

because there exist trade-offs between efficiency and real-time decoding rates, the real time

decoding scheme should be combined with an appropriate rate selection method in order

to obtain a high real-time decoding rate without losing much efficiency. This combination

is one direction of our future work.
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Summary and Future work

This thesis studied efficient broadcasting for two kinds of traffic: control traffic and data

traffic. The control traffic is specifically for mesh networks. Contents of the control traffic

partially changes, and hence there exists redundancy between updating data and already

updated date such as a database of mobile hosts (a so-called association database). On the

other hand, the data traffic is a continuous flow of information such as video streaming,

and is delivered in discrete packets containing discrete contents without redundancy. For

these two kinds of traffic, we used two different approaches; for the control traffic we used a

method based on classical store-and-forward routing and for the data traffic we used a new

novel method, network coding.

For the control traffic, we extended efficient broadcasting with classical store-and-forward

routing by taking into account redundancy between the updating data and the already up-

dated data. More precisely, we utilized the benefit of a Multi-Point Relay (MPR) broadcast

protocol, and proposed an association discovery protocol (ADP) that decreased the amount

of broadcasting data, based on the fact that a set of stations (mesh clients) associated with

one static node (a mesh router) slowly changed with time. With modeling and simulation

we evaluated the performance of our protocol for the control traffic. The evaluation results

showed that in some representative examples the consistency of broadcasted data could

be maintained with decreasing overhead. This result could be generally applied to delay

constrained traffic whose contents are already broadcasted and some particles of which are

updated.

However, for continuous and discrete data traffic, there exists a new and novel approach

for efficient broadcasting. It is network coding. Network coding may not be beneficial for
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the control traffic, but it could be beneficial for continuous and discrete data traffic. Hence,

we explored efficient and simple broadcasting with network coding. As in Codecast [15],

CodeTorrent [16], MORE [17], all-to-all wireless broadcasting [96] and a file sharing protocol

on Wireless Mesh Networks [18], our exploration focused on a simple and practical solution

that took advantages of random linear coding. Our practical solution especially focuses on

efficient broadcasting and the efficiency is entirely decided by ”a rate selection algorithm”

that sets the average rate of each node. From the literature, it is known that the optimal

rate selection can be obtained by solving a linear optimization problem formulated for

a given network. However, the best-case-complexity-bound to solve the problem using

Karmarkar’s algorithm [66] is O(N7M3.5) where N is the total number of nodes and M

is the expected number of neighbors. In addition, whenever topology changes because

of mobility, newly changed optimization problems should be solved, and the average rate

should be decided with exact consideration of packet losses. Moreover, there is no insight

about the performance advantage of using network coding compared with other methods of

using store-and-forward routing.

Instead of solving a linear optimization problem, we proposed a different and even

simpler approach of using a rate selection algorithm, which was based on basic intuition and

started from a hypothesis about the maximal-efficiency-benefit of wireless network coding:

the efficiency-benefit of wireless network coding is maximized when every transmitted coded

packet can bring new information to all receivers of the transmitted packet. Investigation

of the conditions for achieving this goal showed us a tight coupling between a receiving

rate (a max flow or a min-cut) of a node and the number of its neighbors. Inspired by the

observation, we developed our approach that sets an identical rate (one) to other nodes

except for the source rate (M) with the assumption that the number of neighbors is same

as (M). The rate selection approach was denoted IRON.

The efficiency of our approach was theoretically studied in one dimensional torus net-

works and in two dimensional networks on Euclidean spaces. For the study of two dimen-

sional networks, we specifically extended our basic approach (IRON) to increase rates of

exceptional nodes (IREN/IRON) in order to handle some border effects that do not exist

on torus networks. With IRON and IREN/IRON, we proved a maximum broadcast rate

is asymptotically equal to the expected number of neighbors (M). The proof is deduced

to the proof that the efficiency of our approach is asymptotically optimal. Moreover, from

this result, we also deduced an important corollary: asymptotically, network coding could
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outperform other methods with store-and-forward routing. Theses results can be directly

extended to any dimensional networks of Euclidean spaces.

These theoretical results are asymptotic and hence should be adapted for practical net-

works. The first adaptation is using local topology information. Precisely, the adaptation

increases a rate for the most starving nodes where the most starving nodes are neighbors

with the smallest neighborhoods. The static heuristic is denoted IRMS. In some experimen-

tal results, the efficiency of IRMS was, in practice, shown to outperform two other broadcast

protocols with store-and-forward routing: an MPR-based broadcast protocol; and a CDS-

based broadcast protocol with global topology and centralized algorithm to form a CDS

set.

The static rate selection IRMS, generally showed good efficiency. However, we found

limits of IRMS appearing in some networks with density irregularity. The limits occur

because local topology information is not sufficient to find an appropriate rate selection

for efficient broadcasting in strongly irregular networks. For such networks, an alternative

approach has to be used. As the alternative solution we extended the static rate selec-

tion using local dynamic information, precisely the amount of innovative data (rank) inside

each node. The dynamic heuristic is DRAGON: Dynamic Rate Adaptation from Gap with

Other Nodes. DRAGON performs a feedback control, which intends to equalize the ranks

of neighbors by increasing rates of nodes with more innovative data than their neighbors.

DRAGON showed in some experimental results that it combats the problem that efficiency

of our static heuristic decreases in sparse networks. Precisely, DRAGON, in some repre-

sentative results, achieved 70 percent of theoretical optimal efficiency obtained by solving

a linear optimization problem, and 85 percent of experimental optimal efficiency obtained

by executing simulations with the optimal solutions.

Finally, we deduced a practical protocol for efficient broadcasting with network coding

from these rate selection algorithms (IRON, IRMS and DRAGON), and presented a simple

real-time decoding method that allows the decoding of some source packets before a node

receives sufficient data to decode all source packets.

Overall, for continuous and discrete data traffic, this thesis proposed simple and prac-

tical solutions with network coding for efficient wireless broadcasting. Through theoretical

studies, our basic approach was proved to be asymptotically optimal and to be at least

as efficient as other broadcasting protocols with store-and-forward routing. Through ex-

perimental results, our static and dynamic heuristics based on the theoretical results were,
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in practice, shown to outperform the classical broadcast protocols using a decentralized

algorithm, and to be at least as efficient as other classical broadcast protocols using a cen-

tralized algorithm. From these results, we can see that a simple rate selection algorithm

enables efficient broadcasting with network coding, specifically for continuous and discrete

data traffic.

Future prospects opened by this thesis include the study of broadcasting with network

coding for continuous and delay-constrained data traffic. The study would focus on trade-

offs between efficiency and delay to recover source data. Indeed, it is theoretically known

that the possibility of recovering source data before the end of network coding transmission

decreases as the efficiency of network coding increases. Hence, the trade-offs should be

controlled depending on tolerable delay of data traffic. Further work also includes the

study of the impact of mobility and transmission loss, and practical experiments of network

coding using an actual testbed for real applications.

A file sharing application in wireless networks would be one of representative real appli-

cations that benefits from our network coding protocol in decreasing total time and energy

to distribute data, as shown in simulation and modeling. If a file application executes on not

all nodes but some nodes, these some nodes can organize a virtual network only including

them and some extra nodes, and execute our protocol in the virtual network. In addition,

when a wireless network is a wireless mesh network that has a hybrid structure and an in-

frastructure connection, we can support an efficient remote update system by using a node

that connects a wireless multi-hop network and infrastructure as a source, and by dissem-

inating a system file or software file through our protocol. Another application area is a

car-to-car network. A car-to-car network would be a multi-hope wireless network connect-

ing each car through wireless link and also have a infrastructure connection through nodes

in some specific places such as a gas station or some electronic bulletin board. Heuristics

of our protocol can be extended in order to use effectively this hybrid structure for efficient

data dissemination. A car-to-car network also could have a node that could join in a group

only for some duration before a car exits a road. In this case, if the node cannot recover

encoded data received using network coding from the disjoining group, the received data

could possibly be useless. This decoding-time constraint of encoded data using network

coding can be supported by our real-time decoding method. In addition, because cars on

the road could be irregularly distributed, a car-to-car network could be partitioned from

time to time. In order to minimize this irregular disconnection effect, a protocol should
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dynamically adapt its operations. Moreover, our extension can use a special feature that

cars running in both direction can bring data traffic to improve protocol efficiency. Our

dynamic heuristic could be extended for the irregular connectivity and counter-direction

traffic.
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